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MISCEI.tANEOUS.

REED,

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that 0esh Is
to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and liomoepathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I And
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
on* 2-cent stamp and (2.00.
sight and consultation free.
Oflco Πβηικ- » a. m. to 9. p. m. my7sntf
heir

Colored Urine? If you have any of these troubles
jrou may be sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
JiliouH? Have you jaundice? Do you have a
sail»., jmplexion? Are you troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials :
Mrs. Chas. IIathobjï, 51 Pearl St.,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
confined to lier bed for some time. Had a constant and intense

"insurance.
W.D. LITTLE &

ÏKHM8—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail suba Year, il paid In advance.
Kates of Advertising—One inch ol space,
the length of column, or twelve Unes nonpareil,
constitutes a "square."
$1.50 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00 ; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week ; three insertions or less, $1.50.

CO.,

81 EXCHANGE STREET,
Established in 1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
oltss American and Foreign Co s at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
)el7snly

The brig's mate and three seamen
also died during the voyage, and two seamen
are now .sick on hoard.
The fatal disease is
supposed to have been yellow fever.
at

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year ; if paid in
advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first in-

BACKACHE

Baxgoiî, Sept. 8.—City Marshal Whitney

THE

The indications for New England today are

cloudy weather and rain increasing, brisk to
high, south to west winds, slight rise, followed
by slight fall in| temperature,
lower barometer.
Portland, Me., Sept. 8, 1885.
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Block Island ,30.01
Mt. Wash't'n
Portland, Me
Albany, Ν. Y
New York...
Norfolk, Va.
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WashingtonAtlanta, Ga..
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Cleveland.... 29.59
Detroit
29.53
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Chicago, Ills.
Duluth, Minn

29.53
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Steadman's

Editor

New Orleans 29.08
Cincinnati, Ο 29.64:

Trial.

J. Β. BROWN & SONS,

29.87
Memphis
Pittsburg.... 29.701
Buffalo, N.Y. 29.58

A Civil War Said to Have Broken Out

BANKERS,
No. 218 Middle Street.
Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Letter* of
Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
janSl

in Khartoum.

Alpena,Mich
London, Sept. 8.—The examination of Mr.
Stead, editor of the Pall Mali Gazette, Mrs.
J arrett, Brain well, Mrs. BoothJCoombs, Mr.
Jaques, and Mrs. Maury, the defendant in
the Eliza Armstrong abduction ease, was resumed in the Bow street police court this
morning. Mrs. Jarrett, at the opening cf

Β Ο NOS !
State of

6s
6s
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Maine,

Portland Water Co.,
Leeds A- Farmiugton,
m ai ne Central,
Biddeford & Saco Water

-6s

Co., 5s

4*
4s
5s
6s
Os

Lansing.

Michigan,
Zanesville, Ohio,
Wnusau, Wis.,

Nelsonville, Ohio,

■own Loan & Trust

Co.,

and other safe securities for said by

H.M.PAYSON&CO.
eodtf

Jy3

PORTLAND

TRUST COMPANY,
First National Bank

Building.

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtf
jelO

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Mrs. Armstrong,
the court, began to cry.
the mother of Eliza, testified that Mrs. Jarrett obtained her daughter from her on a plea
of needing the child to assist in the house
work of her home. The witness scouted the
idea that she knew anything of the character of Mrs. Jarrett other than was represented by the prisoner herself, (that she was a
woman of respectability) and denied in the
most emphatic manner that she had sold her
daughter for immoral purposes. Eliza Armstrong was cross-examined, and said that her
father, mother and six children lived in one
room.
She admitted that with the exception of tile indignities referred to in her testimony yesterday her abductors had treated
her kindly.
Eliza on her cross-examination frequently
contradicted herself, and her evidence conflicted with that of her mother. She confessed that she did not go to sleep when the
handkerchief saturated with chloroform was
applied to her nose, during what was called
"the momentary surprise" of the medical

examination.
Mrs. Armstrong was cross-examined. She
was bold and defiant, and vulgarly abused
The witness
Mrs. Jarrett and Mrs. Itussell.
admitted that she had been three times fined
for being drunk, once for assault and once
for using obscene language on the streets,

and that she was drunk the night that Eliza
departed from home, but became intoxicated
after the girl left. The Court then adjourned
until next Monday.
The Caroline Islands Affair.
8.—A majority of the newspapers expect that the strong anti-German

Pakis, Sept.

feeling provoked throughout Spain by the
Carolines affair, will result in a revolution
in that country. The people manifest a hostile feeling towards King Alfonso and his
ministry for their actions respecting the German occupation of Yap.
The Figaro i and Gaulois state that the
commander of the German gunboat who recently occupied Yap, has been ordered by his
government to evacuate it.
The

Cholera.

Madkiii, Sept. 8.—There
eases

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Marquette...
Milwaukee.
St. Louis, Mo
St. Paul,Minn
Onialia, Neb.
Bismarck,Da
St. Vincent..

of

were

1,870

new

6s & 4s
Rockland
No. Pacific Gold..6s

reported throughout Spain yesterday.
Heavy Run on Irish Banks.
CoiiK, Sept. 8.—There is a heavy run on

the branches of the Bank of Ireland and the
Provincial Bank at Skibbereen, a town 40
miles from this city.

Anson

has broken
out at Khartoum, and the Governor of
Senaar lias sent a messenger to demand the
surrender of the city.
Foreign Notes.

Caiuo, Sept. 8.—A civil

6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & Ο. Β. Κ—Cs
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January 1,1884.

CHEESE! CHEESE! CHEESE!
We have this clay purchased one-half of the lot
of cheese, that tooK the first prize at the New
Ebgland Fair, Bangor, and shall cut the first one
at our store, Tuesday noon, Sept. 8th, and advise
all lovers of first class cheese to give us a call.
Also a full line of

GROCERIES, FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
Constantly

Montkkai,, Sept. 8.—At a meeting of the
hoard of health to-day the mayor
announced that the Grey Nuns and Nuns of
St. Margaret, the Protestant order, had offered to seive as nurses in the smallpox hospital. Among the first decrees of the board
will be an order to the city authorities to extend the hospital accommodation for small
The village
of St. Jean
pox patients.
Baptiste will receive immediate attention
and the question of improving its sanitary
A house to
condition will be considered.
house medical inspection will be made with
a view to the general vaccination of residents.

provincial

Death of Dr. R. H.

LEICHTON & CAGE,
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removed to that city and became the first
pastor of that church. He continued with
that charge until about one year ago, when
Rev. Nehemiah Boynton became associate
pastor with him. Dr. Seeley was a prominent man in the community. He was born
in Norwalb, Connecticut, and was a son of
Hufus and Mary Seeley, and a direct descendant of Captain Robert Seeley, one of
the early colonists.

Acquittal

Sold at the above priées by

of

Lieutenant

Colonel

Cochrane.

Fred W. Shaw,
COR. OXFORD Mil MAYO ST8.

eodlw*

i>ep7

leading

denomination in the State.
..

Flour! Flour! Flour!

Seeiey.

Haveiihii.i., Mass., Sept. 3.—Dr. It. II.
Seeiey, 1). D., died at his residence here last
night just after 12 o'clock. The deceased
was a

4tlip-d3t

of

SMALL POX.

hand.

011

city

cerned in the recent placarding of the
Lausanne with seditious documents.

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
N·. 104 MIDDLE STREET, Fortlnnd.

Miles Crrv, Mon., Sept. 8.—The case of
perjury against Lieutenant Colonel Melville
A. Cochrane, of the Fifth Infantry of Fort
Keogh, Montana, was disposed of here yesterday, before Judge John Coburn. The
acquitted the defendant on the first vote.
jury
The case has attracted great interest in army
circles, as it was an offshoot of the court martial of Lieutenant J. C. Freemont Tillson in
September, 1884, and the verdict is received
with great favor hv both soldiers and citizens.

American Social Science Association.

PHOTOGRAPHER
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Sakatooa, X. Y., Sept. 8.—The American
Social Science Association assembled in its
twentieth annual meeting here last night.
The opening session was attended by a large
number of prominent scientists from various
parts of the United States and Canada.
President John Eaton of Washington made
the opening address. His subject was "A
word mi scientific method in the common
affairs of life." The speaker was listened to

attentively.
Dr.

Tyng's Funeral.

Nkw York, Sept. 8.—The funeral of the
late liev. Dr. Stephen II. Tvng took place today from St. (JeiTrgc's church, of which he
was rector for many years.
The officiating
clergymen were 1/ishop Lee of Delaware,
assisted by liishop l'otter, Rev. Dr. Ramsford, Rev. Dr. Xewton of Philadelphia, and
Rev. Dr. Renjamin of
Ivington-on-thelludson.

Cripples

Clml Clml[Cloudy
Liebmann,
Sergeant Signal Corps, XI. S. A.
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R. H.

English

won

the half

mile

■

amateur

at Lake Ma-

ranocook.

Winthbop, Sept. 8.—The

three

(lay's

band muster opened at Lake Maranocook,
today under favorable circumstances. There
was in attendance a good crowd for the opening. Twelve bands are upon the grounds.
The managers are well pleased with the
prospect for a grand and successful tournaThe bands in attendance are, Chandler's, Glover's, Lewiston City, Webb's Mills,
East Dixfield, East Waterford, Corinna, Levant, Buxton, Oxford, Maine State fife and

ment.

The J uvedrum corps, and the Milo band.
nile band of Brunswick is expected tomorrow.

The programme this afternoon was as follows

:

1.45—Concert, Chandler's Band, Portland, D.
H. Chandler, conductor.
2.00—Concert, Glover's Band of Auburn, Geo.
H. Glover, conductor.
2.30—Concert,Spiller's Band,of Webb's Mills, R.
Manning Spiller. conductor.
3.45—Concert by the consolidated bauds, Frank
L. Collins of Portland, director, with a cannon accompaniment fired by electricity, under the
charge of W. C. Clark of Portland, and an anvil
chorus of six anvils beaten by twelve men.
5.30—Concert, Maine Fife, Drum and Bugle
corps, Portland, John Fagan, conductor.
Reeve's

war

memories,

or

a

day in camp in

1862 with fife, drums and cannon accompaniment followed. This was the first time that
The exthis has been performed in Maine.

ercises concluded with "America" by the
consolidated bands, singing by the audience,
and a cornet

accompaniment.

Cokn'ish, Sept. 8.—The Ossipee Valley
fair opened with a perfect day. There was
best stock ever
a large attendance and the
seen on

the

grounds, numbering

four

dred and seven head. The prospects
fair exceed any previous exhibition.

hunof the

Fire in Cornish.

Conines, Sept. 8.—The new dwelling
house of William M. Allen was consumed
by fire last evening. Cause a defective chimney. Loss eighteen hundred dollars ; insured in the York County Patrons of Husbandry Company for eleven hundred dollars.

Probably a Fatal Injury.
Lewiston, Sept. 8.—John Perrault, aged
twenty-four years, while sitting on an express wagon on Lincoln street today, the
horse started throwing him against a tree,
causing a compound fracture of the hip, and
other injuries which the physicians think
will prove fatal. He belonged in Vermont
and had planned to go there tomorrow.
The Norway Shoe Factory.
Non way, Sept. 8.—The town of Norway
have acceded to all the requirements of β.
F. Spinney & Co., of Lynn, and the contract
for building a new shoe factory two hundred

by sixty feet and three story, to accommodate that portion of tbeirlbusiness now done
in Lynn has been made and the building is
to be ready for occupancy by the first of! November.
Diabolical Attempt to Wreck a Train.
Auousta, Sept 8.—Tiiis eveninu as the
train that arrives from Portland at 8 o'clock,

bowling along
this side of Gardiner in Farmingdale three
planks laid across the track were struck by
the locomotive and
ground to fragments.
There was a curve at this point and the engineer applied the air brake at once stopping
the train about its length from where the
obstructions were. The train kept the irons
and no injury was done. This is not the first
Ilealey, conductor,

was

a

mile

attempt made at this spot to wreck a train.

Attempt

at Suicide.

Damabiscotta, Sept. 8.—John Crosby,
aged 33, a traveling agent of the Singer Sewing Machine Company attempted suicide tonight by jumping into the river. He was
pulled out conscious after having been in
he water about five minutes. The man was

probably crazy.
Installing a Pastor in Winthrop.
Wintbbop, Sept. 8.—The installation of
Rev. J. B. Hawes, pastor of the Congregational church here occurred tonight.
The
following was the order of exercises :
Heading scripture, Rev. Mr. .Smith, Waterville.
Sermon, Prof. Stearns, Bangor.
Installation prayer, liev. Mr, Adams, Bangor.
Charge to pastor, l'rof. Se wall, Bangor.
Right hand of fellowship, Rev. Mr. Skeele, Augusta.
Charge to the church,Rev. Father Hawes,Litch-

field.
The latter is the father of the new pastor,
an octogenarian and has been a preacher for
more than half a century.
A Maine Sea

Captain

Dies of

Yellow

Fever.
New

York, Sept. 8.—Brig Laregna, from
Cayenne, reports that [Captain Keene of
Prospect, Me,, late of the schooner Benjamin Fabens, died August i, and was buried

THE TURF.

Mystic

Meeting

Park.

Boston, Sept. 8.—This was the first day of
the regular fall meeting at Mystic Park, fhe
weather was cloudy and cool, but the track
was in excellent shape and the attendance
fair. Three races were on the programme,
only two of which were completed. The
2.35 class brought out live horses, and the
honors were easy—JaneR., George L. and
The
Nellie Gray each taking two heats.
The
race then went over until tomorrow.
summary so far as completed is as follows :
2.35 CLASS—PURSF. $800.
1 2 14 4 2
Jane Κ
5
3
2
4

George I.
Nellie Gray
Newsboy

4
1
3
5

2

4;,

3

1
2
3
5

2 1
1 3
H ro
dr'n

5
σTime—2.27. 2.20%, 2.27%, 2.20%, 2.29%,
2.20%.
The 2.1!) race was soon disposed of, Billy
Button winning three straight heats :
2.10 CLASS—PURSE $800.
1 1 1
Billy Button
2 3 2
Judge Davis
3 2 3
Mambrino Sparkle
Time—2.211/3, 2.20, 2.21V*.
In the 2.18 pacing race Coliannet out-paced
his competitors, taking
three successive
heats. The summary :
2.18 PACING—PURSE $800.
1
1
1
Coliannet
2 2 2
Joe Brade»
3 3 3
Marlow
4 4 4
Toledo Girl
Time—2.17%, 2.19%, 2.10%.

Sontag

THE MAXWELL-PRELLER

AFFAIR.

Jail Bird Who Claims
Know Maxwell.

Young

A

to

Chicago, Sept. 8.—In the county jail here
is a Igood looking young man of about 35
years of age. In manner and appearance he
is a gentleman.
On the 24tli of July last, he
for the theft of a sacramental plate from a
church on Ashland avenue, Chicago. He
gave his name as James Crepanier, and
claimed that a young man employed in a
dentist establishment gave him the articles.
The report is that the prisoner's real name is
Leonard Roach, and that he is wanted in St.
Louis as a witness in the Maxwell-Preller
Roach claims that he was at
murder case.
school with Walter Maxwell in 1800 and 1870
and with his brother George ; that they were
sons of a Mr. Maxwell, a wealthy pottery
merchant' of the town of Stafford. He met
Maxwell in companv with Preller at the
Southern Hotel at St. Louis on Sunday
afternoon, April 12th. They talked over old
times, and he knew Maxwell thoroughly.
After the exeitement caused by the murder
he wrote to Dr. Rush, president of Clarendon College and also to the president of St.
Bartholomew's hospital comfinning
his
views. Ile lias no doubt that Maxwell is
really the Maxwell with whom lie was at
school. Young Roach, who is at present in
jail, claims to be the eldest son of Mr. Geo.
Roach, who has been two or three times
mayor of Hamilton, Ontario.

Townships in Indiana Nearly at
Wlercy of Thieves.
Fobt Wayne, Sept. 8.—There are

the

some

developments in the case of the absconding trustees of the three Indiana townships
of Washington, Steele and Barrett in Davis
county. rJ#ie total amount of their defalcation cannot be less than $260,000
for
the
three townships. This, and the fact that in
Posey county there has been discovered an
apparently illegal issue of $8,000 of certificates by former trustees, lias caused much
consternation among the people of that region, and may result in an extra session of
the legislature for the purpose of amending
the laws, which, at present it is said, allow

new

tne townsinp trustees almost unnmitea power in
nioney for iwliich value received
does not enter as a consideration.

raising

CENERAL NEWS.

Lincoln Smith and James Lister, two boys,

Sunday by Joseph Limier
near Golden Dale, Minn.
The
stealing fruit from an orchard.

fatally

were
a rancher
were

boys

shot

The switchmen on the Pittsburg, Fort
& Chicago railrood in Chicago are on

Wayne
a

Badly

that the Race Will Come

tan. This was ten minutes after 10 o'clock,
and the bav was then alive with yachts and
steamers from New York, coming along at a
fast pace. &s soon as the Genesta had gotten under way, the mainsail, topsail, foretopsail and jib of the Puritan were set, and
the Huston sloop followed after her English
rival. The breeze then freshened still more,
and the Genesta, with her sails well filled,
rounded Sandy Ilook Point at 10.25, and
The Puristood out for Scotland lightship.
tan turned the point of the Hook a minute
windward
with
to
the
went
and
she
later,
amazing speed for the wind, and forged
ahead in brilliant style. The skipper on the
Puritan, however, did not care to overtake
the Genesta in the ran down, and did what
lie could to deceive the pilot on the latter as
to the racing abilities of his boat in a southwest wind.
The judges' boat and the stake boat followThe wind beed close after the Genesta.
came very light after passing the lower towand the progress of the
er at Sandy Hook,
yachts was slow. Tho Puritan seemed to
run quite free in the wind, however, and outpointed the Genesta whenever the attempt
was made. At 10.45 the wind again came up
full, and a southeast breeze helped all the
yachts along. It was then concluded that if
the wind held out the race could be run in
the specified time.
From the tower at Sandy Hook the scene
was dazzling in its beauty. Everywhere that
the eye rested upon the water white sails
The procession that came
could be seen.
down from New York toward the Hook, was
one.
There
were steamers and steam
a great
yachts, steam excursion boats, steam tugs,
schooners, sloops, cutters and cat boats, and
there was enough canvas spread to cover the
water of the entire bay if the canvas was in
Yachts coming up from the city
one piece.
or from Bay Kidge, were joined outside the
Hook by those that had rested in the Horse
The last of the
Shoe (luring the night.
yachts went by the Hook at 11 o'clock.
Sew York, Sept. 8.—When the yachts
came in view from Sandy Hook, the Genesta
and Puritan were in close company, and
were making sail for Scotland Lightslup.The
red, white and blue pennant of the Puritan
The yachts were less than 50
was first seen.
yards apart when off the Highlands, at 11.20
The skipper of the Genesta pointed
a. m.
right towards the Puritan, in the endeavor
to take the latter's wind away. The captain

C. E. Kluge of Jersey City; N. J., on a Star
M. J.
Won the 3.10 amateur race in 2.41 2-5.
Webber won the three mile amateur bicycle
won
in 8.40 1-5. Fred Wood
the three mile
professional race; Howell 2d; James 3d,
in 5.42 2-5. Perthe
two
mile
record
breaking
cy Eurnival of London, won the five mile
in
14.36
record
race
amateur
1-5, thus break!
record.
the
American
FurnivaT
ing
broke the three mile record in 8.34 4-5, and
Gaskell the four mile record in 11.34 4-5.

Races at the Fall

Mainsail

Sandy Hook, Sept. 8.—The haze in the
ηtUnisphere began to clear away towards !)
o'clock, and the breeze freshened so much as
to make a swell upon the water.
All the
yachtsmen were jubilant, and sails were rigsteam
ged up to eateh the breeze. The
yachts
The Genesta gave
were first to move off.
signs that she would start ahead of the Puri-

W. E. Crist of Washington, second,
Hendee's half mile being beaten in 1.15 4-5.

at

Puritan's

Off Friday.

race ;

ON

the

Possibility

Chambers second, Richard Howell won the
five mile professional safety race in 15.3β 1-5
with John Brooks of Blissburg, Pa., second.

Interesting

MAINE.

The Band Tournament

Her*

Torn.

G.

war

expel a

Batli

4s

Fair
Lt Rain

Cloudy

eholern. and (>30 deaths from this di-

The Swiss federal council has decided to
score of Anarchists who were con-

BONDSΣ

Lt Rain

Cloudy

tomorrow.
The tournament opened at 9.30 a. m., with
trial heats designed to weed out the slow
coaches. The track was in perfect condition, and even in these opening dashes four
records were cut,—M. J. V. Webber of England, three mile amateur bicycle race, to
8.34 2-5; Hubert Cripps of England, three-

quarters and one mile amateur tricycle race
to 2.21 and 3.021-5 ; and the one mile amateur
safety bicycle race by A. F. Englelieart of
England, to 2.481-5. The prize winning
events of the day began at 2.30, and the racing was opened with a splendid one mile
handicap dash by professionals, in which
Fred Wood of England (scratch) won, breaking the mile record, in 2.35 3-5; Robert Howell of England (scratch), second, and breaking the three-quarters in 1.52 2-5.
The ten mile amateur championship in
which the accident on the back stretch threw
out three leaders when Hendee was shooting
ahead with the best chances of winning, was
taken by E. P. Burnham of Newton, Mass. ;
W. Λ. Rowe of Lynn, Mass., secomC Burnham broke the six, eight and ten mile records
18.18 1.5, 24.40 and 30.24 2-5;
as follows:
Stone the seven and nine, in 21.28 2-5 and
27.43.
Robert Cripps of England won the one

sease

Civil War in Khartoum.

Choice Securities, suitable tor Savings
Banks and Trust Funds, constantly
on hand.
Jail".eodtf

x2
x8
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—6
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76
79!

Charleston... 130.00!
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64
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Boston, Mass| 29.97
Eastport, Me 130.01
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Is guaranteed to«do all claimed for it, and any
druggist will give you back your money if it does
not. Remember also we priut only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown's Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; 0 bottles for $5.00. ARA WARREN, ProjelOeodly-lstorithpcP
prietor, Bangor, Me.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

■M

Records.

Breaking

for

race

x—Inappreciable.

Place of
Observation.

Day

Spkingfield, Mass.. Sept. *8.—'The fourth
annual tournament of the Springfield Bicycle Club opened today under the most auspiSix thousand people
cious circumstances.
attended the afternoon races, which were all
interesting, many being so hotly contested as
to draw peal on peal of shouts from the enthusiastic crowd. Englishmen won eight out
of the ten races.
The record-breaking was
remarkable, no less than twenty of tliii fastest times having been cut down.
In the three mile amateur tandem tricycle
race, Robert Cripps of Birmingham, England, and G. H. English of Newcastle, Eng.,
broke the world's records for one, two and
three miles, making the distances in 2.40,
5.34 2-5 and 8.23 2-5. Cala Stone of St. Louis
by reckless riding in the last lap of the ten
mile amateur race, fouled George M. Hendee
when these two and 1). E. Hunter of Salem,
Mas*., took headers, and breaking two machines, Hendee's hopelessly; also injuring
Stone's right hand, and cutting open Hendee's right shoulder. Hendee, however, will

(Sept. 8, 1885, 10 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.

BROWN'S

Club.

Springfield Bicycle

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

Thermo'ter

Annual Tournament of the

A Creat

lower temperature.

BACKACHE,

Fourth

WEATHER.

Washington, Sept. 9.
For Portland and vicinity—General
rains,
high south to west winds,higher, followed by

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown's Sarsaparilla to her, and by Its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all
agree
that that famous Brown's Sarsaparilla cured lier
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribes
Brown's Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and
Liver Disease.

The Puritan Fouls the Cenesta and

And

SILENT STEED.

SafEilVitëE}

Eastern yachtsmen are extremely inthat their pet sloop should l>e the
cause of this delay. The committee will officially declare the date of the next race. The
Genesta's new bowsprit will probably be
made from her old mast. The Puritan's sailing master will say nothing.

THE STATE.

ed to.

who livej at East Newton, Mass, each aged
16. It is not known what they are wanted
for, hut the despatch which caused the arrest was from G. W. Eddy. The boys said
their names were Brown and J one* and they
were going to Mooseliead Lake to support
themselves by hunting.
THE

1885.

PRICE

dignant

ThelCenesta's Bowsprit Completely
Carried Away,

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Please bear in mind we carry
the large»! slock of Sewing Silks
and Twist In Portland. All of (be
We
celebrated Belding naake.
have also added Spool Embroidery, Kensington Embroidery, and
Skein Embroidery, and "Superior"
Knitting Silk, all ol' the
Belding Bros. & Co's manufacture. There is no such stock in
Portland, and prices are lower
than any other house in the city
Ν. H. STUDfor same quality.
LEY, No. 499 Congress Street, cor.
Brown.
snMW&F
augl7

COLLISION.

today caused the arrest upon arrival of the
steamer Cambridge from Boston, of two
boys named Heward Gilbert and Fred Eddy,

sertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
ill; he bought Brown's Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by it, and is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mr. Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over exertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson. Fern St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown's Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Hermon, had Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
a time.
Had a constant tired feeling and sick
headache, together with the usual

IN

sea.

Youthful Adventurers.

scribers, Seven Dollars

Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary, Tired
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High
A

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,
PORTLAND,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 07 exchange Street, Portland, Me.
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strike.

Admiral Jouett has written a letter to the
second comptroller protesting against the
disallowance of $400 in his accounts for contingent expenses incurred in the entertainment of certain dignitaries at New Orleans.
The safe in the county treasurer's office at
Linn Creek, Mo., was blown open by burglars last Saturday night and robbed of $7000
in money.
Col. J. B. Walton, the well known commander of the Washington artillery, died in
New Orleans yesterday, aged 72 years.
Senator John Sherman delivered a speech
in Lebanon, O., last uight devoted mainly to
replying to the address of Gov. Hoadly. i'he
Senator claimed the governor had not fairly
stated the speaker's position, and that he
had evaded and avoided important issues
growing out of the condition of affairs in the

c
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New Hampshire Insurance Law.
To the Editor of the Press :
Your correspondent L. carefully evades
the real argument in favor of a valued insurance policy law.
Allow me to state it again.
It is that it compels the insurer and the insured to agree upon the value of buildings in
sured at the time the policy is issued. If
this is done the rights of both are protected.
The insured and the insurer alike receive
and pay value for value. If, however the
company, wilfully or negligently, insures a
building for more than its worth it only suffers the consequence of its own wrong if it is
obliged to stand to its contract. If the money
of the widows and orphans who are stock-

holders is lost, it is lost simply and solely by
the fraud or folly of the officers of the company.
L. says the valued policy law is calculated
to promote fraud. How? L. says by allowing property holders to over-insure their
buildings and then set them on Are. The
answer to this is so plain it has not escaped
the notice of uninterested parties. It seems
to them that the valued policy law hinders
instead of promoting fraud, because it ascer
tains the value of the building at a time when
it can be seen and examined. Suppose under

the

judges'

boat

and on the
near enough
were

yachts

policy law.
Why, then, do the insurance companies

valued

a law ? The answer is not
We may illustrate thus : Suppose any
Portland agency writes insurance during the
year, on which the premiums amount to
|5(),000; that the percentage gives the agency
an income of $5000, and every policy is for a
sum precisely the actual value of the house
insured by it. Now suppose the policy holders can be induced to increase tlieir insurance twenty-five per cent, the income both of
the companies and of the agency is increased
in like proportion, while the liability incurred
is no greater. This whole cry of fraud is,
however, disposed of by the provision that
fraud vitiates the contract and can always be
shown.
That L. is not well informed upon the subject is shown by his statement that when a
man's house is burned the cost of replacing
it as good as before the fire is the sum the
Ask the farmers
desire to

was

companies
υι

u»»v

they

formly rejected it?

It would seem to be equitable to allow the
to transfer their cases to the

companies

ar-

eager to start in
which freshened every
moment, and after Mr. Lloyd Phoenix had
been put on board the Genesta as the representative of the Puritan the judges' boat
steamed to Scotland lightship, anchoring at
11.15, bearing ENΕ from it and distant about
an eighth of a mile.
When the preparatory whistle was blown
at 11.30 o'clock, the accompanying steamers
all lay to the westward of the lightship,
while the Puritan and Genesta were l>oth on
the port tack, close hauled, standing toward
the judges' boat and the lightship.
The course was SSE, the same w ithin two
points as yesterday, and the tug Ocean King
had started about "live minutes previously to
leg out the course when the first signal was
given. The starting signal should have been
given at 11.35, and all eyes were on the two
the preparlighting craft from the atminute
11.34. Just as the
atory signal was given
Genesta reached the point where she should
cross the line close to the lightship she
tacked to the starboard and therefore had
the right of way.
The Puritan which had been about two
hundred yards to the windward of her when
•slie was on the port tack evidently thought
she could cross ner opponent's bow for she
kept right along on the port tack. Both \vere
traveling at least six knots an hour and approached each other at right angles very
last. Once her helm was put up for a moment
but finding it too late it was put hard down
and the sloop shot up into the wind right
under the (Jenesta's oow instead of filling
tack as those watchaway on the starboard
ing her supposed she would her wheel was
across
the Genesta's
put up and she shot
bow the intention evidently being to "wind"
the latter. The Puritan's null had all cleared the cutter when suddenly the latter's bowsprit end plunged into the clew of the Puritan's mainsail close to the boom, making a
The foot and
hole about two feet square.
leech ropes held the bowsprit as the Puritan
dashed ahead and in a moment it snapped off
close to the stem head, making a wreck of
the head sails and gear and dropping them
all overboard.
No one was injured but
even body was astonished at the audacity of
the Puritan's sailing master in attempting to
cross the vessel's bow contrary to all "rules
of the road" and of the New York Yacht

rangements, as both
the splendid breeze

j>ay.

iutiiue vvnuae uuuumgo

have not uniformly claimed such a
rule, and if the companies have not as uniif

United States courts, but the trouble is that
the privilege is abused merely for oppression.

were

Club.
The accident has ended all prospect of a
race for perhaps a week, although it is
thought the Genesta may secure a bowsprit
.in time to race Friday.
As soon as the Puritan could jibe and come
alongside the judge's boat, Mr. Forbes asked
the committee if he should sail the race.
South.
said Tams, curtly. Alter
Scattering returns from the ;kl Arkansas a"No, you won't,"
meeting held in the pilot house, the comdistrict render it certain of the election to
boat went alongside the disabled cutCongress of McRae, Dent., over Mitchell, mittee
Ind., to fill the vacancy caused by the elec- ter. "We have ruled the Puritan out," said
lams,
addressing Sir Richard Sutton, "and
tion of Jones to the Senate.
you may sail the race if you wish." "We
Geo. 1'. Bettison of Boston, a letter carrier,
are much obliged," replied Sir Richard in a
was yesterday arrested for stealing letters
few moments, "but we can't do it: we don't
from the mails.
want it that way.
We don't want a walk
The New York State prohibition conven- over; we want à race." No protest was ention met in Syracuse
tered.
ami Mr. Forbes and Gen. Paine after
yesterday, 400 delegates
litsmg in attendance. Judge Grow was made
consultation with the committee at Staten
permanent chairman. Ex-Go v. St. John of Island, to which place both yachts were
Kansas addressed a public meeting in the towed, agreed to send a letter to Sir Richard
evening, during which he denied that he sold
Sutton, acknowledging their mistake, and
out to the Democrats.
agreeing to pay whatever the damage amount-

A man

the centre

in

of

a

In all fairness the

corporation

in Angusta
45 have had their instruments removed on
account of the increase in rates.
Mr. Samuel Dunn, formerly a resident of

Hallowell, died suddenly of a fit in West
Gardiner, Sept. 4th, aged 7G years.
The prospect for Cony High School at Augusta tne coming year is flattering. The entering class will number about 30, and there
will be a total attendance of some 115 pupils.
The annual sale of wild lands for nonpayment of State and county taxes of 1883,
will be held at the State Treasurer's office,
Augusta, today, at 11 o'clock a. m.
A team containing Mrs. Amos H. Potter
and Mrs. George H. Douglas, ran away
Monday afternoon, near the residence of
AVilliam R. Wliarff, in Gardiner. Mrs. Douglas was severely bruised on one knee and
with
injured internally. Mrs. Potter escaped
The wagon was demola bad shaking up.
cut.
horse
ished and the
badly
Hon. P. O. Vickery of Augusta, was sita
patli in the woods one day
ting down in
last week, when he saw a partridge coming
directly for his head ; he fired at him coming
on and missed ; the bird went over his lieail
like a bullet, and not having time to turn
round he threw himself on his back and
with hi* mm unside down killed his bird.
Mr. W. Farrell, whose father is one of the
leading dry goods merchants of Chicago, is
at the Cony House, Augusta, having arrived
there afoot Saturday night. He started from
Bar Harbor to walk to his home, and had
made the distance to Augusta in three days,
and being weary stopped to obtain rest.

to this

courts of that same vicinity?
Again, L. advances the usual twaddle about
the immense sums of money paid out for
losses by the companies. 1 have just seen an
advertisement of several companies represented by L. in this city. The assets of most
of them were stated to be from one to three
millions. Eighteen years ago the assets of
none of them exceeded three quarters of a
million. 1 have made diligent inquiry and
cannot ascertain that within this time the
stockholders have ever paid in any money to
In 187!) the stock
increase the capital stock.
Insurance companies of Connecticut paid in
losses Sa,754,71ô and dividends to stockholdThat is, the amount paid in
ers $1,327,800.
more than one-third the
was
dividends
amount paid for losses. The cash premiums

received by the companies were $ti,310,276, or
nearly douDle the amount of the losses. The
amount of capital stock of these companies
was

earned

by the companies, but the dividend upon this
capital was more than sixteen per cent.
These figures show that if the companies

have paid many millions of dollars for losses
in the State the people of the State have paid
to the companies nearly twice as many millions of dollars.
I have selected these companies from Connecticut because they do business largely in
Maine and fairly represent the rest.
There never was a more absurd claim than
that the insurance companies are to be allowed to dictate to a state what laws it shall
pass because out of the millions of dollars
collected from their policy holders they have
returned to them a little more than one-half.
I am not, however, concerned aboei the
withdrawal of the companies from New
lianipsiure. it Will lie well 11 mey uu nut
return for them the money sent out of the
State to be paid in fat salaries to the officers
and high dividends to the stockholders will be
kept within its own borders. They will however return and conform to the laws when
find that their arragance is of no effect.
theylien
W
laborers have combined to strike
and obtain better wages from their employers they have been freely censured, but this
strike of the corporations against a law
which can do them no harm if they will fix
values upon buildings when they insure
them but which will benefit the people by
stopping the payment of premiums for no
insurance and also by preventing litigation,
for two-thirds of insurance litigation turns
on over valuation which should have been
settled at first, this strike calls forth no public rebuke, though it has caused much private

indignation.

no private grievance and have exthe views above indicated because
I believe them to be just andsound and think
that the similar law which has been often
asked for in this State and as often defeated
by the companies ought to be agitated for
until the agitation is successful.
G. C. II.

I have

pressed

RAILROAD MATTERS.

George S. Iloltbs, who has been appointed auditor of the Marquetta. lloughton
& Ontanagon, was formerly cashier and pay.Mr.

master of the Eastern.
A fine new locomotive for the New Brunswick railway passed through Bangor the latter part of last week en route for St. John.
We learn that this is the first of six new engines which have been ordered for the railway.
Air. E. F. King, postal transfer clerk at
the Maine Central depot in Bangor, has been

Gould,

now clerk on
reute, and Mr. F. 0.
that route, will succeed Mr. King as transfer
clerk.
A dispatch from Oswego, Ν. Y., says the
first train on the Syracuse, Phoenix and Oswego railroad left Oswego on Monday. The
road has been leased to the Rome, AVatertown and Ogdensburg Company and runs to
Syracuse, using parts of the New York and
Oswego and Rome, Watertown and Oswego
tracks, and will compete with the Deleware,
Lackawanna and Western road.

The

Nlonhegan

Mail.

It has become the custom for a few men to
bid off the small mail routes in New England at rates below what the stage men, who
a little home business that
in many cases barely paid them a living, con-

have established

sider equitable. These men were speculators. who do not expect to carry tbg. toail
themselves but sublet to men with horses
and carriages in the business, who rather
than lose their little passenger and express
routes, would take the mail at a rate from
In
$50 to $100 less than the price awarded.
this way, but the multitude of routes, the
speculator was getting a living and performing no service. Capt. W. S. Humphrey, the
Monhegan mail carrier, has solved the problem of how to deal with these sharks.' The
low,
prices awarded being so unreasonably
$202 a year, he positively refused to take the
contract unless $2C0 a year additional was
addded to it. The contractor after becoming
fully satisfied the route was not navigable in
a punt as he is in innocence of salt water imagined and realizing lie had indeed an elephant of the largest kind on iiis hands agreed
to give the §200 a year in quarterly installments, as the department pays. 1 he bunds
lie offered not being satisfactory to t'apt. H.
he insisted upon the full amount of bonus,
$800 being paid in advance, which, after
much

done.

unsatisfactory

correspondence

Eagle

telephone subscribers

the State

came

on

KKNNEBEC COUNTY.

Of the ill

vicinity and domiciled itself there for business.
Why should not it be subject to the

$8,301,500, and of this much

plot of ground

lias bought
Lake road, and

Philadelphia

the perfu.nery.
The regular semi-annual session of the
Grand Lodge of Good Templars of Maine
will be held at Ellsworth, on Thursday, Oct.
8th. Reduced rates on railroads and at ho
tels.

Portland the expense ts a more serious question. In effect the company says to the insured, "We have no proof that your loss is
not a just one, but it will cost you a large
sum to light a law suit at a distance from
your home ; now we will pay you half or
three-quarters of the insurance to settle,"
and the poor man takes it to avoid spending
his all in distant litigation with a great and

soulless corporation.

Mrs. Hart of

proposes to build the coming fall.
The Bar Harbor Herald learns that the
firm of Davie & Hutchinson, soap manufacturers, of that place, are obliged to stop
their business, owing to their failure to get a
permit from the board of health to continue
their work. Bar Harbor is not a manufacturing town, and the residents objected to

brings suit against a foreign company on a
in the local State court. There
policy of $1000
is no valid defense to the suit, but plenty of
that the
prentense about over insurance, ofsotrial
with
insured must attend at the place
witnesses. This he can do at the shire town
of his own county without great expense ;
but when the company transfers the suit to

was

preliminary

opfar to

seek.

disappointed yachtsmen tonight, and none
more so than those who came on from the
east three days ago to see the first of the series of yacht raies in the great contest for
America's cup and have not seen it yet. The
most serious of the delays was caused today
by a collision between the Puritan and Genesta just as the yachts were about to start,
under the most favorable conditions in their
The light
first real struggle for the trophy.
fog which hung over the bay during the earcleared
hours
was
away soon afly morning
ter nine o'clock by the warm rays of the sun
and a pleasant breeze from the southeast of
moderate strength which came from the seaward with short ugly swells that told of
The change was hailed
more behind them.
Willi pleasure uy uie crews ui uum me comwhich
lay at anchor in the
peting yachts
Horseshoe west of Sandy Hook and by nine
o'clock the sails of both were hoisted and
anchors hove short ready for an early start.
They were under way at 10.15, when the regatta committee, Messrs. Tams, Stebbins
and Schuyler arrived in the tug Luckenback.
Steamers Sirius and Taurus with the tugs
Leader and Haviland and pilot boat Hester
of Boston, were the only boats carrying passengers that appeared, but all the yachts in
the harbor came out to see the start. Mr.
Forbes, General Paine, Mr. Burgess and the
crew of the Puritan were feeling elated over
their victory in yesterday's twenty mile contest while Sir Richard Sutton, Sir William
Livinge and Beavor Webb were correspondin the

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Gov. Crosby, the former First Assistant
Postmaster General, is at Bar Harbor.
It is reported that thirty new cottages are
to be erected this fall and winter in Bar Harbor.

was

Maine Veterans

1888.
To the Editor of the Frees:
The veteran soldiers and sailors in connection with the Grand Army Posts of the Department of Massachusetts, last night concluded a two day's encampment and gathering at the Point of Pines, a noted seaside re-

Grand Army Post here without some
Maine soldiers in its ranks.
Independent of all these the Maine Veterans in this State have an organization of
their own, which is in a flourishing condition. Col. Francis S. Hesseltine, the president, is one of the leading lawyers of Boston·
and his elegant offices at No. 10 TremontiSt.,
are frequently graced by the presence of visiting veterans from Maine, and a cordial
greeting is always ready for them. Under
Col. Hesseltine's able management the association promises to attain still greater prosperity, as he is not only a man of (fine administrative ability, but a popular and forcible
a

public speaker.
What struck

even

the most forcible

yes-

on

to the commanders

It

of Posts.

was

universally conceded—and with deep regret
—that there was more drunkenness yesterday than during the entire week in Portland.

Now this may have been the result of the absence of open bar-rooms in Portland (although the boys could get drinks) or the restraining influence of a purpose not to disgrace the order at the National Encampment
At all events, I take it as a compliment to
Portland, and the general good order that
prevailed there during the encampment.
One lesson was learned yesterday, and I
tihnk it will bring forth good fruit. The
next annual gathering will hardly be held at
a hotel with an open bar and every appliance necessary to tempt the veterans to a
too free indulgence in intoxicating drinks.
The better class of Grand Army men were
so disgusted with the scenes of yesterday—in
and out of the ranks—that they will hardly
countenance a repetition of them next year.
Dirigo.

Augusta Postmastership.
correspondent of the New York
says that a day or two ago Secretary

The

A Boston

Sun
Endieott was in Boston, and that he talked
freely with a gentleman concerning his relations with the President and the recent re-

of a pending disagreement over the
Boston collectorship. We print the following extract from the letter :
Secretary Endieott spoke quite freely about the

port

attitude of the administration toward the candidates for certain other offices. Referring to the
Augusta postmastership, Mr. Endieott said: "You
may be sure of one thing: the President would
not appoint Mr. Morton If every Democrat in

requested

Maine

it."

the President did
democracy, but he did
He
was
willing to allow a
question
newspaper great latitude in a political campaign,
scandal against
a
vile
but when an editor paraded
a candidate before the people of his own city for
the
the purpose of outraging
feelings of the members of Ills family, the President regarded such an
a
Individual as less than man, and he would not
appoint him to an office under any circumstances.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

arrest.

YORK COUNTY.

The seventh annual fair of Buxton Grange
will be held at the Grange Hall and grounds,
Buxton Center depot, Sept. 24th and 25tli,
Show of
1885, opening at noon of the 24th.
live stock the 25th. If stormy the 24th, the
opening will occur the 25tli.
A Lost Art.

To the Editor of the Press:
When one see daily newspapers dotted all
over with advertisements of "easy ways of
making money" at the rate of $4 a day at
home without work, and when one knows
+ V>oc<4

me

terday—and it may have been true of the
night before—was the, alarming prevalence
of drunkenness among the Grand Army men,

The Machias Republican chronicles an attempt at highway robbery which recently occurred on the plains between Columbia and
Mr. Samuel Rainforth, his wife
Deblois.
and daughter were stopped by two Russian
peddlers, near Schoodic Pond, who, on his
attempt to escape leveled a revolver at him.
The cartridge fortunately proved defective
and did not explode, and Mr. Rainforth, in
return, drew his revolver, and was at the
point of firing when the Russians threw up
their hands and cried quarter. At this juncture Mrs. R. interposed and persuaded her
husband not to shoot. After the rascals sawthat they were Qutliauked in their intentions
they consented to ride ahead, and under cover of a six-shooter they were compelled to
enter town, where they acknowledged their
guilt, but were permitted to go on without

nnctiror

im-

was

mense, although many Posts were not represented by any organi7.ed delegations.
I was reminded of my native State of
Maine by the fine appearance of Hiram G.
Berry Post, and the more significant fact
that the Maine Veterans were present in
large numbers. It would be difficult to find

gor, 83 years old.
It is generally reported that the New England fair will be held in Bangor again next
in reyear. No decision has yet been made
gard to the matter.
The San Francisco papers contain full and
elaborate reports of the celebration of Mr.
and Mrs. Ε. N. Torrey's golden wedding at
their residence in that city. They were married in Bangor, Aug. 23d, 1835, and went to
San Francisco in 1850.

«A/»v.l/>

The attendance yesterday

sort.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

--»·

Massachusetts.

in

Boston, Sept. 4th,

The fall convention of the Maine Hotel
Proprietors' Association will be held in Bangor Sept. 15th.
The Bangor Whig says the total receipts of
the five days of the fair at Bangor, amounted to about 827,000.
Among the premiums awarded at the New
England fair was the 1st premium onofcotton
Banpatchwork quilt to Mrs. J. A. Rowe

'·

CENTS.

behalf by the professed advocate» of the civil service reform. The machine is working right alone
oil full time. Certainly a hundred removals Isa
fair day's work—about all it can do. The whole
minor patronage of the State of Maine is in the
hands of Simon Brown, chairman of the State
Democratic committee and a prominent leader In
the State "steal." This is so open and notorious,
and thev areso^uiiblushiugin this new'ktiid of "reform," that the State committee, on being informed that Cleveland refused to appoint Morton postmaster at Augusta, have met and voted like a coordinate branch of the executive to "Insist." What
the new Andrew Jackson (the anti-spoils one)
will do will be seen when he conies out of the
woods. The President, Mr. Heed thinks. Is doing
all that any reasonable -spoilsman" could ask.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
A young man named Martell, of Harrison
cut his foot severely while cutting wood near
All the toes on
the shore of Long Pond.
He had to
one foot were nearly severed.
walk over a mile over very rough ground bethan was
other
assistance
fore he could get
rendered by a companion in the woods.

Under our present system the agent takes the
risk, and after a fire, if there is a contest over
the value it must be decided by the light of
testimony which is necessarily uncertain and
often contradictory. The present system offers greater opportunities for fraud on the
company than the system proposed by the

Another Account.

No time was lost

Moosehead Lake and Mattawamkeag, and
hope to complete their labors in four months.
Superintendant McKee informs the Industrial Journal that the Megantic line across
Maine will be completed in two year».
At Titcomb's steam lumber mill in New
Limerick last Wednesday, A. H. Drew sawed with a rotary, without an edger, seventeen thousand long lumber in eleven hours.

refuses the risk or reduces the amount.

New York, Sept. 8.—New York is full of

ingly glum.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

engineering party of twenty are busily
engaged locating the Megantic route between
An

The opportusurance for double its value.
nity to detect the fraud or error is then present, and the agent after examination either

to see were
injured below the
water line. It was a foul, pure and simple,
upon the part of the Puritan, and was due to
the fact that the skipper thought he could
bring her before the wind faster than he did.
The liole in the Puritan's mainsail is in the
after leech in the lower corner, and of course
It was only by luck
renders her useless.
that further accidents were averted, for after
the collision all the visiting and attendant
yachts ran up close to the Puritan and Genesta, and several fouls occurred.
The judges held a consultation after the
fouling occurred, and talked to the skippers
of the Puritan and Genesta, and both declared racing an
impossibility, and the
judges then, at 12 o'clock, officially declared
the race off for the day.
As far as can be learned the Puritan was
at fault in the fouling, but it might have
beeii avoided by the Genesta if she nad acted differently. Both yachts had noticed the
signal of the judges' boat, and were close together. The Genesta was near the lightship,
and the Puritan was close astern of her. The
cutter tacked, but the Puritan did not follow,
and the bowsprit of the Genesta went into
the mainsail of the Puritan, just over the
boom, near the leech, and the next moment
the Genesta's bowsprit was broken off close
to the stem, and took with it the jib, leaving
only the forestaysail standing. The hole in
the Puritan's sail was not very large, and it
could easily have been repaired, but the Genesta set a signal protesting against the race,
and as they had not yet been started her protest was noted, and the yachts were towed
It was a pity, as there
back to New York.
was just wind enough to make a splendid
The damage to the Genesta will take
race.
some time to repair, and probably the Puritan may have suffered some damage which
was not observed from here.

great, and those not
afraid the yachts

A telegram was received in Auburn .Monday morning, announcing the death at Martha's Vineyard of Mr. James Robinson, only
brother of Mr. Wffl. A. Robinson of Auburn.

that law a person wants to defraud the comHe goes to an agent and asks for in

pose such

the reflectory kerosene

trying

light.

pany.

The reGenesta's bow, and tried to do so.
sult was a foul, in which the Genesta's howsprit was carried away, and the mainsail of
the Puritan badly torn. The consternation
on

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Auburn is

THREE

arlvoptice-

The Secretary

not

that
explained
Morton's

Sir.

question
his manliness.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds :
Portland—Mary A. P. Tucker and others to
Charles W. Kichards, land. $500.
Westbrook—Joliathan M. Knapp to Town of
Westbrook, land and buildings. S2200.
Casco— Florentine Butler to James H. Tolinan,
land and buildings. 9600.
Brunswick—Isaiah Jordan to John A. Donavan, land. $450.
BALL.

BASE

PORTLANDS, 17 ; LAWRENCES, 12.
The Lawrences were defeated by the Portlands
at Lawrence yesterday afternoon by poor Held'
Ing. The Associated Press despatch sajrs that
Dugan was knocked out of the box to the third
inning and Weidel was substituted. W. Conway
was disabled in the fifth inning and K. Conway
The features of the game
was put behid the bat.
were the beaw hitting and wretched fielding of
both teams. The game was called at the end of
The
the sixth inning on account of darkness.
score:
PORTLANDS.

Annis, If
Munce, cf
Whcelock, rf
Weidel, 2 b, ρ
Hartnett, lb
Holland, 3b

Thayer,c
Dugan, p,
Shaw,

2b

ss

Totals

AB.
δ
4
5
4
4
4
2
4
4

R. BH. TB. PO. A. E.
1
2
Ο
1
1
2
11
2
112
0
2
0
1
1
2
5
1
1
0
4
0
1
5
Ο
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
Ο
3
6
3
2
3
1
1
2
3
1
1
3
3
0
3
13
12

31»

17

13

14

18

13

14

A.
1
1

E.
8
1
1

LAnitKAtJUI.

actually in good faith, one becomes
impressed by the anxiety of poor women to
In many a family the
live by their wits.
ment#

mending is not half done; dressmaker's bills
are a burden though dresses are few ; underclothing is bought "ready made" though

cotton cloth is eight cents a yard and ruffles
are to be had for the making. The girls of
without a coveted, pretty
the family go
cambric dress because, though the dress will
cost but a dollar and a quarter, the making
These girls
of it will cost four dollars.
"hate to sew and don't know how ; and then

practice their piano
They'd like to, earn a little money
for spending money if they only know some
genteel way of doing it. They search the
newspapers daily—for ways of "making four
dollars a day without work."
Why not teach them to sew? There are
Could
patterns of every thing wearable.
anything make a woman look sillier than to
stand and stare at a piece of gingham and a
pair of scissors and bemoan her ignorance as

it takes so much time to

lesson."

1 saw the mother of three little girls, (and
the wife of a poor man) do last ïveek?" "I
with I knew how to use patterns! If I make
a dress for Ida May or Clara Belle, one-half
will be upside down and the other half
wrong side out!"
In the name of common sense and economy
why don't women learn to sew? Mrs. Perry
in
whose advertisement
appears
your
whole subject from
columns teaches the
"over and over seams and backstitching and
hemming," to the use of the sewing machine
and the laying on and cutting out and basting of patterns. It needs to be and can be
lonmi'il hv a svstein likp. anv nt.her uwnmplishment. Why do not the girls who would
like to earn spending-money sace a little in
the way of plain sewing and easy dress-

making?
I wish

I could see a sewing class made up
of twenty girls, twenty years old, all of
whom now practice four hours a day at a
piano, playing badly for the most part and
indifferently at best. In the interests of
music I wish they would put two hours out
of those four into the practice of plain sewing. Let us revive the lost art and add to it
the "use of patterns."
Oil that it could be made fashionable and
A Lookek Ox.
genteel.
Bates

College.

Mr. A. E. Hatch of Auburn, a graduate of
the Boston Institution for the Blind and of
Wilton Academy, has entered the Freshman
class. He has been totally blind from infancy, but has a wonderful memory and learns
his lessons by having them read to him by

friends, and

as

a

scholar, is taking high

He excels on historical subjects and is
fitting himself to be professor of history in
an asylum for the blind. Mr. Hatch is a popular speaker, and lectures during vacations
to defray his college expenses.
The time for chapel exercises has been
changed from 7.50 to N.45 a. in.
An orchestra of eight pieces was organized
rank.

Saturday. J. F. Hilton, '8'.),
leader.

was

chosen

Prof. Stanton is delivering a course of very
interesting lectures on Ornithology to the

Sophomores.
Mr.

Reed's

President
Opinion
Cleveland's Administration.
Yesterday's Boston llecord contained an
interview of its correspondent in this city
With Π011. Thomas B. Reed, in the course of
which the latter says :
There is absolutely nothing in the President's
course thus far to justify the claims made in his
of

AB.
4
4
4
Hassett, ss
4
O'Connell, lb
4
Brosnan. 2b
3
Jordan,3b
R.Conway, p,cf,e... 4
4
W. Conway, c,ef
4
Fish, rf

Klley, cf.,ρ
Murphy, if

R.
2
X
0

BH. TB. PO.
0
2
3
δ
Ο
2

0

110
5
4
3
110
5
0
3
2
2
7

_

1112
0
0
11

2
2
3
1

12
10
2
0

5

2
0

1110

16 24 18 13 25
1 23456789
1 4 4 0 7 1 χ χ χ—17
Portlands
χ
χ—12
2 4 3 1 Ο 2 χ
I,awrences
Earned runs—Portlands 5, Lawrences 5 ; Home
run—Murphy ; Two base lilts—Klley, Brosnan, 2,
K. Conway, 2, Shaw, W. Conway; I'assed balls—
Thayer 3, B. Conway 4; Wild pitches—Dugan
1, Klley 1, K. Conway 1; First base on balls—by
Dugan 1, K. Conway 2, Kiley 3 ; First base on errors—Portlands 11, Lawrences 4; Struck out—By
Dugan 1, Weidel 1, Conway 5, Kiley 1. Umpire—
Moran of Natick. Time—3 hours.
[The score also Indicates that Conway was
knocked out of the box and Klley substituted.—
Totals

35

12

Innings

Ed.]
BROCKTON», 0; HAVBRHILLS, 2.
The Brocktons defeated the Haverhills In Brockton yesterday by sharp fielding and strong batting
at the right time. The visitors were unable to do

anything with McGunnigle's delivery, only getting
four safe hits.

Attendance 800.

The score :

BROCKTONS.
AB.
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
3
3

Hawes, lb
Davis, 31)
Baxter, if
Patton, ss
Cudworth, cf
Toffling, 2b

Blgnelljc

McGunnigle.ï)

Sullivan,rf
Totals

32

BH. TB. PO. A.
2
3
4
14
0
4
3
4
2
2
0
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
3
2
Ο
Ο
Ο
0
Ο
ο
ο
0
3
2
0
10
10
11114
0
0
0
1
0

E.

13

6

R.

Ο

7

10

1
2
0
1
ο
0
0
0

l
3
0
1
«
0
Ο
0
0

4

5

27

0
1
0
1
Ο
0
1
3
0

HAVKRH1LLS.

Irwin, 3b
Prince, lb
Foster, If
Hawkes, 2b
McGarr, S3
Robiuson, .c
Slattery, ef
Shaffer, rf
Teller, ρ
Totals

Innings

4
4
4
4
4
4
»
3
3

1
ο
0
0
Ο
0
1
0
0

33

2

1
2
Ο

Brocktons
Haveihills

2
2
0

3
0
1

;0

4
0
0

5
0
0

β
0
1

;o
0
3
Ο
3
5
0
1

24
7
2
Ο

7

4
ο
0
1
1
2
Ο
0
2

17

10

1
ο
0
2
4
1
Ο
2

12

8
0
Ο

0
χ—

Ο—

6
2

Earned runs—Brocktons, 3; Haverhills, 1. Two
base hits—Davis (2), Hawes, Prince.
Passed
balls—Bignell, 1 ; Robinson, 1. Wild pitches—
First base on balls—Brocktons, 1 ;
Tener, 1.
Haverhills, 2. First base on errors—Brocktons, 4 ;
Haverhills, 4. Struck out—bv McGunnigle, 1;
Tener, 4. Double plays—Hawkes and Prince.
Umpire—Bond. Time—2 hours.
STANDING OF THE EASTERN Ν. E.

LEAGCE.

The following is the standing of the clubs in the
Eastern New England League to date:
Won.
Lost.
Played. Percent.
Brocktons
41
61.2
26
87
60.0
Lawrences
39
26
65
54.4
Haverhills
37
31
68
41.8
Portlands
28
67
39
31.7
43
63
Newburyports..20
YESTRDAY'S LEAGUE (JAMES.
AT

Innings
Philadclphias

PROVIDENCE.
2 3 4 G Β

1
Ο

Ο

ο

Ο

ο

Ο

7
Ο

8
1

9
χ— 1
ο— Ο

οοοοοοοο
Providences
Base hits—Philadclphias, 3; Providences, 2.
Errors—Philadclphias, 4 ; Providences, 4.
AT ST. LOl'IS.

23456789 10
ο ο ο ο ο— ι
ο
ο ι
000100000—1
St Louis
4. Errors—C'hlSt.
Louis,
Base hits—Chicagos,4;
cagos. 4; St. Louis, 7. Called on account of dark-

Innings
Cblcagos

1
ο
Ο

ο

ness.

AT

I
3
Ο

BOSTON.
3
4 Γ> 6
0 0 0 3
Ο Ο Ο Ο

7 8 1)
1 2 x—10
New Yorks
Ο 2 2—4
Bostons
Base hits—New Yorks, 13; Bostons, 7; Errors—New Yorks, 12; Bostons, 10.

Innings

..

2
1
Ο

iPPŒSS.

THE
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ΛΥο do not read anonymous letters and conununcations. The name and address of the writer are
In all eases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

The first

of the great race was
brought to the New York and Philadelphia
newspaper offices by carrier pigeons from
twenty miles at sea.
news

Col. Drinkwater of Massachusetts, a Butler
Democrat, says the Democratic conventions
will all endorse Cleveland and then get rid
of him as soon as possible.
A cane of Andrew Jackson's is now on
exhibition in a shop window. The Augusta

Democrats had better -buy it and present it
to the President as a suggestion.
Spain, with a population of 10,333,293, lias
army of 90,000 men and a navy of 139 vessels. Germany, with a population of
42,000,000, has an army of 445,000 men, and a navy
of 86 vessels.
an

Gov. Hoadly of Ohio in his Saturday's
speech, asked for re-election as an approval
of the present administration. He had sense
enough to mean Cleveland's administration,
and not his own in Ohio.
The administration has almost abandoned
hope of securing from Congress a repeal of
the silver coinage act and is preparing to
exert its energies in favor of the Warner

compromise

or some

similar

measure.

All the Democratic delegates chosen in the
towns of Richmond county, New York, to
select delegates to the State convention are
pledged to see that no man goes to that convention who is not opposed to the civil

service regulations.
There is a larger surplus now in the national treasury than when the present administration came into power. Mr. Hendricks will he glad to know this. He can
give the voters of the country more than

eight

dollars a

piece

now.

Senator Hoar says. "If John Sherman is
an antediluvian I am a pre-Adamite.
The

Republican

pa ty's principles are not to be
laid aside because they are old."
As the
Philadelphia Press says loyalty has been in
great danger of becoming unfashionable.

John R. McLean of the Cincinnati Enquirer
is now said to have tired of
Hoadly and to
be preparing to "knife" him at the
coming
election. He did not oppose his nomination
thinking he could kill him more effectually
at the polls than in the convention.
The
Ohio Democrats are not a band of brothers.
The excitement in Spain over the Caroline
Islands affair has quieted down considerably.
The Spaniards seem for once to have had a
sober second thought.
Germany is showing
a

disposition

to arrange the matter amicably
anil there is a prospect now that an
open
rupture between the two nations will be
avoided.

Comptroller Durham has taken the pains
to proclaim in the newspapers that he proposes to make a fuss over the salary of Mr.
Creswell, counsel for the government before
the Alabama Claims Court.
If Mr. Durham
would do a little less proclaiming the sincerity of his reform professions would be great-

ly enhanced in the public view.

Gov. Hill is making an earnest tight for
the New York gubernatorial nomination and
the chances at present seem to favor him. It
is too early yet, however, to make
any definite predictions. Milch will depend undoubtedly upon whom the Republicans nominate.
Hill is very obnoxious to Mugwumps and
they have served notice on the Democracy
that if he is nominated they cannot expect
their support.
The President seems to be having a
heap
of trouble with his internal revenue appointments. Troup of Connecticut is performing
in a way that makes the Mugwumps sad and

the Democrats mad, and now there comes
from Indiana murmurs of discontent over
the appointment of one Hanlon to the collectorship of the Terre Haute district.
Kleiner, the Democratic congressman from
Evansville, says Hanlon is illiterate and untruthful, and several other Democratic members of the Indiana delegation declare thev
will do all in their power to defeat his confirmation.
Ilanlon is said to have been
recommended by Yoorhees, who was under
some obligation to him and took this
way to
discharge it.
the fcourt of Alabama
Claims gives to an Iowa paper his view of
the question at issue between the Court and
He says that the
Comptroller Durham.
(fffiecKs specially provided for in the act

Judge Harlan

of

establishing the court were three judges, a
«■lerk, a short-hand reporter, an attorney for
the government and a deputy marshal. The
authority to employ all other necessary assistance was supposed to be conferred by
the general provisions of the statute directing the court what to do, which it could not
do without more help than was

directly

given, and their compensation was supposed
to be provided for in the general
appropriation for all necessary contingent expenses.

Within six months after the court opened
than fifty-seven hundred cases were
docketed. It was impossible of course for
more

the clerk
cases

sary

to

do all

the work which these

made necessary, attend to the

printing,

answer

questions

and

neces-

produce

papers for the information of counsel and
others interested, sweep the court rooms and
keep them in order, and do the work of a
messenger for the court. It was equally impossible for one attorney to examine all
these cases for the"government and prepare

them for trial

rapidly as the court could
deal with them when properly prepared. The
court thought itself authorized to
employ
such assistance as would enable it to dispose
as

of the business within the time to which its
existence was limited.
It has with such
help disposed of more than forty-one hundred cases in three years, while without

these additional officers it could not have got
through with more than two or three hundred cases in a year.
Judge Harlan refers
to the action of the former court of Alabama
claims as a precedent.
The act establishing
that court provided for five judges, a clerk, a
government attorney, a marshal and a shorthand reporter. The court appointed watchmen,
messengers,
clerks, an assistant
marshal, a printer and other necessary assistants, who did their work and were paid
for

it,

and

the
the

accounts were

audited and
Treasury Department withIf the comptroller should ad-

allowed by
out objection.
here to his opinion that these expenses cannot be allowed, and congress should not interfere, Judge Harlan says that the court
will go on with its work much more slowly
under existing conditions uniil the 31st of
December, when its existence ceases by
limitation of the law which created it, and
then its judges and officers will quit work
and go about their business, leaving the
responsibility for the failure to dispatch all
its work with the first comptroller or with

Congress.
MULLEN

AND

THE

OHIO DEMO-

CRATS.
The Ohio Democrats are finding it pretty
difficult to invent a plausible excuse for the
pardon of Lieut. Mullen. Hoadly has tried
it, and certainly did not meet with distinguished success. Hoadly says most of the
negroes whom Mullen arrested had 110 right
to vote, but had been brought from
Kentucky,
to vote fraudulently. It is rather late to
put
in this defence if there had been anything
in it his counsel would have presented it
when Mullentwas 011 trial, if not to the jury,
at least to the judge in extenuation of his
offence and as a reason why leniency should
be shown him. But Mullen, by advice of
counsel, admitted his guilt in the court room,
and his lawyer could find nothing to. say in
his behalf. The judge imposed the heaviest
sentence the law would allow and expressed
regret that the penalty had not been severer.
The facts in the case were all accessible
to President Cleveland, and he must have
pardoned Mullen with them staring him in
the face. He knew that Mullen had admitted his guilt, that the judge who presided at
the trial had found 110 extenuating circumstances, and that the jury had found none,
and that everything in the record of the case
showed that Mullen's sentence was just.
Yet on application of Hoadly and a lot of
Ohio Democrats, who feared Mullen's retention in prison might open his mouth and
expose some disreputable transactions on

their part, the President turned him loose
before a sentence which Judge Baxter had
pronounced inadequate to his crime had
half expired. It cannot be argued that the
President was deceived in this case except
voluntarily. He could have got at all the facts
had he wanted to, and if he did not it was
his own fault. The pardon of this man is
perhaps the biggest blot on the record of the
administration thus far, and the attempt of
the Ohio Democrats to rub it out is simply
spreading it. It was an indefensible act, and
as Senator Hoar says, it was
equivalent to a
notice to the country that under this administration ballot box stuffers and bulldozers
can hope for protection.
CURRENT COMMENT.
IT IS NOT ON RECORD.

Philadelphia Press.
If this country has ever seen a bigger political humbug than the so-called reform policy of the present administration, history lias
generously declined to mention it.
FOB THE

MUGWUMPS' TERROR.
St. Louis Republican.
Mr. Alexander Troup, internal revenue collectyr for Connecticut, and to the Mugwumps
a holy terror with horns and
talons, lias discharged His Republican deputies for no other
reason than "just because.
It is altogether
unnecessary to add that the entire baker's
dozen of Only Pure and Exclusively Sanctified are in convulsions frightful to contemPliAISE

plate.

ADMINISTRATION

THE

REFORM

APPOINT-

MENTS.

N. Y. Sun.
Alexander Troup of Connecticut is entitled to public thanks for his manly, upright
straightforward and sensible way of dealing
with political appointments. He is a Democrat, holding an office of great political influence, and he says plainly that he means to
have none but Democrats under him.
Every
genuine American of whatever party will do
honor to Alexander Troup. Would there
were more

THE

like him !

DEMOCRACY AS A PROHIBITION PABTY

Gov. lloadly.
We are opposed to sumptuary legislation
and in favor of licensing the traffic in intoxicating liquors. We believe in self control,
and that the true remedy against the temptations of liquor drinking is to make happy
homes, and that personal liberty should not
be destroyed by law, except where its exercise is always wrong.
No man seeks to license houses of ill fame or gambliug
houses,
simply because the wrong in such cases is in

the use and not in the abuse ; but the traffic
in intoxicating liquors is the legitimate subject of license, because the use is beneficial
and only the abuse injurious and destructive.
This would be done if the Democrats were
successful in carrying the State.

TYPHOID
Circular Issued

by

FEVER.
the State

Board

of Health.
There is a pretty strong conviction In the minds
of sanitarians and physicians, that typhoid fever
is a disease which has but little right to exiit In a
civilized community.
Such thoughts regarding
things Inevitable and necessary are neither reverential nor profitable ; but intelligently directed
efforts to diminish the prevalence of typhoid fever
Have been followed by so large a measure of success that we are justified in regarding it a« one of
the unnecessary diseases.
The prevention of typhoid fever must rest very
intimately on a knowledge of its cause, or, at least
on an acquintancc with the known laws in accordance with which that cause operates.
The essential cause of the disease is generally believed to
be a minute organic germ which is given off by
the sick, and may be transmitted to the well in
several ways.
The poisonous germ is not thrown off through
the breath, or in the exhalations from the skin, as
is the case In some other infections diseases ; but
in this disease it Is contained in tho discharge
from the bowels, and possibly also in that from
the kidneys. Hence the proper disjmsal of the
excreta is u matter of the first and htyhest importance.
Another conclusion, which Is generally accepted
is that the disease germ, as it leaves the body, Is
not yet lu a condition to be dangerous, but that in
a short time, through a fermentative
process, it
acquires a dangerous character; therefore, the
>ucd of the disposal of all discharges from the

patient

without

delay.

Still another tiling wbieh experience seems to
teach, and which the public should bear In mind,
la

fhit

·»>(..

l—

1

but multiplied outside the human body. That the
patient is in some way a factory for the time

fever

being, engaged in producing and throwing off a
poison dangerous to other persons, is a matter of
common belief ; but, of late years, there lias come
a settled conviction that this poison, or disease
genii, as we now call It, may be, and very often is,
developed and multiplied to a dangerous extent.,
when it is once introduced into places which present the favoring conditions of moisture, warmth
and flltli. Hcnce the vital necessity of care not
to plant the dangerous seed in soil congenial to
it. Such dangerous localities about our homes
are ill-kept
privies, water-closets, cess-pools,
drains and earth which is saturated with uneleauliucss.
The poison of typhoid fever may sometimes be
received into the systen by breathing it in ; but, in
undoubtedly the great majority of cases, the disease-germ finds its way into the intestinal canal
by means of the food and drink. Reflection will
sfiow.and experience teaches,thatitliere arc many
ways in which our food and drink may become
contaminated with the germs. Some of the more
frequent ways are these : The discharges arc
thrown into the privy or upon the ground, whence
they soak, sometimes long distances, througli the
soil into the family well. Thejwiled clothes of the
patient are washed, and the water carried by a
loose and leaky drain which runs too near the
well. Some kinds of food and drink are very al>sorptive of disease|germs,and being kept too near
the patient, become contaminated through the air.
Many cases are known where milkmen, witli fever at their own homes, have caused serious outbreaks of the disease among their customers, by
keeping the milk before it was distributed too
near the sick, by
diluting it with contaminated
water, or even by rinsing the cans with the impure water.

PREVENTION.

What has already been said about the development of the typhoid fever germ and the ways it is
taken into the system, pretty plainly indicates the
line of our endeavor In preventing ft.
It is to be borne in mind:
1st. That flltli, if it is not the direct cause, is
at least the nidus (nest) in which the
cause, or
germ, may be developed.
2d. That the poison is principally given oft
from the bowels.
3d. That it is usually received into the system
in the food and drink.
1. At all times, as well in the absence as
during
the presence of typhoid fever, let us try to keep
our premises and tlieir surroundings as
pure ana
clean as possible. Of all forms of flltli, none others are so dangerous to our homes as that of the
'•hole-in-the-ground" privy, and that in and about
our sink drains. The former should never be tolerated. nor the latter either, in its usual forms.
"Flltli," in its sanitary signification, includes
not only the grosser forms, but also the less
tangible ami more renj^Hable kinds, which are too often ignored. The impalpable, but not inodorous
kind in the air of unventilated bedrooms is disgusting and dangerous; the sewer-air, which
leaks from faulty water-closets or defective drain
pipes in the honics of the wealthy, consigns many
to the tomb ; the emanations from rotting
chips or
sawdust, the exhalations from decaying vegetables iu the cellar—all these may
dangerously
pollute the air, and should be avoided.
2.
All discharges from the fever patient should
be received in a vessel containing enough of Disinfectant No. Γ> (corrosive sublimate solution), No.
β (chloride of lime solution), or No. 2
(copperas
solution), to cover them. They should be kept
thus fifteen or twenty minutes, and then buried
m
the earth where they cannot by any possibility
find their way into wells, springs or brooks. They
should never be aMoxced to mingle iritll any kind
of filth, in a privy or elscichcre.
The clothing, both of bed and patient, should be
disinfected by dropping it into a tub containing
several gallons of Disinfectant No. 4 (sulphate of
zinc solution), or No. 5, and afterwards boiled in
this solution. After death or recovery, disinfect
the room with Disinfectant No. 1 (sulphur fumiga-

tion).

far as concerns the personal hygiene of
and attendants, it may be said tnat if the
foregoing preventive measures are carefully carried out, there is hardly a possibility of tlieir taking the disease ; in fact, under such conditions,
cases in which the attendants have taken the disease from the patient are almost if not quite unknown. Typhoid fever "goes through" families
because all nave been exposed to the disease-producing cause ; or the Orst cases contaminate the
water supply, or "seed down" the privy vault and
the house surroundings with the disease germs.
Νurses and others iii the family should cat nothing in the room where the paitient is, nor anything
which has been there.
The food for the attendants and family should be prepared and kept as
far from the sick room as possible. Thorough
boiling will kill all disease germs; so. while the
fever is in the house, it is safer to boil all water
3.

As

MULLEN AND PILLSBURY.

miscellaneous.

Extract From Senator Hoar's Speech
to the Essex Club.
"I don't know but I may as well give notice here to some critics who are displeased
with some utterances of my friend John Sherman, that upon all questions relating to the
casting of an honest vote, if Mr. John Sherman is an antediluvian I want to be counted
as a pre-Adamite.
My Mugwump friends
seem to want to be told some new things all
the time. When any reference is made to the
principles upon which this government is
founded, they think it sufficient to say they
heard that as long ago as 1875. Well, if it is
necessary to talk of something new, I will
state one or two things that seem to me to be
new.
In the first place, in live of the States
no man can get an office or receive any public honor under the present administration if
he was loyal to the country in the
time of her extremity.
We don't complain that men get office who served or sympathized with the confederate cause ; but that
the men who were on our side are excluded ;
that is a thing which never happened in this
government until the 4th of March, 1885.
That is not talking about old things, but
about new things, and if the American people have any spark of spirit in them they
will complain of it. Another new
grievance.
We all know that whatever constitution or
laws you may write on paper, you have no
living republic unless the President and the
administration,as well as the measures of leg
islation, are the result of the will of the
majority of the people, and unless you are to
have honest elections and honest counts.
We are willing to snbmit to Democratic rule
if the majority of the people are, but we are
not willing to submit to a rule brought about
by the methods by which Pillsbury attempted
to steal the State of Maine, and by which
Mullen undertook to suppress Republican
votes in Cincinnati last year. Not what
has
happened years ago, but in this
of grace, 1885, under the power
year
which rules at Washington.
Mr. Pillsbury, known only for the service which he
rendered to the attempted usurpation of a
Democratic minority in Maine is honored
by the administration by appointment to the
principal federal office in New England. Mr.
Mullen, whose oifense was so rank that even
his counsel did not attempt to make any defense, who, as a policeman, locked up 100
Republican voters on election day so as to
deprive them of a chance to vote, and who
was sentenced by the United States court, is
pardoned out by the President before an

Ohio election, and if the newspaper statement which I have seen is true he has been
restored to his position on the police. If
President Cleveland were to write over the
doors of the White House, "Frauds on elections welcome, profited by and pardoned
here," he could not make it plainer than lie
has by the appointment «f Pillsbury and the
pard»n of Mullen. I do not propose to hold
my peace on matters of this kind to win back
any deserters, or to make the conscience of
any newspaper editor any easier. If the majority of the people disapprove of those
thing, as I believe they do, I don't propose
to desist from my feeble efforts until the
views and will of the majority have their constitutional accomplishment.
If only three
men were in that way of thinking, then it
would be my duty to form a political party
to labor until we convinced the people that
it was for their interest and their duty to return. I propose to do as you and the Republican party of Massachusetts have ever done
to find out God's truth and righteousness
and stand upon it, and my confidence in human nature and American nature is that the
majority will, in the end, come to my side."

Cuticuba Remedies
selling
for diseases of the skin and blood than any
other. The Cuticuba Soap, as its first-class
quality deserves, leads all of my soaps in demand,
both as a toilet soap and as a beautiner and protector of the skin.
DK. W. H. HALL,

I

AM

more

SATISFACTORY RESCLTg.
Your Cuticuba Remedies exceeded both in
sales and good results any skin
remedy we ever
handled, and it is with pleasure thai we recommend
them to our customers, assured that they will receive real benefit and satisfactory results.
DR. I). BOWMAN & SON,

Bourbon,

Ind.

FAILING.
I do not know of an instance in which the Cuticuba Remedies have failed to produce satisfactory results. I believe I have sold more of
them than of any other skin remedies I have ever
handled during the thirty-three years of my experience as a druggist. A. D. TRY ON, Druggist,
Batavia, Ν. Y.
NEVER

SCROFCLA CURED.
I prescribed your Cuticuba
Remedies, effecting a thorough cure, in a chronic case of scrofula
upon a child of one of my patrons, after the ease
had baffled the skill of two eminent
physicians
during a period of eleven months. I made a complete cure in four months.
A. C. PATTERSON,

UVU'i V

IV

»·7

UuvU·

"Ilew

Hale'· II eue} the great Cough cure, 25c., 5oO
and $1. Glenn'· Sulphur Soap heals & beautifies. 25c. German Corn Remover kills Corns
and Bunions. Hill'* Hair and Whieker Dye,
Black and Brown, 50c.
Pike'· Toothncke
Drop» cure in one minute, 25c. Deans Rheumatic Pill· arc a sure cure, 60c.
ja"lO
eod2dp&wlyurm

WOULD YOU
THE

BUY

PIANO?
CALL
NEK

AT

OLD 8TAND AND
LARGEST NTOCH OP

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND
COVERS.
Some Rare

still remain.
pairing to order.

Bargains

Tuning

and

re-

that the Maine Central
railroad did an enormous Bangor business
last week, much larger than they ever did at
a previous fair in Maine.
Last Thursday,
between 5 and 8 o'clock, no less than one
hundred passenger cars, containing in all
some 7,500 people, left Bangor, and this was
all done without delay or accident.

extra heavy
linens
3

prices.

fitting

ail(l parents are already
their Boys to

3XTEW SUITS.

IF

YOU

■

Portland.

DURABLE

unusually large and

See

GOODS.

LJJIÇED

All Wool Rough and
Pant Suits at
.$4.50, something new, for
Boys 4 to 14 years.
Also Knee Pant Suits at #2,
our

Tumble Knee

look into System and Advantages of the
Endowments and Flit Year Distribution Plan
of the Old

11 to 17, ^5 and up.
Odd Knee Pants 50c, 75c,
81.00, 81.50 and up.
Boys' Long Pants $1, $1.25,
81.50, 82.00 and up.
A tew Boys' FALL OVERCOATS VERY LOW.
Boys' School REEFERS at all prices.
Special Sale of WINTER OVERCOATS for Men and
Boys carried over from last season at very much reduced prices for this month only.
Bargains in Men's line Suits.
ONE phicb.

w. o.
sep8

ASSETS,

YORK.

$104,000,000

LITTLE, Agt.
dtf

ΚΧΟΙΙίΗΙβΛΛ.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.
On and after July 1st the Boats will
STEAMER

FOREST

P. M.
12.15
2.15
3.30
5.00
7.30
9.30

A. M.

10.00

11.15

M
12.40
2.45
4.15
5.30
8.00
10.30

A. M.

P.

10.30
11.40

STEAMER
CAPT. JO MIX

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest City Landing, Peaks' Island.
M.
5.45
7.00
9.00
10.30

M.
1.45
3.00
4.30
0.10
8.00

A.

M.
6.10
7.25
9.25
11.15

P.

A.

2.15
3.30
5.00
7.30

a. m.

P.

L0.30

12.40
2.45
4.15
5.30
9.45

FISHEK, JR.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

d3m

FOR

324 Fore street.

P. M.
1.30
2.30
4.30

10.30

Leave
Portland.
A. M.

5.45
7.00
9.00
10.30

Leave
(ireat Diamond.

P. M.

A. M.

P. M.

A. M.

P. M.

2.00
4.30
0.10

0.15
7.35

1.05
2.20

9.20
10.50

3.35
4.50

0.05
7.25
9.25
10.55

1.10
2.25
3.40
4.55

7.30

M.

0.10
7.30
9.30
11.00

A.

1.15
2. So
3.45
5.00
0.35
S.00

0.40

0.30
7.50

M.
0.20
7.40
9.35
11.10

p. M.

7.55

P. M.

P. M.

1.20
2.35
3.50
5.10
0.45
7.45

furnished
bargain,
FOR
story and a half house, witli two
field
the Falmouth
shore
a

a

oneacres of

Foreside
land, on
road,
one-half mile this side of Underwood Spring. For
price and further particulars apply on the premises or address MRS. Ε. B. AUSTIN, New Casco,
21-2

Ο R MALE—The well known BAKER HOUSE
situated in the thriving village of Yarmouth,
Me., is offered for sale on easy terms. This house

F

is in good repair, and doing

years,

Inquire

premises,

the

on

a

good business.
14-8

SALE—Steamer "Lizzie." Said steamer
is 35 feet long, 8 feet wide over all; hull new
last season, steel boiler and engine new this season, and everything lirst- class ; will speed 10 to 12
miles per hour. For further particulars, enquire
»f JAMES QUINX, 40 Commercial St.
14-4

FOR

MILE

—

A line

residence,

situated at
12 finished rooms;

for two
; in a
if sold
E.
at

A. M.

Leave
Great Diamond.
Λ. M.
P. M.
7.50
2.20
9.20
3.35
10.50
5.40
0.20

P. M.

7.30
9.00
10.30

2.00
3.15
4.30
0.00

Leave

Leave

Evergreen.

Trefethens.

A. M.

P. M.

7.55

2.25
3.40
5.30

9.25

10.55

A. M.

8.00
9.30
11.00

Leave
Little Diamond.

Leave Forest City
Landing, P. I.

P. M.

A.

M.

P. M.

A. m.

2.30
3.45
5.35
0.25

7.45
9.35

2.35

8.15

p.

3.50
5.45
0.15

11.05

M.

6.40

over this line, which includes admission to Kink, Holler Coaster or
Pavillion, 15c.
$1.00.
Excursion parties and parties for deep sea Ashing furnished with boats at reasonable rates.
B. J. WILLAKD, President.
jun30dtf

rides

On and after Monday, June 22,
Hie new Steamer

H

AIDEE,

will leave Snutli Freeport daily, (Sundays excepts
ed) lor Portland at 7.00 a. ». and 2.30 p. m. Heturning. leave Burnbam's Wharf at 10.30 a. m
and 5.00 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
Will
touch at Cousin's and Little John's Island both
ways.
jel7d3m

HARP8WELL STEAMBOAT CO.
"Delightful Sail Twenty Miles down Casco Bay Among the Islands."

; Orr's Island 9.30 a. m.
Returning for Portland leave Orr's Island 12.30
m.
;
p.
Harpswell 0.15 a. m., 2.115 p. in. ; East End
6.45a.m.. 2.45 p.m.; Jenks' 7.00 a.m., 3.00
p.m.; Little Cliebeague 7.15 a.m., 3.15 p.m.;
Long Island 7.35.a.m.,3.35 p.m. Arrive *t Portlaud 8.15 a. m., 4.15 n. in.
5.30 p.

m.

CUllVliE OF TIME.
after Wednesday, Sept. 9th, this new and
staunch steam yacht will run as follows :
Leave Burnham's wharf, city, B.EO, 6, 7, 9,
10.15 a. ni., 12.30, 3, 5, 6.15 p. »).
Leave Diamond Island at 6.20, 7.30, 9.30,
11.15 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5.30 p. m.
The 6.45 trip from «he Island will be discontinOn and

sepSdtf

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT CO.,
FOR PEAKS' AND CUSHING S ISLAND.
OKEEIVWOOI)

MEETINGS,

THE

PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY.
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.
SPECIAL MEETING of the Stockholders of
the Portland Railroad Company will he held
in the Library Kootn, Mechanics' Hall, Portland,
on
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 9th, at 2.30 o'clock p. m.
to vote upon the advisability of issuing Bonds secured by mortgage on the property of the company to pav the indebtedness of the company
growing out of the renewal and extension of its
road, and if deemed expedient, to authorize the isof the same.

Portland, Sept.

Secretary.
sepldtd

Diamond Island.

GARDEN

STEAWIER

LINE.

CADET
—

biisine»»

W. E.

cards.

boet and shoe settee,
In want
ANYONE
feet long, leather covered
learn of
to sell
Lock Box 590
of

10

a

can

one

Saccarcheap t>y addressing
appa Me. ; also, three (3) arm chandeliers, all in
good shape, for sale cheap if applied for soon.
dlw

sep4

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.

53 EXC

HANGE ST.

d3w»

MHS. Ν. ï.

JONES,

Christian Scientist,

Λ Graduate
Metaphysical College of
ton. Heals strictly by Mrs. Eddy's teaching.
of tlif

BEAUTIFUL

privilege

MRS. R. JOHNSON,
East Deering, Maine.

mar5eodtf

desirable 3 story French roof residence of
Mrs. Barker's, situated on the Western
Promenade, containing 14 rooms, besides bath
room, has nice brick stable and carriage house,
and lot centaining fourteen thousand square feet
of land, is offered for sale, and immediate possession will be given. For particulars apply to
aul8dtf
JOHN C. PROCTOR.

sep3dtd

TAXES FOR 1885.

Residence 610 CONGRESS ST.,

over
Office hours 10 to 12 and 2 to C.
free.

STEPHEN

Bos-

Davis'Art Store.
Consultation

near

at

No.

_

Apply

at
5-1

High, nearly
large rooms.

with modern improvements, 9
quire of F. A. SMITH & CO., 130

new

EnCommercial St.
5-1

LET-At No. 11 Vine

St., a tenement of 5
second floor, a pleasant location, rent moderate. J. DUNPHY, No. 2 York
St.
4-1

TO rooms, all

TO rooms, in

on

pleasant down stairs

rear

house from Spring.)
482 Congress St.

rent of 5
house 139 Brackett St., (1st
to
IRA
F.
Apply
CLARK,
1-1

LET—A pleasant room for an office, up
flight, on Middle St., near Temple. EnMIDDLE ST.
21-2

TO

one

at 203

ill health the
Me, will be let
for a term of years ; one or the best hotel stands In
Aroostook Co. For particulars, address H. C.
COLLINS, Fort Fairfield, Me.
aug21-4

c$>wkj Job

BERRY,

account of

on

Fourth Story of Storer Bros.'
Building, containing some fourteen thousand
tor
square feet,
manufacturing purposes, with steam
for heating and power if wanted,with use of elevator. stoker ruios.
I.ET—The

TO

NOTICE

iiist oi .M' or i iiki:»·: ιί:η cent,
will be allowed on all said taxes paid on or before
SATURDAY, October 31,1885.
H. W. HERSEY,
Treasurer and
sep2d2w
Collector.

genuine

selected
SPICES.

Pungent, Aromatic, Economical.
THOS. WOOD & CO., BOSTON.

eodeowlycF

sold at actual
in Boston to-day for the money;
G. W.
value, $060 ; investigate for yourself.
28-1
JACOBS, 200 Washington St., Boston.

MALE, $1200.—A first class Restaurant, on Washington St., seats 48 and feeding 260 daily at good prices, this is no 10 cent
place, nice large plate glass front, good large
kitchen, all conveniences for the business, if you

FOR

ant this kind of business it will pay you to look
as it will stand thorough investigation, do
uot know of a better place In Boston'to day for the
money. G. W. JACOBS & CO., 200 Washington
26-1
St., Boston, Mass.
w

this up,

Boston, right
FOR
theatres, close to Washington St.,
of the best fitted
tn

Ο I.ET—The fasl and staunch Steamer "Lizzie" can be charte, ed to take pleasure parties
to any part of the harbor or Islands.
Apply to
JOHN A. QUINN, Franklin Wliari, or 49 Commercial street.
14-4

Herbert G.

to

Passengers from Portland may take regular
Special at 10.SO a. m., and regular at

FARE FROM PORTLAND ANO RETURN, $1.00.
Half fare

on the Portland & Ogdensburg; regumorning trains will connect.
COLLINS & CHANDLER, Managers,
dtd
sepl
Portland, Tie.

lar

BIJOU OPERA HOUSE
Federal

ttt., opp. I.incoin Park,

JOSEPH II. KEANE.
FOUR NIGHTS AND SATURDAY MATINEE,

Commencing We«Jnc«<lay Ercaing, Sept· ·.

SRS

Boston, large plate

PARTINGTON,

MRS.
•r

Bay Ike.

The Bad

rip van winkle.
Admission 10 and 20Cts.

Eienings it 8 o'clock.

SATU R DA Y MARTIN Ε Ε at 2.30
Admission to All Parts of House 10 Cts.

WANTEB.

GREENWOOD GARDEN

27-1

of experience and
ability, who can furnish good references,
would like to make engagements l)y the week or
8-1
month. Address "H," Press Office.
Coat makers, good
FRED S.

SOULE, Freeport.

8-1

one

jvho

so

secure

THURSDAY, SEPT. 10.

MASQUERADE
CARNIVAI-

Illumination and Grand Display

Corns removed
7-1

at once.

for 25 cents.

—OF—

FIRE WO R Κ S I

chance

to learn
young man.
the barber's trade; would he willing to give
WANTED—By
six months time for board and

washing. Address,

C. W. H EARN, Box 1024, Saco, Maftne.

5-1

the Union Parer and

to sell
WANTED—Boys
Corer, sells for 15 cents,
No. 5 PREBLE St.

good profit.

ANTED—A salesman.
PREBLE ST.

Call at

can

be procured at Mr. Llttlefleld'i
C. H. KNOWLTON.

sep"(13t

5-1

No.

5

5-1

for

Costumes
for $1.00.

Ap-

at

w

d5t

sep8

seamstress

WANTED—First-class
pay and steady employment.

Yarmouths vs. Cumberland Mills I

house-

capable girl
general
work. Apply at 108 NKAL ST.
4-1
WANTED—A
in
private family by
WANTED—Board
young lady, west of High St. Address P. O.
Box

AT PORTLAND BASE BALL

modern house for small
family in western part of city. Address
2-1
GEORGE WIGHT, Preble House.

NOW FOR

a

a

735^___

2-l_

WANTED—To

rent,

a

to

call and see the

new

THURSDAY, SEPT. 10,
GROUNDS,

Game Called at 3 O'clock.

Α. Ο.

the right party. FRED W.
200 Middle street.

steady

a

WANTED—A
ate.
Saco, Me.

to

to 160
purchase, farm of
WANTED—To
land, situated in Casco Bay. within 10
to 15 miles of Portland:
must be low. BEN50

a

acres

price
JAMIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.

31-2

add A. 1. line.
Specialty Mill's, Works, Clothiers, &c. Boston agent earned $241)0 in '84. P. O. BOX, 1371,
New York.
29-2
can

nurse would like
or would care
and
this
25-1

experienced
WlflilB-An
couple of patients at home,
a

aged couple ; best of references given
required. Address, for interview, NURSE,
an

office.

TO

—

SelDago

THURSDAY^

1-1

8YM0NDS
Boy. Apply
WANTED.—Office
& LIBBY, First National Bank Building.
1-1

lor

—

1-1

small farm convenient to
schools and railroad ; price must be moderAddress, stating location and price, "D,"

Η.,

1,)

(Division No.

GROSSTUCK,

place for

WANTED—Salesman

A_GOOD TIME !
—OF THE—

tailoress to work

on new

<J3t

SEVENTH ANNUAL PICNIC

cash, and being sold at rock bottom prices
F. CLARK'S, 482 Congress St., opposite Preble
1-2
House.

experienced
and old work ;
WANTED—An
by the week,

Admissitn 15 Cta.

sep8

for
at IRA

LaKe,
SEPT. 10.

The following programme ol amusements will
carried out in full : Base Ball match betwee·
the I. F. T.'s and Athletics. 200 yard dash, prize
33 to 1st. $2 to 2d. Sack race, prize S3 to 1st, $2
to 2d. Three legged race, prize $3 te 1st, 12 to
2d.
3 standing jumps, prize $3 to 1st. »2 to 2d.
Tug-of-war by teams rrom the 1st and 2d Divisions
of the Order, prize 0 Λ. Ο. H. gold badges. Potato
Ladies' Jig dancrace, prize $3 to 1st, §2 to 2d.
ing, prize valuable album. Gentlemen's Jig dancHand
ball
ing. prize 93.
match, prize IS. Ladies'
archery match, prize pair of vases. Daaeiag In
the Pavilion, Munir by Chandler'· Rand.
Swings, foot-ball, jig dancing and all other amusements. Bids for refreshments received at 2β Preble street. Excursion leaves Eastern Depot at 10
be

a, m.

and 1.30 p.

m.

Price of Tickets : Adults 60 cts. Children 30 ets.
dlw
sep4

American laily, a situation
WANTED.—By
to do housework in
small family,
BASE BALL!
pleasant home
Address
object than wages.
an

a

a

H. F. L., Press Office.

26-1

educated young lady of good
address to All a desirable permanent position, some light domestic duties and some plain
copying ; also another young lady as private teacher.
Those from the country preferred, none but
first-class parties need apply.
Address Β. E.
JEFFERSON, Fryeburg. Me.
26-1

WANTED.—An

rent

of 6

or

7 rooms,

centrally

To Let.
Exchange street, now occupied
C. Young; possession given October 1.
by
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle

LET-Hotel with furniture and fixtures
complete : situated in Saccarappa Me.; two
minutes walk from depot ; bouse comparatively
new and well situated ; steam fittings ; will be
leased to a responsible person for term of one or
more years.
Apply to JAS. W. BAILEY, 264
Middle St., Portland Me.
15-3

STOllE

No. 47

L.

Street.

au29dtf

TO LET.
No. 455 St.
this street
on easy
Apply io J. HOPKINS SMITH,
First National Bank Building.
jy31dtf
on

je22

dtf

To Let.
to let single or in suits, with board.
at
No.
99
Apply
High St., corner of Spring.
dtf
mayl3

ROOMS

TO LET.
a

few door ueiow

post office ; fitted suitable for wholesale or rebusiness, with light, finished, airy basements.
Rent reasonable. Inquire of 11. E. THOMPSON,

No. 164

lîrackett St.. Portland. Me.

janl4dtf

14-4
who

WANTED—Ladies
Corns, Outgrowing

are

troubled

ROl.L ST.

5-1

in Back Bay,
fourteen
FOUND—Adrift
boat. The owner may have the
at

foot

a

row

same

by

F.E. LOV ELL'S grocery store, corner
calling
of Wiliuot and Oxford streets, proving property
and paying charges.
4-1

λ Elegant

to get Τ
for St.00,

Joints and In-growing
leave their orders with MRS. DR. SHERMAN, 57 Spring Street, who will be pleased to
wait upon them at their residences. Corns removed tor 25 cents.
31 5
and Gentlemen
WANTED—Ladies
country, to receive light, easy
round

city

In

or
work at
home all the year
; distance no objection ;
salary from $1 to $3 a day; no canvassing. J.
FOWLER & CO.. Boston, Mass.. box 5117. 15-8

machine girl for
WANTED—Immediately;
Woodford's Store ; coat, pant and vest makfor
L.

city store.

C.YOUMï,

47

WANTED—An
county to sell
and

woman

in

every

ΚΙ.ΛΙΛΙ-'S GItEAT I1ISTOKY
ontsells all other books. Agents wanted on
commission or salary. The Henry Bill Pib.
Al»Κ» «-■

sep:i

One Fare

wlm36

want 50 agents to canvass for
the best selling household ntensil yet invented. large profits and sure to sell. For particulars, inquire of J. C. NICHOLS. Brunswick. Me.
26 8

WANTED.—I

WANTED.

be sent by mail (disper week can be made

< .11

Nocanvassing, particulars nee, or sample of work
mailed for four cents in stamps. Please address,
Hom κ MASUrACTURING Co., Boston, Mass. P. 0.
T->„„ Λ Λ1 Ο
Box 1916.
augl4d3m

on

the Railroads.
ADJllMIOJi SO CTS.

GEO. P. CORNISH & CO., 249 Middle St.
15-1

WANTED—Lessons

"How^This?"
TOMPKINS, HOYT & THOMAS'

COMEDY COMPANY
Will present the New and Sparkling
Musical Satire,

19-1

first

son.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY. SEPT. 11 & 12.

on

Office.

A TIN SOLDIER,
—

THE LATEST SUCCESS OP

CHAS.

WANTED—Custom

HOYT,

Management.

28-1

coat makers, at Haskell
& Jones- (formerly Allen & Co.,) 470 ConSt.
&
JONES.
28-1
HASKELL
gress

H.

Tickets 75 and 50, Gallery 35.
commences Wednesday, Sept. 9.

mau that has had some
advertising business ; a
salary is waiting the proper person. Address
W., Press Office.
3-1

Sale of seats
sepTdlw

good
WANTED—A
experience in the

I

good

WANTED.
SECOND-HAND Set of Sheet Iron Worker's
Tools. Address
B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
Cor. Pearl & Middle Streets, Portland.
aim26
dtf

A

FEDERAL ST., OPP. LINCOLN PARR.
One Week, commencing

Sept. 14,

LEWIS & BRISTOL'S
Marvellously Educated Equines !

coat, vest and pant makers. Address C. G. ALLEN, No. 470 Congress street.
sep3
dlw

FIRST-CLASS

Purchasers Wanted.
Remnants ot Dress Goods,
TO
Tickings. Flannels. Sheetings, rte., etc.. etc.,
at
Remnant sales which we snail hold
close out

Monday,

our

our

cloak rooms everv Fnday in September.
should be present. RINtS BROTHERS.

In

our

Ladies
sep3-l

COAL ! COAL !

The most thorough exemplification of animal Intelligence the world has ever known.
The entire troupe of

Horses, Ponies! Mules
the Stage in Full and Fearless Freedom.
In
the surprisingly Pleasant Comedy of "School."
Positively no feat or feature ever seen before.

on

Pronounced by Press and Public to be
Beyond all Competition.

Admission 25c, 35c and 50c.
EVERY EVENING at 8 O'CLOCK
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday Afternoon at 2.30.

QUICK SALES
—AND—

SMALL PROFITS!

Admission 15c, 25c and 35c.
After the performances on
and Saturday afternoons there will beWednesday
a

reception bv all
the horses on the stage, to which ladles
and children are invited.
sep7dlw

Boons TO IET.

—

Coal!
We are

selling

the best quality of
treme low price of

eoal at the

ex-

per ton, cash
1-1

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

196

Middle St. ;

good

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,

board.

No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
es-All business relating to Patents
promptly
ana faithfully executed.
jul2dtf

ALL

on delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed
in quality and quantity.

SARGENT DENNISON &
au«8

174 Commercial Street.

CO,,
dtl

Hay<lii Association.
LET—With board; large airy rooms in a
pleasant, quiet locality. 7Ϊ spring st. 6-6

TO

commence MONDAY.
Sept.
14th. in Union Hall, at 7.45 p.
KEHEARSALS
Members
will Dlease
of

hrinir copies
rio "St. Paul."

sep4dtd

Giles Liniment Iodide

Ammonia,

FAMILIES

USE

IT.

Weak Rack, Enlarged Joint»,
Pnraljmi«r
ttheumnti«m, Neural;;:»,, Diphtheria,

res-

—OF—

OP C«liSTBmr8!

The Npeedieat and inont certain
medicine in the globe.

$5.00

je25dtf

BEWÎKE

Extraordinary Low Price for

6-1

IET Rooms at the St. Julian, No. 196
Middle Street. Apply to H. W. 1,'NDEKWOOD, Janitor.
6-8

TO

—

Author of "A RAG BABY," and pronounced by
Press and Public equally as funny as that
famous Comedy, under the same

WANTED.

our goods. Salary S75 per month
expenses, or commission. Expenses in advance.
Outtit free. For full particulars address STANDARD SILVER WAKE CO., Boston, Mass.
aug;il(13m

J

at 1.15 o'clock
AT PORTLAND BASE BALL GROUNDS.

Friday, Sept. II,

Exchange St.

class journeyman tailor,
WANTED—A
steady work and good pay to the right per-

WANTED.

active manor

—vs—

PORTLANDS,

with

the piano in exchange
for private instruction in English, the Ancient or Modern Languages. Address ¥., Press

LOST—At

NEWBURYPORTS

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Address D. E. W. Press Office, Portland

afternoon, in or near the School
St. Bakery, a black Portemonnaie containing small bills, change and stamps. The finder
will be rewarded by leaving it at No. 1 SPRUCE

the Transfer Station, or on Danforth, Vauglian or Carroll Sts., a small open
faced enameled oack silver watch. A liberal reward will be paid to the finder if left at 7 CAK-

EASTERN NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE 6AME.

Maine.

ences.

JLOST AND FOUND.

5-1

PORTLANDS,

Friday, Sept. II, at 3.15o'clock

sep8d4t

as

cash; 100 second-hand stoves;
WANTED—For
also highest prices paid for second-hand
furniture of all kinds, at No. 374 CONGRESS ST.,
28-1
opposite the granite church.

LOST—Friday

vs.

housekeeper by a
WANTED—A
middle-aged American lady ; best of refer-

ers

Thompson block. Nos. 117,119,

(National League Team)

τ

Nails, to

To Let.

Middle street,

19-2

PHI LAD ELP HI AS

IO

position

large 2Va story brick house
THEJohn
St. ; dwelling lots for sale
terms.

the
tail

possession by Oct. 1st.

Address P. O. BOX 1657.

all orders by

ΠίΤΤΤΰ Ρ A I il.1!} may be found on file nt Geo.
\ ill1' J- J\i .CjXVl'.Kowell&Co'sNewspaper
AdvertlelnK Bureau (10 Spruce Street), where ndvertlif
lag contracta may bo tuadulor it XX tiEW YOBH.
jy7
dti

*■<

glass windows, seats 08, feeding 300 daily, now;
this is a rare chance for someone to step into a
good business, no Sunday or night work, we ask
no bonus, sell at actual value, want an offer.
G.
W .'JACOBS, 206 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

PORTLAND, ME.

ep-prompt attention given
mail, telephone and telegraph.

ICoaling

rain at 8.20,
12.30 p. m.

one

places

WANTED—A
located: to take

City.

GEORGE A. CLARK, M.D.
Homœopathist,

The following programme will b* given every afternoon under the direction of Mr. Frank
L. ColIns of Portland :
Star Spangled Banner, with Cannon; Alpha
Quickstep; Little Kosebud Waltz; Yankee I>oodle,
iritli Cannon: Better Tnan Gold March; Dexter
Polka; Anvil Chorus, with anvils beaten by II
ncn; Hot Shot March; Beeves' Celebmted War
Memories or a Day in Camp in 1862, (the first
line in Maine,) with Fife. Drum and Bugle Corps
md Cannon; and America, with Consolidated
Sands, Full Chorus by the Audience and Cannoa

SAIjE.—A restaurant in

near

τ

EET—Pleasant, sunny rooms, on State St.,
with board if desired. Address G. \V„ State
To
St.,

No. 37 Plum Street.

great thorough-

on

Will be Encamped at the Lake during the three
lays of muster, giving popular concerts each day
tnd also taking part lu the

more an

aug25dtf

<md (qoaA

439 CONGRESS STREET,
City of Portland,
ι
Treasurer's Office, Sept. l, 1885.1
is hereby given that the tax Dills for
the year 1885, have been committed to me
with a warrant for the collection of the same. In
accordance with an ordinance of the City,

Ο Κ s» AIjK—Cigar store

fare. to 3 depots, large transient trade, splendidly fitted, old established store ; always made
money, large stock now on hand ; no better place

WANTED—1000
line of overcoats, suits, etc. just bought

halt of double brick house

LET—Easterly
TO No.
75 Danforth St.,

instructions
buy ;
tance no objection) ;$6 to

No one who has not been vaccinated can be admitted to school. THOS. TAS0, Supt. of Schools.

F

men

rooms

in

good parties ; on
siekness,
must be sold regardless of cost, and we liave reduced the price to $450, for a iiuick sale: this Is
E. L. FOND
one of the best bargains in Boston.
7-1
& CO., itail Washington St.. Boston.

TO LET.

month.

lu

house

jhandler's Celebrated Baud of Portland,
and Glover's Famous Band of Aobura,

other Auauneinenlfl.

lodging
Boston,
FOR
very central location; 13 rooms,all furnished
and let to
account of
it
SALE—A

—

Accompaniment.
DnnciuK Free, Mvrinifing,

CHANCE!*.

Bl'HINESN

ply

Elegant Residence for Sale.

Co., Norwich.Ct.

SCHOOLS.

day of the term. New applicants for admission
will apply to the Principal of the School in the district in wliich they live.

IS STAR ARTISTS.

er

rr

first

EUROPEAN SPECIALTY CO.

§er services must do

Summer Residence, situated on
the shore of Casco Bay, at Falmouth Foreside, 4 miles from Portland, with 20 acres of land,
and island opposite belonging to the estate. Nice
orchard, good well of mineral water, Une
for boating, fishing and bathing.
For further par
ticuUi's enquire at premises or address

AGENTS

STROUT, GAGE & STROUT,

MONDAY, SEPT. 7.

JEANS'

VAL

1

12

BANDS

INCLUDING

MONSTER BAND CONCERTS.

dtd

PEAKS' ISLAND.

THEATRE^

THE BIG SHOW.

STENOGRAPHER AN1) TYPE-WRITER.
Letters, petitions and legal papers printed In the
neatest manner, at the office of

Sale of seats com-

sepl

Ladies to know that Mrs. I>r.
Sherman
WANTED
be found only
week Ion
at 42 South St., and all
wish to

Ladie9 in city
country to work forns
at their homes ; fasci. ating employment; no
YOUNG
to
work

of the city
1[ Is de-

Seats 75 and CO. Gallery 35.
Monday, Sept. 7.

mences

can

FOUND—The

IJEiflER,

se-

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF MR. E. C. SWETT.

WANTED—A

For Sale.

Cabplace
inet Photographs
at HARRIS'S
GALLERY, 518 Congress St., opposite Mechanic
Hall.
29-2

ADVEKTISEltlElVTe.

Portland, Sept. 1,1885.

Me.

ST.

will run as follows (weather permitting) ;
Leave Franklin Wharf at 0.45. 10.00 a. in.. 2.00,
3.00. 0.10 7.30. p. m. Leave Peaks' Island 7.00,
12.00 a. in., 2.30, 5.05. 6.25,10.30 p. m.
Kound trip tickets with admission to the Garden
for 20 cents ; children 15 cents.
sep2dtf

aug24

SPECIAL MEETING of the stockholders of
J\. Diamond Island Association, will he held at
City Building, Sept. 17, 1885, at 7V2 o'clock p. m.,
for the purpose of taking action relative to making
improvements upon Diamond Island, during the
ensuing year, and appropriating the necessarv
funds therefor, and for making such amendment's
to the By-Laws relating to division of funds in the
treasury among the stockholders as may be
deemed advisable, and transacting such other business as may legally come before the association.
Per order of the President.
P. J. LARRABliE,
sep2dlw
Secretary.

join their classes the

Bridgten,

STORES

STEAMER ISIS.

E. A. NEWMAN,
1st. 18S5.

]y27deowtf

in the
121 and 123

SUNDAY TRIPS.

ANNUAL·,

STOVE,

No.

Portland, as.follows,
For Long Island. Little
Cliebeague, Jenks and
East End Gt. Chebeague andHarpswell, 9.30 a.m.,

Leave Portland 10.00 a. in., 2.00 p. m. Leave
Harpswell for Portland 12.00 ill., 4,00 p. m.
Kound trip tickets to Harpswell Sundays only
35 cents. Jenks' and Long Island 25 cents.
For furtner particulars apply on board to
ΟλΓΤ. J. L. LONG.
aug.'Sltf

1885.

FOB SALE.
Tin and Hardware Stock and Store at
Bridgton, Me. Grand opening for man with
Will hire
$1,500 to $5,000. Good assortment.
tin-plate worker who understand hardware to run
the business if not sold soon, G. P. PERLEY,

and after Aug. 31,1888, Steamer "Gordon"
671 Congress Street.
Apply to
ON will
SETH L. LARRABEE, No. 396 Congress St.
leave daily from Custom House Wharf,
STOKE
viz:

For Diamond Island and Diamond Cove.

September 7th,

ana

; will be sold at
of
Me.
3-12

ΓΤΙΟ LEX—Cottages; 2 new furnished cottages
JL at Libby or Prout's neck. Apply to J. M.
ALLEN, Scarboro, Prout's Neck.
jyl4-ltf

ffigp'Tickets

Twenty

;

il-4_

8.30

—

lected from the Park
Boston.

sep7dtf

or to let—a cottage
Lincoln St.. Woodfords Corner,
Deeiing, consisting of !) finished rooms just painted and papered, heated by furnace, Segago water,
&c., &c. Enquire of I.. J. PERKINS, 480 Conau29- 2
gress St.. Portland.

1ST-Hotel:

Leave Forest City
Landing, P. I.

Company specially
Theatre,

a

FULL

12

LORD TATTERS,
Supported by

—

ruesday, Wednesday and Thnreday, Sept. 8, 9 and ΙΟ.

1er, Esq., entitled

31-2

TO Collins house, Ft. Fairfield,

SÛNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave
Portland.

Muster,
AT

LAKE MARANACOOK,

entirely new and original Drama, written
expressly for him by Charles Gay-

an

male

quire

WM. J. CRAIG.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Little JHamond.
Evergreen.
Trefethens.

Band

FRIEND,"

DAN MAGIIINNIS,

In

For
House on

LET—A

Leave Forest City Landing, Peaks' Island.
A. M.
P. M.
9.25
1.50
11.15
2.50
5.00

MINNEHAHA

"WOOD'S"

The most delicious relish.

SALE—A large valuable horse, belonging to the estate of the late Charles Mullen.
Can be seen at store, 237 Fore street ; also two
tenements to be let. Apply to JOHN H. McCUE,

LET-House 151 Cumberland St., consisting of 10 rooms: furnace, Sebago water,
barn, etc. Enquire of Ε. Β. KNAPP, No. 5 Milk
St. Market.
1-1

G.30
9.00

d3t

WEÎSBADEN TABLE SAUCE.

WARD.

TO

Leave Portland.

—AND—

—

J. C.
31-1

street.

JOSE'S,

EXPRESS.

5.10

a

MILLETT & LITTLE.

a new
or 25 Cotton

Newbury street,

9

CITY.

p. M.

A.

2.10
3.25

next term of the public schools
will begin MONDAY. Sept. 14th.
THE
sirable that
shall

We are receiving new Fall
Goods in all the latest novelties, Boucie, Canvas Cloth,
Tuliited Brocade,
Embroidered Robes, Homespun and
Plain Woven Cloths l or Tailor Suits, Tricot and
Glasgow
Suits and Twilled Camel Hair.

"EVERYRORY'S

PAVILION
SALE—2d-hand phaeton, Martin & PenFOR
nell's make ; also
top buggy ; call at
167

LET—A tenement of
TO
Oilman St., price S16 per
S. H.
24 Bramhall St.

follows:

CAPT.

PUBLIC

MILLETT & LITTLE,

;iuc26

M.
10.00
12.15
a.

M.
9.00

P. M.

ST Ε AM Ε R

pupils

sep8

run as

CAPT. A. ». OLIVER.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
Leave Forest City Landing, Peaks' Island.
ing, Peaks' Island.

(ITV

GOODS.

saloon; also daily, weekly and Sunday papers;
location in Haverhill; sold for
particulars, address B., Carrier No.
2, Haverhill, Mass.
2-1

THE
Manager.
litt

"V\7"-A.IrSJE3,

A

Premiums may be paid monthly if desired.

aprl

CO,

PORTLAND, ME.

255 MIDDLE STREET,

Mutual Lite Ins. Go.
NEW

SALE—A desirable 2% storv wooden
on Hill St. ;
heated by furSebago
gas ; healthy, sightly and
pleasant, ill good neighborhood ; nice stable. In3-1
quire on premises.

FOR
house, situated
with
and

a

sue

OF

bargain. Albert Storer, Adm'r with the will annexed of the estate of Catherine Storer. Inquire
of .JOHN A. WATERMAN.
.1-4

a

Saccarappa, 2Vi story,
82,50, $3.50, .$4.00, 84.50, $5, FOR
families sightly, healthy,
convenient
good neighborhood
$6, $6.50, $7, $8, 89 and 810. pleasant
great sacrifice
immediately. Inquire
Boys' Long Pant Suits, ages FRANK WEBB, P. O., Saccarappa,

A

sure to

very desirable property, and will lie sold at

trees ;

Me.

CONTEMPLATE

LIFE INSURANCE,
Be

Wednesday

SALE— At Gorhani Village; the Storer
FOR
house, on northerly side of Main St. ; centrally located, large lot with .garden spot and fruit

SALE—At

varied stock of

Samuel Thurston,

M FALL DRESS

says

female pug dog, 16 months
breeding, fine English male
coach dog 14 mouths old, nice and kind as a kitten, and one South American parrot, one year
old, fine talker and handsome plumage. Address
Μ. H. It AN LETT, Rockland, Me.
4-1

School Begios Next Monday,
We have an

Musical Festival

ONLY,
and Thursday, Sept. 9 & 10.

SALE.—A

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.

ued from date.

3 Free Street Bloek,

F

corner store, best
no fault.
For

THE

THE

OK SALE—Rock maple and yellow birch
wood for open grates. C. W. YORK, No CO
7-2
Commercial St., andti Washington St.

cream

CAPT. H. Β. TOWNSEND,

BEST

PORTLANDJTHEATRE.
TWO NICHTS

SALE—A fruit, confectionery, periodiFOR
cal and cigar store, with ice
and oyster

to

'SHOOTING AND
SHARP
PAINS
that seem to cut through yon like a knife" arc
relieved
a
by placing Cuticu/CSV instantly
the spot where the
(fpfjeVHA Plaster overNo
other plaster or
jgi aTÂ'originates.
ΛΚ/2 liniment or appliance can be compared
I
witli this new, original, elegant and
-""lisTy never failing antidote to pain and iuftiamation.
Warranted the best plaster ever
compounded. At druggists, 25 cts. ; live for #1.00
mailed free. Potter Drug and Chemical Co.,
Boston.
sep2WS&w2w

a frontage of about CO feet, deptlilabout 106 feet, area
7-1
9o62 square feet. BENJAMIN SHAW.

nace,

to match above papers at reasonable

Envelopes

Cure Skin Disease·."
ITWRPLES. Blackheads, Skin Blemishes and
-Γ mi»·
Baby Humors, use Cuticuba Soai\
Send for

office.

The Whig

pound, celebrated Bond Papers,

Co., Boston.

W. D.

She received the following letter :

At 50 cents per
and cream note.

17 and ID

FOR
old, good for

At 25 cents per poniul, I have line, cream and white note paper in
two sizes, also linen and tinted papers.
At 35 cents per pound, finest quality of linen note in various
weights, ranging from 100 to 250 sheets to the pound.

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticuba, 50 cents;
Cuticuba Soai·, 26 cents; Cuticuba Resolvent. *1.00.
Potteb Drug and Chemical

A Woman as an Offensive Partisan.
Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.
Isabella De La Hunt has addressed a letter
to citizens with respect to her removal from
"Post Office, House of Kepbesenta-)
tives, XI. S., Washington, D. C.. j
August 28,1885. J
Mrs. Isabella T)e La Hunt, Cannelton, Ind ·.
Madam.—Yours of the 24th relative to the P. Ο
case in C. is at hand. Evidence deemed sufficient
to cause your removal has been filed, and your removal was ordered on account of partisanship
shown in the conduct of the office during the campaign just closed. With kindest regards I remain
Yours truly,
Jno. J. Kleiner."
She says "somebody has lied." She does
floes not protest against removal, but against
being "sacrificed by falsehood." She says
she has committed no act of partisanship,
and dares the production of testimony. Sne
says to the civil service reform administration that they should not cover the taking of
the post office with lying and slander. She
says in conclusion :
"Excuse me. my friends, you who have known
me from childhood and are witnesses of
my
and official life, excuse me if I manifest somedaily
feeling over this wrong—I cannot help it. War, with
its natural and inevitable results, struck down
my
husband, my protector and support. It was the
act of an open foe, on the field of battle, whom I
to
forgive ; but tliat the government, to pretry
serve which he sacrificed his
life, should connive
with secret assassins and false witnesses to strike
down his family without an
of vindiopportunity
is
a national disgrace and an act too cowcation,
ardly and base for absolution."

AND SAVE MONEY.

Druggist, Brookville, Ky.

nurses

«·»»'»

Buy Note Paper by the Pound,

of the

Frankfort, Ky.

land No.

thoroughly
boarding stable or tenement houses; lias

a

Λίαΐ'βΕΜΚΝΤΗ.

AMUSEMENTS.

SALE—The lot
FOR
South St., made vacant by the reccnt fire;
drained and well located for
said lot is
of

& PORTLAND CLOTHIM
Indorsed by Physicians,
Druggists
and Chemists, as nearly
Infallible.

HALE.

FOB

lit.

Mendelssohn's OratoH. CLOVES,

F.

Secretary.

Sciatica,

ProlupntiH Uteri, Female WenkneM.
The best and only certain
remedy to relieve pain
of all kinds, no matter of how
long standing. Instant relief guaranteed cripples.
Swollen Joints,
Varicose Veins, Bites of Insects or Sick Headache.
No oil or grease, is clean and sweet; will not soil.
Inflammation of the Kidney*, Bri«ht*«
Dîneane* Diabete*» ■««continuance of Irinr
Is the only Uniment in the world possessing
alterative powers. Can be taken internally; cures
Cramps and Colic, Diarrhoea and Dysentry.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

TRIAL BOTTLE, 25c.

Write I)it. <!ii.ks. Box 3482, Ν. Y. I*. 1)., who
will give advice ou all diseases free of charge.
rs^Bewnre of unscrupulous dealers and cwttt
te lie Its. The genuine has the nanu· Mown in ti e
glass and fac simile of the discoverer's Mgnature
over

each cork.

mayl3eod8incw

THE

Quicksilver

WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPT. ».
WIT AND WISDOM.
"You have often," said the clergyman, "heard
the brethren say amen! amen! while some one
was praying;
what did they mean? If anyone
knows let him hold up his hand." Up jumped u
little fellow so eager to answer as not so wait for
recognition.
"I know," he called out; "It means hurry up
and get through." There was an audible smile.

My physician said I could not live. My liver out
of order, frequently vomited greenish mucous,
skin yellow, small dry humors on face, stomach
would not retain food.
cured me.

Burdock Blood Bitters

There are two sides to every question, and as
sure as you're born the other man, by some blundering fatality, always takes the wrong side.
Scott's Emulsion of Pure Cod Live» Oil
with Hypophosphites in Consumption and
Wasting Diseases. Dr. C. W. Barrington,
Pittsburg, Ta., says : "I think your Emulsion ol
Cod Liver Oil is very useful in consumption and
wasting diseases."
811k socks

17 00
25 00
6 00

Homestake
Ontario

PRESS.

cheaper than silk stockings. It
hardly necessary to explain that they come
lower because they do not come so high.
are

seems

Strawberry Short-cake is made light and sweet
by using Congress Yeast Powder, a Perfectly
Pure Cream Tartar powder.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
FREICHTS.
The following arc recent charters:
Bark Ρ C Merryman, Philadelphia to Portland,
coal 65c and discharged.
Schr BenJ. C. Cromwell, Kennebec to Philadelphia, Ice 50c.
8chr Ariadne, Kennebec to Philadelphia, ic·
60c.
Schr Maggie Kllen, Kennebec to New York,
lumber 81.60 loaded and towed.
Schr David Torrey, Bath to New York, lumber
$1.75 and loaded.
Schr Thos. 11. Pillsbury, Konnebec to Baltimore
or Philadelphia, ice 60c.
Bark Ella, Portland to Montevideo, lumber
for order $10.
SchrC. J. Wlllard, Turks Island to Belfast, salt
8V4c bu.
Schr Hope Haynes, Gardiner to New York,
lumber at Î1.50 loaded and towed.
Schr Fred Gray, Richmond to New York, lumber 11.75 loaded and towed.
Scbr Ira Bliss, Portland to Norfolk, fish 20c
per bbl.
Schr Rosa Mueller, Portland to New York,
heading p. t.
Schr Maggie J. Chad wick, Richmond to Portsmouth, coal 31.15.
Schr Hatttc K. King, Kennebec to New York,
lumber and laths p. t.
Bark Kate, Portland to Buenos Ayres, lumber
at *10.50.
3chr Effle J. Simmons, Kennebec to New York,
lumber *1.75.
Schr C. Hanrahau, New York to Portland, coal
55c and discharged.
Schr Setagawa, New York to Saco, coal p. t,
Schr Florence J. Allen, Baltimore to Portland·
coal *1.
Schr Freddie L. Porter, New York to Portsmouth, coal 96c.
Schr Wallace J. Boyd, Philadelphia to Portland, 66c and discharge.

PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.

Quicksilver preferred
Horn Silver
Con. Cal. & Va
Alice
Bodie
Hale & Norcross
Kureka

2
Χ
1
1
6
5

IB
85
90
85
00
00

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
8AN FKANCISCO, Sept. 8,1885.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
1%
Best;& Belcher
Bodie
Hale & Norcross

1%
4 Va
2Vi
1%

1

Savage

Cou. Cala. & Va
Sierra Nevada
Chollar
Ophir
Yellow Jacket
Crown Point

1·^
ly3
lVe
2
1

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Sept. 7,1885.—The foilowingare today's quotations of Provisions, etc. :
Pork—Long cut 12 75®13 00 : short cuts 13 00
@13 50; backs 13 00S13 50; lleht backs 12 00@
12 50; lean ends 12 50gl3 00; prime mess 13 00
@13 50; extra prime 10 50@11 00; mess 11 00®
11 50.

Lard 6%@TÂc (> lb for tierces ; 7>/a@7%c for
10-Jb pails ; 7%@8c for 5-lb pails ri'h H hi r. for 3-lb
palls.
Hams at lOg-lOV-sC p lb, according to size and
cure: small 11@11VjC.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to extra, at 21
@23c ; fancy 24c ; New York dairy 18@20c ; |Vermont dairy at ;20îh)21c; selections 22c; extra
Western fresh made creamerv 22®23; fancy 23V2
ed

10@12c ; do fair to good at y®llc; imitation
creamery, choice, 16@17c. Jobbing prices range
l@2c higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice North at 8 aSVlc ; lower grades
according to quality; Western at 7J/2®8c. Job
lots Vic higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras 18®18>/jC ; Eastern firsts
16y2@17VaC; New York and Vermont at 17®18;
North at
16c; Western at: lOgc;Blsland 16

@17c.

Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 50
bush : choice Ν ew York small hand picked do 1 55 al 60 ;small Vt. hand picked peas 1 85 ;
common to good 1 45@1 50c; choice screened do
1 40α 1 45 ; hand picked medium 150®55 ; choice
screened do,l 45@1 50' common do 1 10®1 20;
choice Improved yellow eyes at 1!70@17T: old
fashioned yellow eyes at 1 60@1 05 ; red kidneys
2;<)0.
Fruit—Evaporated apples 6i/i>®7yac ρ lb ;fancy
8c, and North and East quartered and sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50@G 00 ; Palermo do 4 00@
4 50. New apples 1 50 a I! 00 ψ bbl.
Hay—Choice prime hay $22 ; fancy $23 ; fair to
good, $10g$21 ; choice East line $17@$18; fair to
good at $16®$17 ; poor do $@14,@15. Rye straw,
choice $17@18c.

@1 55

Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN,Sept.J8,1885.—Cattle marketfirm and unchanged.
Market Heel—Choice
; extra at 8 00®8 50;
first quality at 7 00®7 50 ; second quality Β 00®
6 50; third quality 4 00ai 50.
Receipts 01 cattle 107fihead.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen ρ pair $100@$225 ;
—

Milch Cows and Calves $25® $48 ; Farrow Cows
at $15,α $31; fancy at $50®$80; yearlings $10®
$20; two years old $14^i $50; three years $24®
$42.
Swine—receipts 17,256[Western fat, live, 4Vi@
5c; northern dressed hogs 5V2@5%c.
Sheep and Lambs—Rceipts 0205 liead ; in lots
2 00(&3 50 ; extra 4 00@4|G0.
Calves 2Vi@6%c.

Chicago

Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO, Sept. 8, 1885.—Cattle—Receipts 9,
000 head; shipments 3,000 head; weak; shipping steers 4 00@6 00; stoekers and feeders at
2"75<g@4 10; cows, bulls and mixed 1 75@4 00;
Texans lower at 2 50@3 40; | Western rangers,
and half breeds at 3 50®4 75 ; wintered
Texans at 3 00®3 50.
Hogs—Receipts 17,000 head; shipments 7,000;
10c lower: rough and mixed at 3 85@4 10; packing and shipping at 415@4 55 ; light 3 70@4G0;
Skins 2 75@3 00.
Sheep—Receipts 2600 head ; shipments 200 'id ;
natives 175@400; Texans 175@3 20;
weak;
1
1. 1
rλοο cn
natives

1.„

......

-1

PORTLAND, Sept. 8, 1886.
The following are the closing quotations
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc. :

of

Domestic Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
Superfine and
low grades-.S

High Mixed Corn.55@5(î
25 S3 50 No 2 do, car lots..54®55
X .Spring ailé
Corn, bag lots
57®58
6f> αΓ)t;
XX Spriug.,5 00@5 25 Meal, bag lots
Talent Soring
Oats, tar lots
3ti@38
Wheats
5 50^5 DO Oats, bag lots—38 ο.40
Cotton Seed,
Michigan Winter straights* 50^4 75
car lots.. 27 OOa27 50
—

—

•do toller
4
St Louie Winetraights. ..5
do roller
5
Winter Wheat
Patents
5
—

a,Γι 25 Cotton Seed,
bag lots.. 28 00g29 00
25 Sack'dBr'u.
car lots.. 17 60@18 00
25i«5 75
75

00@5

d

50®5

Fixh.

g... 18

50^19

00

75 Midlings,crl8 00^21 00
do

bag....

20 00a2-1 00
Pro τ in ion»·

Cod, 1? qtl—
Large Shore3 253,3 50 PorkLarge Banks 75^4 00 Backs....13 25®13
12 75®13
Small
Clear
2 75i$ 3 00
KnglisU Cod3 50.(1.4
1 75 *2
Pollock
Haddock
1 50@2
Hake
1 75@2

00
501
00
25

Herring-

50
00
Mess
10
00
00
Mess Beef..10
Ex. Mess.11 00@11 50
11 50S11 75
Plate
Kx Plate.11 50^12 50

50,gll
50t£l1

Scaled
bx... 14®18c Lard—
No. 1
@7 c
12gl5c Tubs ρ lb..
Mackerel V bbl—
Tierces..
».7 c
Snore 1. 14 00i®16 00
Pails
7Vt@8 c
No. 2, G 00^7 00 Hams ρ lb. 10% «,11c
covered.. 13 («,14c
Large 3s
4 00g5 00
Medium
Oil.
2 2ô@3 00 KeroseneSmall
Pr«dn«e.
Port. Kef. Pet
7ViC
10 Vic
CranberriesWater White
DeYoe Brill't
12y8c
Cape Cod...
Maine
Pratt's Astral... 12®14c
Pea Beans
1 65@1 75 Llgonia
1034c
Mediums.... 1 60^1 70 Silver White
10c
Herman md.l 40α, 1 50 Centennial
—10»,4 c
Deedh.
YellowEyesl 65@1 75i
2 25ffi2 37
Ouionw
3 25g,3 50 I Bed Top
Potatoes, bush
45iS)60i Timothy Seed2 00^2 10
Eggs V doz.. 17®18ei Clover
lOVilgUc
Bninin*.
Ohlekens ψ lb 15g20c
Powls ψ tb..
2 7 5 a.3 00
ll@13c Muscatel
S.Potatoes.»» 60@f4 00 London Lay'r 3 25®3 50
Butler.
Ondura
10.αϊ 3 c
..

—

—

—

—

—

Creamery» lb
Gilt Edge Ver

eVaglOVi
24g25c Valencia
21®23c
Apples.
Choice
18gj20c New J» bbfs 1 50®2 50
Good
8{®llc
15@lGc Evaporated,ib
Store
10®12c 1 Dried Apples. 3Vi®4Vi
Cltecne.
Sliced do
4-Vi @6
Terniont...
Ν. Y.

9Vi®10c

fact'j ai/iglOc

KiiKar."
Granulated ρ lb..
Extra C

The

·.

Mesina

Omngen.
4 50@5 00

I«cmonM.
fi 5 OS 7 50
1 Palermo

7%c
6%CI

Hides and Tallow.
are Portland quotations

following

on

Hides

and Tallow :
Ox and Steer Hides 90 ps and over, 6>/ic
lb
G
c
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 lbs
lb
0
e ^ lb
Cow Hides, all weiglits
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
4
c J) lb
10
Call Skins
^lb
Sheep Skins
50c@$l each
Lamb Skins
40S45C each
Light and Deacon Skins
25®35c each
Hendered Tallow
5
c φ lb
Rough Tallow
2Vi<" » ib
—

—

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND, Sept. 8,1885"·

Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland 81 cars miscellaneous merchandise ; for con128 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

necting roads,

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received

dally:

(By Telegraph.)

Τ. & S. F
Mexical Central 7s
Sew York& New England
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred
Boston & Albanv Railroad
Boston & Lowell Railroad
Bell Telephone

t;!)Ve
39Vs
23%

Α.

78

178%
118%
197

New York Stock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Sept. 8. 1885.—Money on call
continues easy at 1<®1 ya ; prime mercantile paper
at 4*3)6. Foreign Exchance is down about to the
at which gold could be imported without
oss, hut there is still no profit at-, present figures

fioint

and while money remains extremely e«sy on both
sides of the Atlantic no importautHinovement is
expected at present. Governments dull, but
Kailroad
strong. State bonds dull and steady.
bonds more active and about steady. After 2.15
about
aull
and
m.
the
stock
market
continued
p.
steady until late in the hour, when it became
somewhat more active and advanced a fraction
and closed firm for general list at prices that
were in many cases the best of the day.

gated 236.494 shares.
Tiie following are txwlay's closing quotations

01

Government securitirs :
United States bonds, 3s
103
United States bonds, 4 Vis, leg
112V»
United States bonds, 4Vss, coup
112V4
United States bonds, 4s, reg
122
United States bonds, 4s, coup
123
Pacific (is. '95
'··<«
The following arc to-day's closing quotations of
Stocks ;
Chicago & Alton
Chicago A Alton preferred...

Chicago,Burlington

&

Quiiicy.

Erie
Erie preferred
Illinois Central
Lake Shore....
Michigan Central
New Jersey Central
Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
New York Central
Rock Island
St. Paul
St. Paul

preferred

Rye flour is steady

at 3 0033 25. Wheat—

ceipts 121,500 bush, exports 106,008 bush; ad\ anoed1 c. closing firm ; speculation less active; sales 12,000 liusli spot: No 2 Chicago
83VaC; No 1 hard 91»/8C@02; No 2 Red at OOVi
@ 9oy2e elev; No 1 Red State 941,ic; No 1 White
at 90c. Rye is nominal. Corn without decided
change and dull; speculation very tame: receipts
120.000 bush; exports 05,152 bush ; sales 114,000 bush spot; No 2 at 49%®49%c in elev ; No
2 White 52c ; No 1 White 55c. Oat» ye@Vt better and

moderately

active

;receipts 230,8o0

bush ;

expoits 84,202 bush, sales 100,000 bu spot; No 3
at 25%e; do White 27%@27%c; No 2 at 29Vac;
No 2 White 32 V2C; Mixed Western at 30.332c;
White do at 28®43c ; White State 42c. Coffee is
8teadv at 8%. Siigiii is firm: refined firm ; C at
5%@5%c; Extra C 0@6Vic: White do t)%c; Yellow at 5® 5% ; Mould A 7c ; off A at 0y2c ; standard A-0%c; granulated 7®71/ec; Confectioners A
at 7 ; cut loaf and crushed 7%c; powdered 7Ve@
7*4c; Cubes 7V2· I*«troleuiM—united at 1 ΟLf:'8.
Talloiv is firm at 5Vs@5 3-16. Pork quiet; mess
spot at 10 00310 50 for inspected. Beef steady.
Lnrd 233 lower and dull and heavy; Western
stearn spot Quoted 0 55; refined for Continent at
0 85; S A 7 25. Butter is firm; State 10324c.
Cheese rather weak; State 4y2@7VaC.
Freight» steady ; Wheat steam 3y2d.
CnicAGO. Sept. 8, 1885.—Flour market quiet;
choice and fancy winter wheat 4 8δ'« 5 25; choice
and fancy Michigan and Wisconsin at 4 50®5 00 ;
Patents at 5 0035 50; Minn. Bakers 3 45®4 20;
soft Wheat Spring at 3 50,34 00; low grades 2 25
@3 00. live flour at 3 25@3 50. Wheat higher;
September 77378>Ac £No 2 Spring 771A<377Mse;
No 8 at 07c; No 2 Red 82c; No 3 at|78c. Corn
steady at 44% c. Oats steady at 25%c. Rve is
steady; No 2 at 50c. l>ork easy at 8 75®8;80.
Lard is firm at 0 22%@6 25. Boxed Meats
steady—shoulders 3 85®3 90 ; short rib 5 80@
82% ; short clear at 0 15®G 20.
Receipts—Flour 10,000bbls; wheat 50,000 bu;
corn 245,000 bush, oats 151,000 bush, rye 17,000

bush, barley 47.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7,000 bbls, wheat 48,000 bu,
bush, corn 213,000 bush, oats 252,000 bush, rye
4,000 bush, barley OOOO bush.
ST. LOUIS, Sept. 8.1885.—Flour steady. Wheat
higher; No 2 Red at 85y2 <i87c. Corn is firm; No
2 Mixed 40% ί42c. Oats are firm; No 2 Mixed
at 23Vi@23%c. Lard at 0 25.
Receipts—Flour 4,000 bbls. wheat 09.000 bu,
corn 48,000 bush, oats 15,000 bush, rye 2000 bu,
bai ley 2000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7.000 bbls, wheat 12,000 bu,
corn 110,000 buslr,t)ais2,000 bush,rye 4,000 bush,
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, Sept. 8,1885.—Wheat firmer! ; No 2
Red 87y4c^No 1 White at 84c.
Receipts—Wheat 57,800 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 8, 1885.—Cotton |dull;
middling 9%c.
MOBILE, Sept. 8, 1885.—Cotton nominal, middling 9 y8c.
SAVANNAH, Sept. 8, 1885—Cotton is steady;
middling 8 15-lOc.
CHARLESTON, Sept. 8"1885—Cotton weak;
middling 9c.

MEMPHIS,Sept. 8.1885.—Cottou'is quiet; middling 9%c.
European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LONDON, Sept. 8,1885.—U. S. 4s, 126Vfe.
LONDON, Sept. 8,1885.—Consols 100.
LONDON, Sept. 8, 1885.—[Beerbolim's report
to Merchants' Exchange.]
Floating cargoes ot
wheat and corn steady ; Cargoes on the passage
of wheat and corn steadily held. At Liverpool,
wheat slow at Gs lid for Nos 2 and 1 California;
corn steadily held.
LIVERPOOL, Sept. 8, 1885.—Cotton market
dull ; uplands at 5 7-1 Gd; Orleans at 5%d; sales
7,000 bales ; speculation and export 500 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Sept. 8, 1885.—Winter wheat is
at 6s 8d@6s lid ; spring wheat at 6s 8d@6s lid ;
California average Gs 7u^Gs 9d ; club 7s@7s2d;
Pro visons, etc.—Pork
Corn at 4s 7d ; Peas Gs.
steady at 52s Gd ; bacon 31s Gd for short clear and
30s 6(1 for long clear; lard, prime Western at 33s
Gd; cheese, good to tine at 39s. American Tallow 27s.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHI PS.
FltO.M

FOll

New York. Bremen..
Sept 9
New York. Havre
Sept 9
New York. Laguayra. .Sept 10
New York. Liverpool. Sept 10
.New York. Hamburg .Sept 10
Lessing
Circassian
.Quebec
Liverpool Sept 12
of
Berlin
.New York. Liverpool
Sept 12
City
Gallia
.New York. Liverpool .Sept 12
New York. Glasgow
Anchoria
Sept 12
New York. Havana.. .Sept 12
Niagara
.New York. .Bremen
Fulda
.Sept 12
.New York. .Hamburg .Sept 12
Kugia
.New York. Antwerp
Nordland
Sept 12
.New York. Amsterdam..Sept 12
Edam
New
York.
Wisconsin
Liverpool.. Sept 15
New York. Kingston,. .Sept 16
Albano
Bremen
New
York.
Ems
Sept 16
New York. Liverpool.. Sept 17
Celtic
Havana
New
York.
.Sept 17
Alps
New York. Havana
.Sept 19
Newport
Havana.
New
York.
.Sept 19
City Washington
New York. Havre
Normandie
Sapt ii>
New
York.
Porto
Rico
Andes
.Sept 25
Elbe
Labrador
Valencia
Germanic

....

97
140
2'.i
78
95
OS

preferred

36V4
33
98 Vb
8(1 Va

ft—Ron

«ant

Machias fôr New York,

iiarland. Uhhv. from
with lumber, is ashore on

Hypolnts.
West, Sept 7—Sch
■Key
from Bath tor

Lizzie Heyer, HarringGalveston, arrived oft here anil
ton,
sick.
lauded master,
Fishermen.
Ar at Boothbav 5th, sell Bertha Nickersou, Jordan. Bay Fundy; 7th, Humboldt, Pinkham, do.
Ar at Gloucester 7tli inst, sell Lillian, of Vinalhaven, from Cape Shore.

Domestic Ports.
GALVESTON—Old 7th, sell Sau Domingo, Bennett, Wilmington, Del.
I'ENSACOLA—Ar ad, brig Stacy Clark, Haskell, Key West.
Cld 3d, sch Stephen G Loud, Xorrey, New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 6th, sch Jennie Beasley.

Bangor.

BRUNSWICK—Ar 5th, sch Carrie Ε Strong,

Strong, Amboy.

11%
6*4
0%
2"
91 Ve
27

Length

of
Moon sets

45

7%

.126
12

130

100|

144
20J
45 %
78%
130%

140VÏ
48%
120
C,9
17~
3()
89ιλ

jgiî

K2V2
34

U5Vi
107 V2
120

98%

lir>;
54

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Sept. 8. 1885.—The following
are the closing quotations for mining stocks:
10 00
ColoraduiCoal

<

.11.34,I'M
...10ft 4 in
..

.10

!

8 in

USTEWH.

TUESDAY, Sept. 8.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John. N"B,
via Eastpor; for Boston.
Sell Geo 31 Adams, Standish, Baltimore—coal to
Sugar Refinery.
Sell Andrew J York, Wallace, Amboy—coal to
Saml Hounds.
Sell XH Bodwell. from New York—coal to Portland & Ogdeusburg lilt.
Sell Frank Pierce. Oreenleaf, Boston for Booth-

bay.

Sell Watchman, Hamilton, Lvnn for Calais.
Sell Mary Willey, Williams, Portsmouth, to load
corn for Bangor.
Sell i.ydia Webster. Webster, Castine.
Sell (Jrace H Stevens, Stevens, Bangor for Yar-

mouthp

irt.

Sell C Y Miuot, Hathaway, Machias for Boston.
Sell Stella Lee. Hamilton, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sell Ariosto, Elwell, Kockiand for Boston.
Sells Waterfall, with 200 bbls mackerel: Island
Queen. 100 do; llenrv Friend, 130do; Mattie 1'
Dyer, 300 do; Idella Small, 70 do; Annie Sargent, 1Γ.0 do.
Cleared.
Seh W I. Walker, Crocker, Baltimore—J Nickerson & Co.
Sell Bramliall, Hamilton,
Portland
Boston
Stonewaro Co.
Seh .las Freeman,
Machias—Ν Blake.
Jasper.
sell Addie J, Wilson,
Blake.

Blake

sep4d3w

MRS.

School

*

This sample, from the shelf of

a

retail grocer,

was over

Children

SEWINO CXASSES
Will reopen at her residence, No. 119 Winter St.,
September 21st.
Pupils received at the earliest school age and
fitted for the Grammar School or Mrs. Caswell's
if desired.
classes IN HEWING work on a tried
system.
Au Ailvnnced (lam* in Hewing will be
formed to learn the use of patterns, cutting and
finishing. To enter this class pupils must understand ordinary plain sewing.
A few pupils in
sewing will be received during Aug. and Sept.
dtoctl
jyll

The remarkable fact

AND

—

NO. 96 PARK ST.,
Will reopen Sept. 1G, 1885. Special attention is
given to the common and higher English branches, Arithmetic, Book-Keeping, etc. Classes will
recite twice a week iu the History of the English I.uugnnjjr as a supplement to the study of
English Literature and English History twice a
week in the History of Art, beginning with tile
subject of Architecture ; three times a week in
General Literature, beginning with the Odyssey and reading analytically the Iliad, the jEueid,
Paradise Lost, the Inferno, etc. ; four times a

61.2

.103.3

53.08
5.

32.7

84.35
69.05

three times a week in
Geology, and one lecture a week in Minernlogy, with the study and free use of a collection
of 3U0 specimens and models ; four times a week
in Greek, beginners' class fitting for college;
three times a week each in French and German.
Special students will be received in all
these classes. A large collection of photographs
will be used in the teaching of history, mythology
and geography. English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as consistent with
the plan of the school, the discipline of the public
schools is maintained. Seats for day pupils and
places in the family may be secured by personal
application until July 1st and afteL" Sept. 1st, or
y letter at any time. Children under twelve
ι\(

nrrei

ii'ill n/it hn

qilmittuH nnluao

tlun-

nan

existing classes. Number of pupils limited.
Letters must be addressed to 0(1 Park Street.
enter

Je27

years' old.

eodtocl

of

ing quality

Saugus.

retained its

practically

YORK—Ar 7th, barque J H Bowers,
Flumm, Mascascar ; schs Franklin, Frankfort;
Kate Walker, Kennebec; Martinique, and Franconia, Banpor; Isaiah Κ Stetson, Trask, Raugor;
Henry Whitney, Fox, Boston.
Sid 7th, brig Kocky Glen, for Cardenas.
PERTH AMBOÎ— Ar 7th, sch C Hanrahan,
and Francis Edwards, New York.
Sid 7tli, sclis S A Fuller, Hart, and Jennie M
Carter. Carter, Portland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th, schs W L White,Ames,
Baltimore; Darius Edey, Hoxie, Bangor; Red
Rover, Young, Machias.
Sid 7fh, sch Albert W Smith, Berry, Baltimore.
FALL RIVEK—Ar 7th, sch Alfred F Howe,
Ellis, New York.
TIVERTON—Sid 4tli, sch Millie Trim, Barbour,
Gloucester.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 5th, sells Isabella
Jewett, from Port Johnson for Salem; Helen A
Chase, Boston for New York; eelina, Bath for
NEW

had lost

This

Maggie J Chadwick, Orr, Richmond for Portland ;
EllaMStorer, Stalil, Philadelphia for do: Viola
Reppard, Newport News for Bangor; Vraie, Norfolk for Gardiner ; Cayenne, New York for Eastport.
Sid 5th, sells Isabella Jewett. Grace Webster,
A J Fabens, Ε S Briggs, Maeigie J Chadwick,
Viola Beppard, Cayenne, and otTiers.
Ar 7th, sehs Avon, from Bangor for New York;
Annie Τ Bailey, Gardiner for Philadelphia ; Nor-

so

great superiority

BE8T THING KNOWN

™

WASÏÏING^BLEAOEŒG
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLO WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP ΑΜΛΖ1NGI.Y, and gives universal satisfaction.
Mo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWAKE of imitations
jrell designed to mislead. FEABUNE is the
5NLÏ SAFE labor-saving compound, and
ll ways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.
febl3
MWF&wly

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Sydney, NSW, 4th inst, ship Rembrandt,
McGilvery, Manila.
Sid fm Bombay July 28, ship Valiant, Gardiner
Mauritius.
Ar at Port Natal 3d inst, brig Isaac W Parker,
Kane, Rio Janeiro.
Sid fm Cardiff 2d inst, ship MeNear, Frost, for

Hong Kong.

July 27, Iat 3 34 S, Ion 27 08 W, ship Santa
Clara, from New York for San Francisco.
Aug 26, lat 26 35 N, Ion 124 30 W, ship Kenncbec, from San Pedro bound North.
Sept 6, 5 PM, on Nantucket Shoals, barque
Ocean Pearl, from Philadelphia St Johns, NF.

CONSTIPATION!
There is

medium through which
often attacks the system
as by Constipation, and there is no
other ill flesh is heir to,more apt to
be neglected, from the feet material
inconvenience may not be immediately felt from Irregular action of the
bowels. When there is not regular
action, the retention of decayed and
effete matter, with its poisonous
gases, soon poisons the whole system
by being absorbed into it, causing
piles, fistula, headache, impure blood
and many other serious affections.
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS will

disease

:

no

bo

immediately relieve, and

Μ S.S.SX

Indigestion Cured.
suffered for more tlian five years with indigestion, scarcely able to retain the simplest food 011
my stomach. The burning sensation was almost
intolerable, and my u hole system was deranged.
I was wakeful and could not sleep, and consequently more or less nervous all the time. I declined 111 flesh, and suffered all the usual depression attendant upon this terrible disease. In a
word, I was miserable. At last, failing to find relief in anything else, I commenced the use of
Swift's Specific. I began to improve at once. The
medicine toned up the stomach, strengthened the
digestive organs, and soon nil that burning ceased,
and I could retain food without difficulty. Now
my health is good, and can eat anything in the
shape of food, and digest it without the slightest

positively cure
of Constipation.

or

one bottle
relieve any case

"Was troubled for a year with
torpid liver and indigestion, and after
trying everything imaginable, used
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS. The
first bottle revived me and the second
cured me entirely."—J. S. Williamson.
Rochester, Ν. Y.

Τ

janl

d&wlynrm

medicinal
Among
►means of arresting
disease. Hostetter's
|Storn aeh Bitters
stands
pre-eminent.
It checks the further
progress of all disorders of the stomach,
liver and bowels, revives the vital stamina, prevents and remedies chills and fever,
increases the activity
of the kidneys, counteracts a tendency to
rheumatism, and Is a

CELEBRATED

genuine stay and solace to aged, infirm

and nervous persons.
The article is, morefrom
over, derived
the purest and most
reliable sources. For
sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally
eod&wlm

DR.

£>!

C.

W.

BENSON'S

SKIN CURE
TETTERS, HUMORS,

INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
SCROFULA, ULCERS. PIMPLES,
AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all
I
ιΖ parts of the body. It makes the skin white, ; 2
β I soft and smooth"; removes tan andfreckles, > Τ

is the BKST toilet
dressing IN THK WORLD
Elegantly put up, two bottles in one package, consisting both of internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it.
?1 per package.
demnrin
myl3
and

FIGURED GLASS
FOR DOORS CARS, SHIPS AND
CHURCHES MADE TO ORDER.
BROKEN LIGHTS MATCHED.

C.

H.

4
aiarl

FARLEY,
EXCHANGE STREET.

eodly

The surgical staff of the Murdock Liquid Food Company's Free Surgical
Hospital for Women, 30 Leverett
street, Boston, are in daily attendance,
except Saturday, from 8 to 10 A. M.,
to exauiine patients and assign beds.
CAUTION—Remember thai uu extract
offered the public am the original Liquid
Food aud other name» m uot a food, and
that they nee our trade murk, essays, etc.,
without our authority; said parties we
have uiied for outraging our rights, as by so
doing they are deceiving the public.
The Murdock Liquid Food Company always de
fend their rights, cost what it
may. The last party that outraged them Ave carried through live
suits, receiving judgment in every case and receiving large cash damages.
We are the only manufacturers of Liquid Food
in the world, and are so acknowledged by the governments of the United States and England, as
they use it in their hospitals, as well as the leading governments of Europe, and all hospitals and
physicians in all countries that have ever tried it.
Every bottle and label carry our trade mark and
warrant—"A. L. Murdock. Trade (Liquid Food)
Mark. 12% per cent. Soluble Albumen." There
never was an essay ever read before any medical
association or society in the world except on Murdock's Liquid Food. Said essays are in our pamphlet, with our hospital reports which is around each
bottle.
We are advised by the press how General
Grant was sustained during his late illness
; by manufactures of extracts, and grain
; foods, also by his physicians. Dr.
Douglass
ill his report says, "The application of anhad
had
a
and
was subodynes
good result,
!
sequcutly changed for a stimulant in the

pOLLEGE,
^ 3
mos.,

$10 for Stenography & Typo Writing.

Evening

September 1st.

Will commence
For full inform

L. A.

augll

ation, address,

GRAY, Principal, Portland, Me.
eodlm&weow2m33

CATHARINES

HALL,
ST.
AUGUSTA. ME.
DIOCESAN SCHOOL FOR ΟΙΚΙ,Μ.
The Rt.
18th year

llev. H. A. NEELY. D. D., President.
opens Sept. 24tli. Terms $250. a year.
For circulars address the Rev. Win. I>. IVlarrin, ill. Α., l'i-iu.
jylleodlQw

MISS A. W.

REEYES,

PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN,
will reopen

on

792

CONGRESS

ST.

in

a

When
or

know that

«luring the

four mouth* of hie life that

flesh

equal

mant

or

by mail.

Day

and

CURED

cal.

FRED
THOMPSON, 3G Union St.,
RICH'D K. GATLEY, 59 & lil Union St.,
CEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
1). F. GERTS. 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL·. CO Cross St.. Portland.
ALBERT CHASE, 30 Preble St., Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, Γ» Temple Place, Portland.
N. W. MORSE, 101 Federal St.. Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will

be

given

at the Dr's.

Send for circular.
PORTLAND SCHOOL OF STENOGRAPHY.
537 Congress St., Portland, Me.
eod2m
augai
ers.

49:1

Classical

and

English

School,

1-2 COXKBKSS NT., 'id FLOOR.

Open to both sexes. Individual and class instruction. Heat, light and ventilation excellent.
Special attention given to English branches. Graduates of Grammar Schools preparing for College
save a year at this school.
Fall term begins Monday, Sept. 14tli.
'Private lessons after 2 p. 111. in English,
Latin. Greek, French 01· German,
For further information, till above date, address
C. 11. VAKNEY, A. M.,
aug28eodtf
Deering, Me.

INSTRUCTION I\ ENGLISH AND CM3S;
ICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

J.

YV.
7

COLCORD,

BOYD

STREET.

jan24

50

Years' experience as Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

to

half hi* former

last

he

COAL.
Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowest Market prices.

Brown's Wharf, Portland, Me.
ORDERS
myl3

RECEIVED
I

BY~TELEPHONE

NO. 644.
d6m

MPOUTED

WINES and LIQUOBS

NO. 410 FORE ST.,
Also Goneral
Managers for

PORTLAND, ME.

New England for the
Celebrated

SUMMIT MIKERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM HARBISON, MAINE

Tt

11
1
V» umi'H

after such

a

heavy loan, and death always

The value of Murdock's Liquid Food in such
cases we cannot illustrate better than by giving
a case that came under our treatment (outside of
our free hospital, as contagious cases are not admitted). The case showed to all that it was manyfold worse than General Grant's, and had been
under treatment for several years in some of our
best hospitals and also by some of our best physicians out of the hospital's care, growing worse
daily, until she commenced taking Murdock's
Liquid Food equal to two ounces daily, when she
commenced gaining rapidly in flesh, gaining, as
all do, equal to ten pounds of new blood every
month. This case was well known in Boston, as
we invited many of the leading physicians of Boston to visit us at our quarterly receptions at the
Tremont House to see her j but for an accident she
met with she would have lived many years, as she
never ceased to gain in flesh as long as she took
made
our Liquid Food, and the new blood she
daily by being nourished more than all other
Foods, Tonics or Extracts could do, cleansed her
case

showing

the

to

whom

we

recruiting and
liquid

Murdoch's

can

refer

extracts

an uuMolicited letter sent Aug.
11,'85.
About six years ago I commenced taking your
Liquid Food. I thought perhaps you would be interested to know something of my present condition. For four years J have not been able to get
out of my chair without assistance, and am so
nearly helpless that I cannot wipe the perspiration from my forhead. I suffer a great deal all
the time, and my limbs are much distorted, and
my head lies on my right shoulder. My stomach
lias not been able to retain solid food for several
For
years. I take all mv food through a tube.
more than two years my diet has been three pints
of milk, two tablespooniuls of Wheat Germ Meal,
and five tablespooniuls of Murdock's Liquid Food.
I am anxious to get on my legs again, as it is just
I always
eleven years that I have been laid up.
speak a good word for your Liquid Food, as I am
that I should have been able to have
convince^
obtained it.

MURDOCK'S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.
I 7 Snow Hill, London,
WORKS, f 384 St. Paul St., Montreal.
WS&Mtf
aug21
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Company.

COMMENCING MAY 1,1885.
OF
KKHJIOM»
CITY
leaves Portland every TUESDAY aud FRIDAY
at 11.00 p. ill. after arrival of night train from Boston. for Rorklnml, <'a»tiue, Deer I«l«, Nedgwiek, Mouth West Harbor, Bnr Harbor,
IMillbridge, Jouroport aud ITIachiniiport;
or parties for last three named points desiring to
do so can proceed by rail to Ml. I>r«rri Ferry
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
HarlKir by Ferry Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry
on Eastward trips.
RETURNING: Leaves Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
Ferry, and there connecting with trains for Bangor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Portland via all landings and
connecting with night Pullman and early morning
trains for Boston.
I.iniiied Ticket», flr.t and aecond clam, for
nil point»· in the Province)· on dale at reΜΤΕΛΙΠΕΚ

rate».

TUCKER, General Manager.
BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Tick
Portland, June 25.1885.
PAYSON

CHANGE OF TIME.
On and after MONDAIT, .lune 29,
Train* will run an follows:

1885

DEPARTURE*:
For Auburn and Lewifiton, 7.15 a. m., 1.15
and 5.25 p. m.
For ««orhani, 3.30 and 5.25 p. m., mixed.
For CSorbam, Montreal and C'hicago, 0.30
a. in. and 1.30 p. in.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVAL. Ms
From Ijewiaton and Auburn
12.25, 3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Crorhain, 8.35 a. 111. and

mixed.

8.35

a.

7.20 p.

m.t
in.,

12.25 and

From Chicago, and Montreal
5.30 p. m.
From Quebec. 12.25 p. m.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Hoir tx'lin
Kntnuan
PnrtlonH .....I

r».,rinvu

nn

Montreal.

SlTIUJTlElt ARRANGEMENT,
COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th, 1885,
until further notice, Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland .IS follows: 8.ÎÎ5 a. in., for
FabrniH, Bethlehem, Mttletou, Lnncaa·
1er, Wood*ville, Moutpelier, m. Johnabuiy, Newport, Montreal, Quebec, Burlington, Muanton, Ogdf'iiftburgh, and all

connecting lines.
p. m.-Express for all points in White
Mountain*, arriving at Fnbjnn» 4.30, Bethlehem 5.10. Profile llouMe β.ΟΟ, Summit
Mi. Washington «.30 p. m. This train will
not stop at Mouth Windham or IVirnm.
tf.OO p. m., for Bartlett and intermediate etations.

points on

l'i.40

ARRIVAL·*,

«.45

a. m., from Bartletc and way stations.
|'i.:{5 a. in., from all White Mountain

points.

5.45 p. m.,irom No. Conwny and way stations
8.00 p. ai., from Moatrenl, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTOr
Juue 27,1885.
~

Knmford Falls and BuekfieM Kailroad.
Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 29,1885.
TraiiiM Mouth

MIXED

Lv. Gilbertville
44
Canton
44
Hartford
"
Sumner
"
Buckfield
Hebron
44
WestMinot
Ar. Mechanic Falls
44
Portland (G. T. Ry).

FASH'K
9.25

.4.30

a. in.

.4.50

"

.5.05

44
"

.5.45
.6.00
.6.20
.6.40

··

44
44
44
44

.8.35

44
44
44

9.30 a. m. I
MIXED

.11.10
.11.30

Hebron

.11.55
12.30
.12.50

Sumner

44

Hartford

44
44

p." m.

1.10

Ar. Canton
44

44
*4
44
44
44

m.

1.30 p.m.
44

3.15

Mechanic Falls
WestMinot
Buckfield

44

44

PASS'R

Ροηΐ^<· T. Ry)..~

44

44

«.50
9.56
10.15
10.35
10.37
10.50

12.35 p.

TrniuM North

Lv.

a. m.

9.35

1.30

44
44

Gilbertville

44

3.27
3.40
3.55
4.08
4.15
4.30
4.40

44
44
44
44
"
"

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Acadeinv ; at Buckfield for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Romford Falls;
also for Brettou's Mills.
I* L. LINCOLN, Supt.
jy9dtf
κ its.

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
FARE $1.00.
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternately leave KUAN Κ I. IN WIIAKK, Portland. at 7 o'clock p.m.. and INDIA WHARF, Boston. at 7 o'clock p. in. (Sundays excepted.)
Paseengers by this line secure a comfortable
night's rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail anil Sound Lines, for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLK, Jb., Manager.
aug24tf
will

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St. John, Ν. B.,
Halifax, N. S„ &c.
summer
Arrangement,
Comniciiciug ΤΙ a y IS, 18S5.
TRIPS

3

TÊK

WEEK.

ΜΤΚΛ.Τ1ΚΚΜ
L»E

OF THIN

WILL

LEAVE

KAILBOAU WHARF,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
anil Friday at 5 p. ni., for Eastport and St. John,
with connections for Calais, Robbinston, St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Campobello, Dlgby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax. Moncton, Newcastle, Amlierst,
Pictou, Shedlac, Bathurst, Dalliousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Vvestern
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage checked
to destination.
(^"Freight received up to 4 p. m., and any information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further Information apply at
Company's Office, First National Bank Building
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. B. COY LE, Manager.
my!8dtf

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the

and best

largest,
passenger
BY mail steamers
between America and Europe.
fastest

and

cabin, Stio to $100; second cabin,
$tiO; intermediate, $35 to $40: steerage,
outward and prepaid, to and from British ports.
J15, round trip 830; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and from! Continental ports, 817 to (25.
Scandinavian and Sterling sight checks at lowest
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, '22 Exchange St.
dtf
jel9
Rates:
$40 to

First

TICKET OFFICE:

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD

aTrEDUCED
—

TO

RATES

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA

—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha. MagiMaw, tit. Paul, Salt Lake City,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.

Canada,

Denver, Man Francisco
and all points in the

Northwest, West

and

Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
ΛΥΜ. EDGAK,G. P. Λ.
J. STEPHENSON, Sup't.
Je29dtf

effect Sunday, September tf, 1885·
I.EAVE

ard Beach for Portland 7.59,9.30,11.36,11.57
a. m., 4.05, (from Scarboro Crossing via Eastern
DivisionH,33, 7.43, 9.34 p.m. Well* 6.15,8,45a.
m,3.30,5.00,5.30 p.m. North Berwick 6.15,8.45
Cireat Fall»
a. m., 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. m.
and Dover 6.15,8.45 a. m., 12.45,3.30, 5.00, 5.30
p. m. Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell 6.15. 8.45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30, 5.30 p.m. Rochester, Farmington and Alton Bay 8.45, a. m.,
12.45, 3.30 p.m. Wolf boro and Center Harbor
8.45 a.m., 12.45 p. m. Weirs and Lake Village
via Alton Bay and steamers across the Lake 8.45
а. m.
Manchester and Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. m. ; via Lawrence
8.45 a. m. SUNDAY TRAINS for Ronton
1.00, 5.30, p. m. Arrive 5.30,10.00 p. m. Boston
for Portland 6.00 p. m. ; arrive 10.15 p. m. For
Pine Point, Scarboro and Old Orchard
Beach,Saco and Biddeford 1.00.3.00 (mixed)
5.30 p. ill. Dover and Ο real Falls 1.00, 3.00
(mixed) 5.30 p. m.
$The 12.45 p. m. train connects with Sound
Lines for the South and West ; the 5.30 witli Rail
Lines for New York. Parlor cars on trains leaving
Portland 6.15 and 8.45 a m., 12.45and 5.30 p. m. :
on trains leaving Boston 8.30 a. m., 1.00,3.30 and
б.00 p. m.

system.

Another

Τ»

chias Steamboat

PORTLAND
For Boston at 6.15,8.45 a. m., *12.45, 3.30, *5,30
p.m. Arrive atBoston 10.30a.m., 1.15,4.55,8.00,
9.25 p.m. KoHton tor Portland 7.30,8.30 a.m.,
1.00, 3.30, 6.00 p. in. Arrive at Portland 12.05,
Scarboro
12.25, 5.00, 8.08, 10.00 p. m.
and Pine Point 6.15, 8.45 a. m.. 3.30, 5.00,
6.00 p.m. Old Orchard. Saco and Biddeford
6.15,8.45 a.m., 12.45,3.30,5.00. 5.30,6.00, p.m.
Kennebunk 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.45. 3.30, 5.00,
5.30, 6.00 p. m. Kennebunk port 6.15, 8.45 a.
m., 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30. 6.00 p. m. Old Orch-

follow».

EASTERN DIVISION.
LKAVE PORTLAND
3Û.OO A. M.: Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Biddeford,
Kittery, Portsmouth,
Saco,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 6.20 a. m. AT 9.00 A. M. For Cape
Elizabeth, Scarboro, West Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North Berwick, Conway Junction, (connecting for all
stations on Conway Division,) Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Nalem, (Gloucester,
Rockport, Lyun, Chelsea mid Boston, arriving at 1.10 p. m. AT l.OO P. M. : For Biddeford, North Berwick, Conway .1 unction
(stops only to leave passeng<TsY, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Ijyun and
Boston,arriving at 4.50 p. m., connecting with
Sound and Kail lines for points South anu Wc»t.
AT tt.OO P. M.
(Express for Boston and principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 n.
m., connecting with Kail lines for New York.
TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON at 7.30,9.00
a. m,, arriving at Portland 11.50 a. in., 12.25
p.m. ;
at 12.30 p,m. run nine from North Berwick to Scarboro Crossing via western Division, stopping at
♦♦Kennebunk, Saco, Biddeford and Old Orchard,
TRAINS

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwail on
the 1st, 10th and 2uth of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

ports.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan. China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
ana Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthei
information, apply to or address the General Eastern

Agents.

Ε. A. ADA.UM A CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Kroail «t., Kowton.
feb8
dtf

—AND—

PHIIiADELtPHIA
Direct Slfiimsliip

Liiie.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
p.

From Long Wharf. Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. m.

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
for
the
West by the Penn. li. R., and
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.

Pannage

Dollar·. Round Trip IMS.
HMeals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to.
E. H. SAHP80N, Agent,
Ten

31dtf

?0

I.oRii Wharf, Boaton.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For

New York.

□Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays al
p. m.
Returning, leave Pier
88, East Iiiver, New York, on Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 4 p. in.
J. B. COYI.K, Jr..
General Agent
sep21-dtf

AT

TROV, CHICAGO, CLEVELAND.
(S.G.H6LLETT. 236 Water St., Jew Tori
Sorrl

'-r Dcecri.ot;ve Catalogue,
—

FOB SAMi BY

A. MULNIX.
my 20

■

—

Portland, Maine.
eod6m
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arriving

At 7.00 p.m. daily,
at Portland at 10.45
p. m.
taken
West of North
to
leave
••Stops
passengers
Berwick only. PULLMAN PABLOB CARS
on trains leaving Boston ihOOa. m., 12.30, 7.00 p.
in., and Portland at i>.00 a. in., 1.00 and <>.00 p.m.
THitOUCiK
PULLMAN SLEEPING
CM KM on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p.m.
and Portland 2.00 a. m.

MEDICATED

FOR TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS
More than twenty-five per cent of ite
weight ie due to the best remedial

I

I

agents known tS the profession, by |
whom it is conceded that in incorporating them with Toilet Paper there I
is a certainty of application and bene
fit otherwise unattainable. Unsolici·
ted letters testify to its remarkable
curative properties.
One thoueand
-heets contain more of these reme·
than any fifty-cent package
e Ointment. Each roll is securely
ped in Tin Foil, and where it can J
ot be procured of the Trade, we1
:liver Free on receipt of price.
1000 Sheet M 50 eta, | footle Met 10 eta, |
F. F. HOLLAND & CO., Portland, Me.
UEO. C. FKYE,

-1

H. Κ S. GOOLD,
H. H. HAY & SON.
L. ('. (ULSON, M. ]).,

"

eodGm

ÎCIO

FOR SALE BY

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,

Fast express train for Ellsworth and Bar
at Brunswick, Gardiner, HalHarbor,stopping Waterville
and Bangor only
lowen, Augusta,
This train must be taken at Congress Street sta
tion as It is a through train from Boston to
Harbor.
The 11.15 p. m. train also runs through to Bar
Harbor a and may be taken at Portland station.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Snn
days included, but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter ο
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, on
Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows ; The moruing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m. ;
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. ; the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting
roads at 12.50 and 12.55 p. in. ; the afternoon
trains from Maranacook. Waterville, Augusta,
Bath, Kockland and Lewiston at 5.35 p. m. ; Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. m. ; the night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m.

TRAINS

May that hi* life wan eustained by his
η» it is impossible to sustain life

OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

days only at 5.15 a. in., Auburn anil Lewi»ioil at 8.20 a. III., 12.30, 5.10 p. m. ; I.ewiMou
via Brnnswick, 6.45 a. in., til.15 p. in. ;
Fnrmington, iffonnaouth, Winthrop and
.Tlaranacook, 8.20 a. m. 12.30 p.m.; OakNorth
land
and
Απμοη, 12.3.0 p. III.;
Fnrmington via Brunswick,6.45 a. ill, and
12.35 p. ill.
From Congress Street at 12.35 p. iu..

WESTERN DIVISION

we

eodtf

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Aroontook County, 12.30 p. III., via I-cvi·
ton, 12.35 and til.15p. m., via Augusta; ;ind
for Baugor at 5.15 p. ni. ; tor Bangor A: rit
c-ataquiâ Κ. Κ., til.15 p. m., for Hkowhegnn, Brlfaelanil Dexter,12.30,12.35, til. 15
p.m.; Waterville, β.45 a. in., 12.30, 12.35,
5.15 and til.15 p. m.; for Auguatn, Hallowell, lïardiner nuit Bmaiwica, 0.45
a.m., 12.35, 5.15, tll.l5p. m. ; Bath, 6,45 a.
m., 12.35, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. m. ; Rooklnuil and Kaoi dk I.ineolii Β. K., 0.45 a. m., 12.35, and on Satur-

lo*t of

weight;

IflONDAV, luuciÎO,

1885, Passenger Trains leave
Portland as follows:
For Bangor, Vanceboro, HI. John, Halifax, snd the Province*, Ml. Stephen and

in

it a. m. to

CHAS. H, OWN,

On and after

PASSENGER SERVICE

three

AT U. S. HOTEL, ROOM IS,
niarll

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

BOSTON & MAINE R. R.

room.

Iron·
I ;>. ait.

trains of Grand Trunk R. H.
Through tickets to all points West and South
may lie had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Kxchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. 8upt.
]n26dtf

dtf

Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland St.

Every Saturday,

12.50JP·

the type

Stenograpn-

from

without the use of knife or ligature by
I)r. C. T. Fisk, β8 Pleasant street, Auburn.
Treats all diseases of the Bectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years
experience aed hundreds of cases cured in different parts of the State.
Head (lie following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skepti-

at l.lOp. in.
For Borheater, Mprinerale, Alfred, Waterboro and Maco Kirer, 7.1(1 a. η·., I.IO
at 6.30 p. in. Returning
». in. and (mixed)
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.00 a.
m. and 3.35 p. ni„ arriving at Portland (mixed)
m. and 5.40 p. ni.
U.40 a. m.,
For €>orhnni, Haccarappn, « uni be r la ml
ITlillx, Weolbrooh and Woodford'aat 7.30
a. in., 1.10, 6.20, and mixed at ·β.30 p. m.
The I.IO p. in. from Portland connects at
Ayer J unci, with HooMac Tunnel Konle for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New l'ork via Norwich Line and nil rail,
N. IT. & Ν. Κ. K. It.,
via Springfield,
("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia,
Baltimore, \Vn«hington, and the Mouth anu
with Bouton A Albany Β. B. for the Went.
Close connections made at Wenibrook J unction with through train of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Trausfer, Portland, with through

evening sessions.

neatly done in long hand or on
Copying
writer. Business men furnished with

body,

own

Clinton, Ayrr Jmniiou, Fitrhburg,
Xanhiia, K.owell, Windham, nud KppiD|;
at 7..ΊΟ a. m. and l.to p. >11.
For ITlanchemer, Concord and points Nortli

thoroughly Instructed in Stenography GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.
PUPILS
and Type Writing at this school.
Lessons

orally

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R.

m.
or

liama form."

we

and

m.,

Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.25 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. ni. and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 12.50 ρ m. and 5.40

F. Ε.

ST ENOCRAPHY.

Dr. Shrady says. "His food consisted of beef extracts. milk, eggs, etc., farinaceous materials always

On and after Monday, J une 29,
will leave

duced

d3w»

au29

Take the best train between Boston and
New York, leaving either city at 3 I M.,
arriving at the other at 9 P. M.
Runs on
time Week Days and
Sundays, e\
in the year.

TRAINS.

Kî!î!?S»i»ï5lh!>i5,Passenger Trains
&~'0¥!l'orlland at J.30 a.
™"-l.IO p. m., arriving at

sessions

form of food."

setts. and

Is Wnnanted Co Cure

ECZEMA.

evenings

Miistaining powers
Food equal to the above eases. The party
is a gentleman well known in Massachu-

PILES.

SltTERS;
sep2

13

Monday, September 14, at her residence,

of

difficulty. I most cheerfully bear this testimony,
Portland, l)ec. 1,1884.
because*there are hundreds suffering as I was, j
We, the undersigned, having been successfully
and I am sure they can be as readily healed. Take
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the prescribed dose after eating, instead of bethe confidence of the public. His method is simfore.
JAMES MANN, No. 14 Ivy St.
ple. almost painless, and requires no detention
Atlanta, Ga., May 13; 1885.
from business.
For sale by all druggists.
H.
Treatise on Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
Ν. Y., 157 W. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.

USINESS

of

JAMES PYLCS

the

days and
evenings

strength
leavening power, while all others
much of their leavening gas as to be comparatively

SO.

Smithtown for do.
BOSTON—Ar 7th, sells Geo Κ Hatch, HardenHelen Η Benedict, Malison,
brook, Surinam;
and C H Wolston, Hinckley, Baltimore ; Helen,
and
Eliza
Ann, Bishop, Amboy; Spartan,
Chase,
Griflin, do; Bxcliange, Tibbetts, Woolwich.
Cld 7tli, sclis Elbridge Souther, Fales. Denierara; M A Killen, Killen, Friendship, to load for
Key West.
Ar 8tli, barque Golden Sheaf, Litrlefield,Georgetown ;
Augustus Hunt, Baker, Philadelphia;
Elvira. Cook, Hoboken ; Periue, Heed. Bootlibay ;
Lucy Baker, Thurston, Kockport.
SALEM—Sid 7th, sell Orizimbo, Guptill, for
Calais.
BEVERLY—Ar Ctli, sell Gamma, Brown, from
Weeliawken.
NEWBUKYPORT—Sid 5tli, sch Susie J Sawyer. Nickerson. New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 7tli, sch Triton, Freeman,
Boston for Elliott.
Sid 7th, sell Mary Willey, Williams, Bangor via
Portland.
ELLSWORTH-Ar Ctli, sell AUandalc, Keinick,
Portland.
BATH—Ar Ctli, sch Hattie Ε King, Hinds, Portland, to load for New Ygrk.

Spoken.

five

found had

was

power it contained when first made.

man,

Foam, Nichols, Rockport.

for sis

or

Royal Baking Powder arises from the
perfect purity of its ingredients, the extraordinary care in its manufacture, and the scientific principles employed in its combination.
The articles used are thoroughly dried by heat before being compounded, by which the moisture is entirely expelled, and are eo pre
pared and coated as to prevent the action of the acid upon the alkali
prematurely, or except under the influence of both water and heat
necessarily used in cooking or baking.
The Royal Baking Powder will retain its full strength for any
length of time in all climates and under all conditions of atmosphere,
and will be found, whenever used, to poesess the full leavening

Sid, schs Hattie, Martinique, Franconia, Lamnr
tine. Lawrence Haines, Ella, Grace Cushing, and
Darius Eddy.
Ar 6tli, sens Grace Webster, Brigham, Georgetown for Boston ; A J Fabeus, Hoboken for Glou-

Sea

it

perfect keep-

valueless.

Baltimore.

Passed Cape Recife July 31, brfg 1 W Parker,
Kane, from Rio Janeiro for Port Natal.
Passed Pernambuco Aug 7. ship Antelope, Pea
body, from Boston for Talcahuano and Valparaiso
Sid fm Aspinwall Aug 21, sell Carrie Bonnell,
Walsh, San Bias; Wliite Sea, Lee, Ship Island.
Sid fm Little Curacoa Aug 21, brig Akbar,
Holmes, for Savannah.
Ar at St Thomas Aug 31, barque Sailli Ε Spring
Rose, Carupano.
Sid Auk 28, sch Isaac Carltoh, Drisko, Boston.
Ar at Clenfuegos Sept 2, barque Justina Η Ingersoll. Macliias.
Ar at Cardenas 2d, brig Havana, Meyer, from
Havana.
Ar at Matanzas Aug 30th, brig Hattie M Bain,
McDonald, New York.
Ar at St John, NB. 7tli inst, sch S S Bickmore.
Wall, Waldoboro; Uranus, Smith, Rockport.
Cld 5th, sells Ada S Allen, Dudley, New York ;

Tuition

is the

ARRANGEMENT-DF

week in Physiology;

ifÀni<o

New York & New England Railroad.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

—

SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES & MISSES,

.110.8

apparent from the above
Royal Baking Powder, which

andJVorcester Liue.

Mrs. Caswell's Parlor Glasses MAINE MÏIAL RAILROAD

126.9*
72.3

five

for
—AND—

127.4
.125.2
.125.5
121.6
.116.9

75.

PERRY'S

—

—

Millbridge—Ν
tht Walk' Lewis' Wiscasset-N

Hanford's
Charm (alum)
Cleveland's (contains lime)
»Dr. Price's
Bulk baking powder

Bermuda.
Cld 7th, sch Cyrus McKown, Farnham, BarbaNathan Esterbrook, Vesper, Providence;
does; H
Bessie
Rose, Adams, Boston; Blanche Hopkins
Tunnell, Portland, (and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA
Cld 5tli, scli Mattie A
Franklin, McDonald, Boston.
Ar 7th, brig J L Bowen, Berry, Kennebec; schs
Etna, York, and Fred Jackson, Snow, do.
Cld 7th, schs Cyrus McKown, Farnham, Barbadoes ; Winner, Frye, Bangor ; Hortensia, Sanborn

..11.12AM

POKT OF PORTLAND.

88

...

6.321

CLARINE

38
22%

ι High water I
;
days·.. !l2!oi> Hight tide I

Royal Baking Powder (absolutely pore)
Patapsco (alum)
Hereford's (Phosphate)

Rockport.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 5th, sch M A Trundy,
Dodge, New York.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 7tli, sch A H Waite,
McCumber, Bangor.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Old 5th, sch Ruth Robinson, Fuller, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 8th, barque Jessie McGregor
Andrews, New York; sch Georgia, CoiBu, from

14.

Grammar

inches of leavening gas per
ounce of powder.
When fresh.
When not fresh.

Name.

Begins Sept.

and high school courses of
study fur pupils of both sexes. Special attention given to those taking a business course. Private pupils received as usual. For particulars apply to
MISS ETTA A. FILES,
No. 173 Oxford St., or 14 Brown St.

Cubic

Cld 5th, schs John Η Cross, Rawley, Providence
Fannie Childs, do.
SAVANNAH—Ar 71h, sch Addie Jordan, Herriman, Boothbav.
CHARLESTON—Ar 7th, sell Willie Luce, from

.SEPT. 9.

f

Sun rises

PORTLAND^ACADEMY.

Fall Term

by both practical and chemical tests that most
of the baking powders, although
they may possess a considerable
amount of strength when first made, lose their
leavening power, and
become worthless, when ι few weeks old. As is well known, the
leavening gas of a baking powder is produced by the action of an
acid upon an alkali, and this action is
brought about through the influence of moisture. When, therefore, through imperfect processes
of manufacture, the water, which is
always present in the ingredients
from which they are compounded, is permitted to remain in the finished baking powders, it causes the action of their elements to set in
at once, so that when they come to be used
they are found to have
lost their strength to an extent
corresponding with their age.
As the housekeeper has no meaas of
knowing, when buying
baking powder from the shelf of the grocer, how long it has been
made and its consequent strength, some of the tests made by the
Government chemists, showing the difference in strength between
the same brands when fresh and when old, are
given. From three
to eight per cent of water was found in all the fresh
samples except
Koyal." To this fact, together with their imperfect combination,
is to be attributed the loss of strength shown in all other
grades.

Memoranda.
Sell Ε Η Cornell, Crocker, loaded with lumber
for Aspinwall, while towing to sea 2d inst, struck
bottom and sprung aleak. She was towed back
and will have to discharge for repairs.
Sell Nellie V Rokes collided with a schr on the
Kennebec last week and had forward shrouds,
and chainplates carried away, and had rail broken
by an anchor.
Sch Hope Haynes, Otis, from Gardiner for New
York, while towing down river 5th, struck a rock
near the head of Swan Island and started a leak
of 3000 strokes per hour. Her deckload of lumber has been dischajged and she will be placed on
the railway at Bath for repairs.

eodtf

aug28

It has been found

Burnham, Hlogo.
Passed Anjier July 29, ship David Brown, Pendleton, from Singapore for New York.
Ar at Altona 2th inst, ship J Β Brown, Boyd,
Portland, O.

iw»thi*ov

Portland

Mrs. Carter's liiiidrrgartr» reopens 148 Spring; St., Portland,
Sept. Hi. For further particulars
inquire of Mrs. Alice L. t arter,
148 Spring: St.

Royal Baking Powder always Fresh, Pure,
and Wholesome.

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Barbadoes Aug 29, brig Mary Gibbs,
Moore, Boston.
Ar at Malaga prcv to 6tli Inst, ship Tlios Lord,
Brady, Vieo.
At Port Spain Aug 21st, barque Auburndale,
Bowden, for Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Barbadoes 71h inst, barque Rachel Emery,
Wyinan, Buenos Ayre, seeking.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW, July 22, ship Factolus,

...

Sim sets

ΚΛΙΙ.ΚΟΛΟΚ.

RAILROADS.

EDUCATION Ali.

m LOSES STRENGTH.

FROM

—

MINIATURE A.LMANAC

ADÏKBHSESIEJIT8.

KINDERGARTEN.

The uew schr in the McDonald yard at Bath
Is nearly completed and will be launched this
week; also, the schr in the yard of Will Kogers;
The Sewall ship is nearly completed and has been
named Willie Kosenfleld. She is the largest ever
built on the Kennebec and is to be commanded by
Capt Dunphy, of Lewlston, formerly of ship Occidental. The ship will be launched about the 25th
of this month.

...

Boston Air Line
Burlington & Cedar Kapids
Central Pacific
Canada Southern
Del. & Lackawanna
Del. & Hudson Canal Co
Denver & K. G
Ε. Tenn., Vir. & Ga..."
do preferred
Hartford ft Erie 7#
Missouri Pacific
Houston & Texas
Hannibal Λ St. Jo
do preferred
Kansas & Texas
Louis Λ Nash'
Lake Erie & West
Morris & Esses
Mobile & Ohio
Metropolitan Elevated
Manhattan Elevated
New York Elevated
Northern Pacific common
do preferred
Oregon Nav
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne
Pittsburg
Pacific Mail.
Pullman Car
Richmond & Danville
Reading
St. Paul & Omaha
8t. Paul & Omaha preferred
St Louis and San Francisco
do 1st preferred
do 2d preferred
Union Pacific 6s
Union Pacific L. G. 7s
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s
St. P. M. and M
Wells Fargo Express
U. J8. Express Co
New York

5 50.

...

Union Pacific Stock
WesternUnion Tel
American Express Co
Adams Express Co
Alton & Terre Haute
Alton & Terre Haute

YORK. Sept. 8, 1885,-Fleur market
—Receipts 19,929 bbls ;|exports 5,101 bbls; heavy
but prices are without decided change ; trifle more
doing in Fat Minn extras ; sales 13,700 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 25(gi5 35; Superfine
Western and State at 3 Oft«3 40 ; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 40(33 80 ; good to
choice 3 85@5 25 ; common to choice white wheat
Wes extra, 4 75^5 00: fancy do, 5 10@5 25;common to good extra Ohio, 3 40@5 25 ; common to
choice extra St. Louis, 3 45®5 40; patent Minne
sota extra, good to prime, ο 00®5 20 ; choice to
double extra do 5 30g5 40, including 1400 bbls
city mill extra at 4 85 ; 500 bbls line do| at 2 20
@3 25 ; 400 bbls superfine at 3 00®3 30 ; 1300
bbls extra No 2 at 3 40®3 75; 4100 bbls Winter
wheat extra at 3 4035 25 ; 5200 Minnesota extra
at 3 30@5 35. Southern flour heavy ; common to
fair extra 3 (!5@415 ; good to choice do at 4 20@
VEW

NEW

Launch—The new schr Win Ε Downes, in
at Batli, will launch to-day. nth,
if the tide is favorable. This vessel is abouf 700
tons and was built for New Haven parties. Capt
Haskell of New Haven is to command her.
Ο Κ Copeland, Thomaston. launched a fine yacht
of 20 tons, 8th inst, for Capt Η Η Williams.

Hawley's yard,

DIR100 MINERAL WATER.
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water imshiug and
proves itj""is"always™palatable, refreshing
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
will
keen the
from the spring. Our improved cans
water cool from 3G to 48 hours ; use of cans IIfee:
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS.,
]e23

Proprietors,

413 Fore Slreet.

dtf

For Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Cramps, Sprains, Backache,
Sciatica, Burns and Scalds,
Bruises, Frosted Feet & liars,
and all other Pains and Aches.
Λ safe, sure, and effectual
remedy for Galls, Strains,
Soratches, Sores, <£c., on Horses.
One trial will prove iis merit».
are instantaneous.
Price 25c. and 50c. Sold everywhere.

Its effects

Through tickets to all points South and West for
sale at depot ticket office; also at 40 Exchange
Htreet.
JAS. T. FÛRBEB, Gen'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
ie29dtl

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R,
»

Summer Arrangement In Effect June 29th.
Connections via Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Leave Portland 8.2S a. m., 12.40 and 6.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Bridgton 6.00 and 10.10 a. m.,
and 5.40 p. m, arriving in Portland at 8.45 a. m..
12.35 and 8.00 p. m.
Stage connects with every train for No. Bridgton and Harrison, and with train leaving Portland
at 12.40 for Waterford.
.1. A.

PILES !

PILES !

Λ sure etirc for Blind, Bleeding. Itching and
Ulcerated Piles lias been discovered by in Williams, (an Indian Remedy), called Or. Williams'
Indian Pile Ointment. A single box lias cured the
worst chronic cases of 25 or HO years standing.
No one need suffer live minutes after applying this
wonderful soothing medicine.
Lotions, instruments, and electuaries do more harm than good.
Williams' Indian I'ile Ointment absorbs the tumors. allays the intense itching, (particularly at
night after getting warm in bed) acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief, and is prepared only for Piles,
itching of the private parts, and for nothing else.
For sale by all druggists anil mailed on receipt of
price 81.00. SoldJJy

E. L. STAN WOOD &

CO.,

PORTLAND, .UK.

aug2G

WF&Mlstply

icSO

BENNETT, Passenger

Agi!""

SU'"'
d3m

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

THE DAY EXPRESS
—FROM—

""

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS1
As a general beverage and neccssary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of
Copper, Ac.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration iu every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unc<(ualed by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Wrocers.

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
IS BEAVER STREET,
NEW
murlO

ÏOKK.
dly

STORAGE.

PORTLAND TO MONTREAL,
—WILL—

Continueto Run up to Sept. 14
.JAS. STEPHENSON,

J, HICKSON,
Uen'l Manager.

WOLFE'S

Superintendent.

aug29dtd

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
No. J9i louiuicrcinl Slrccl.
BJyliUtl

THE
WEDNESDAY

MORNING,

SEPT. 9.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

BOUQUET BILLY.

PRESS.

Requisition Granted by

A

Governor

Robie.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NEW

A Writ of Habeas Corpus Issued.

ADVEBTHEJIKKTS

TO-DAY.

NEW ADVERT 1SEMENTS.
Stockbridge Course—City Hall.
For

Sale—Pug Puppies.

Crepe l.islc Ruching—Owen, Moore & Co.
Wanted—Girl.
Cotton Crash—Rines Brothers.
For Sale—Horse.
Private School—Miss A. Wolliaupter.

Wanted—Agents.

Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winsiow's Soothing Syrup should always
be used when children are cutting teeth.
It re
lieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little cherub awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste.
It soothes
the child, softens the gums, allays the pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for
diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other causes.
Twenty-live cents
a bottle.
declO

WS&Mlyr

Kvekybody should demand Sanford's Perfect
Heel Protector in their shoes when
purchased.
Every manufacturer in the country will use them
when the people call for them.
SUPERIOR COURT.
JÎEFOHE

.11

DUE BONNEY.

Tuesday.—The traverse jury came in and as
empanelled is as follows:
Foreman—John It. Kollins, Windham.
Evans C. Hanks. Freeport.
Charles E. Brackett, ad. Naples.
John E. Brown, Casco.
Simeon I'. Burnham, Scarboro.
Alonzo Campbell, Harpswell.
J. Scott .Ionian. Cape Elizabeth.
Fred M. Leavitt, Portlaml.
Enoch O. Morrill, North Yattuoutli.
Hollis li. Mounttort, CumbA'lane.
Joseph Keynes, Yarmouth.
Clarence 1·.. Ward, Gorliani.
Excused—Patrick McAnclrew, Portland; Frank
A. Pennell, Brunswick; George H.
Raymond,
Westhrook; Michael Stevens, Deering.
Thomas S. Curran paid $77.07, which includes
fine and costs foi illegal transportation "f intoxicating liquors, and the costs upon a writ of scire
facia* against his sureties.
The following parties were arraigned upon
nuisance indictments, pleaded not guilty and gave
hail for their appearand' from day to
day until
their eases are disposed ol by trial or otherwise:
Timothy .1. Twigg, John llowley, Jr., Patrick
Κ a ν, John j. Ward, l'ai rick H. Ward. Isaac Edwards, I'atrick McGlinehy, Ann Flaherty, Kate
Dunphv, .James
John McGowan, J)ella
Welch alias Delia Dunphy.
O'Neil; Mary J. Frazier. alias
Mary J. Stafford; Mai tin J. Flaherty, Minnie
O'Neil, Charles A. O'Neil, Patrick t'ady.
Margaret F. Slnels filed demurrers to a search
and seizure complaint and a nuisance
indictment,
and gave bail from term to term.
Matthew Flaherty paid .«118.47 on a complaint
for searcii anil seizure.
Daniel Hyde was sentenced to pay a fine of S30
and costs for Illegal transportation, and &10o and
costs or six months in jail ou a nuisance indictment. Committed.
John Brown pleaded guilty to a nuisance indictment and was sentenced to
;$400 and costs,
and if not paid in ten days topay
six months in jail.
George Warren was sentenced to pay lines
amounting in the aggregate to #300 and costs, or
nine months in jail on three search and seizure
comp'aints. Committed.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFOltE

UGE O0U1.D.

.H

Tuesday.—Michael Driscoll and Michael Desmond. Intoxication. Each ten days in the
county
jail
Patrick A. Murray. Intoxication—2d offence.
Ninety days in the county jail.
Patrick A. Murray.
Assault on an officer.
Bound over to the grand jury in the sum of ?600.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Today

the Maine Historical Society will
go on its field day excursion to Fort Popham.

The postponed opening of tiie new railbridge at .St. Johns is set for the iiotli

road
inst.

High street below the bridge over the Boston and Maine tracks is closcd and the work
of paving has commenced.
Twenty-three

persons

joined the Young

Men's Christian Association at the regular
monthly meeting last Monday evening.
Tomorrow the Ancient Order of Hibernians will hold their picnic at Lake
Sebago.
The advertisement will give full particulars.
F. W. Hartwell challenges Clarence Gould
to a running race next Friday evening at 7
o'clock, in Deering's Oaks,distance 100 yards.
The winner will receive a silver medal.
The

Indian

Mound

at Underwood

Spring.
About sixty prominent gentlemen of this
city and from other states were given an elegant dinner yesterday afternoon by the Underwood Water Company on the grounds adjoining their famous spring at Falmouth

Foreside. The purpose of tiie hosts was a
double one—to inspect their new works lately erected for bottling this natural spring
water, and to investigate the large Indian
shell mound which has been recently discovered on their property.
The party left in
two large covered wagons at one o'clock
from the Falmouth Hotel and after a pleasant ride of six miles disembarked
at the
-farm.
Large dining tents
had been
erected on the grounds, Hags waved aloft
and tiie olensincr odnr of li:ilrin<r

ing lobsters, roasting
mingled with the rattle

corn
anil potatoes,
of plates and flitting
of waiters greeted the guests.
The spring
was visited, examined and admired
previous
to sitting down to the repast provided
by the
hosts. The clam bake with its usual
appurtenances was then served and it seemed to be
the general consensus of opinion that the
dinner was one of the best ever eaten on the
seashore and the attempt to divert the busy
eaters by post-prandial speeches proved in-

effectual.
When the tables were cleared the party
were shown the Indian shell mound and the
employes of the company,under the direction
of the distinguished antiquaries and learned
pundits present proceeded to excavate the
pile for specimens of aboriginal art.
The
mound is at the head of the cove into which
the spring empties and fs estimated to be
nbout twenty feet deep, covering a
superficial area fifty feet square.
Thus far no systematic explorations have been undertaken
and nothing of importance in the
archaeological line has been discovered
except some
bone ornaments and a few other evidences
of the agency of the Indian in the
making of
this clam shell mound.
Yesterday the zealous

antiquaries

were

not

rewarded

beyond

the unearthing of a large number of bones of
fishes and some of the smaller animals, teeth
of the seal and of some rodents.
There can
be no question of the genuineness of this
shell heap and its complete excaqation should
be undertaken for the probable discoveries
that will be made.
At the close of this part
of the programme the company returned to
the marquee where they were invited to sample the spring water in several forms, natural, mixed and aerated. The two latter varieties were received with great favor and
highly approved. At five o'clock the party left the
ground with hearty cheers for the hosts and
cordial acknowledgements for the handsome
entertainment provided by the company. It
is strange that such a spring of pure Jwater—
so exceptionably free from organic mattershould have remained in obscurity so long
and one gentleman rightly said that if it was
located in Portland it would be a good fortune for the city and the owner.

Anthony Davenport.
Anthony Davenport, whose decease in
Newburyport was reported in our issue oi
the 7th inst., was a native of that city. He
to Portland when a young man and
learned his trade as a mathematical instrument maker with the late Henry S. Pearson.
He married his wife here, by whom he had
several children. He returned to Xowburyport about forty years ago, where he has
since resided, and was for several years employed in the office of the Newburyport
Herald. He was one of the oldest living
members of the First Parish Society in this
city. He was an honest, faithful and intelligent man, and will be pleasantly remembered
by lois many old friends now living. He
leaves a widow, two sons and two daughters.
came

Cheese.

Leighton & Gage, the well known grocers,
have purchased one-half of the cheese that
took the first prize at the New England Fair
at Bangor, and now offer the same for sale at
their store, comer of Pine and Clark streets.
The prize taken by the cheese at Bangor is a
sufficient guaranty of its excellence, and
lovers of fine cheese would do well to try it.
PERSONAL.
The following were among the guests at
the Falmouth Hotel last night: Dr. II. P.

Wright, Ottawa, Ont.;

.J. S.

Smith, Newark,

N. J.; Hon. E. Russell and wife, Brookline,
Mass.; G. II. LeMaster, Philadelphia; L.
McMalion, Chicago, and W- G. Peti'y, Lake
Weston, Cuba.

Yesterday afternoon Detective MeKemiey
of Missouri having arrived in this city, he
and Detective True appeared before Governor Robie at Falmouth Hotel and presented
the requisition from tiie Governor of Missouri
for "Bouquet" Billy, or William Beaucleigh,
on a charge of forgery in that State.
At the
same time Hon. Wilbur F. Lunt appeared in
behalf of Beaucleigh and urged that the
warrant should not issue on the ground first,
that the prisoner had not l>een properly
identified as the party named in the requisition and second that what purported to be a
copy of an indictment, found In St. Louis,
did not set forth in legal manner any offense
against the laws and the same was not
properly attested or exemplified,and that in its
form as presented courts of the State, and
the executive could not legally accept the
same as evidence of a legal charge of crime
pending against the person whose surrender
was

requested.

He also stated itliat it appeared a coinplaint against the person, requested to be
surrendered, had been made before the
Municipal Court of Portland and the warrant issued thereon, on which the prisoner
was arrested on the 7th inst. ; that Beaucleigh had been so far, illegally held under
arrest by Detective True who should immediately have taken him before the Court
for arraignment and examination.
These
proceedings having been had it was the duty
of the executive not to surrender the prisoner
until some arrangement for an examination
before the Municipal Court where proper
evidence of the commission of the crime and
the identity of the prisoner could be presented.

Governor Robie being

satisfied of

the

îueuuiy οι me prisoner, iroin me mentincation of Detective McKenney, and other proceedings, ordered the warrant to issue granting the requisition.
Hon. W. F. Lunt then filed a petition for a
writ of habeas corpus and a hearing will
he held before Judge Virgin at Π o'clock
this morning.
Mr. John McKenney, the St. Louis officer,
who has come to Portland after Bouquet
Billy, said last evening that if Judge Virgin

refused to grant the release of the prisoner
upon the writ of habeas corpus, he should
start with his man on the noon train and
should travel night and day until he reached
St. Louis with the prisoner.
Mr. McKenney said that William Beaucleigh and his brother John are well known
to the officers all over the country as expert
swindlers and confidence men. They are
natives of New York and their parents still
live near Lockport in that State. Both men
received a good education, John being able
to speak several languages with fluency. He
claims that at one time, he was a reporter
upon a New York daily paper. The brothers
following the fortunes of their calling have
reposed in prisons in various parts of this
country and Canada, William being released
from the Toronto jail, where he had been
confined for shoplifting, shortly before coming to this city and taking part in the robbery
at the City Hotel. Both the brothers and a
confederate named Patsy Bums were engaged in the crime for which Bouquet Billy
is now wanted. Mr. McKenney told the following story of the swindling operation :
Simpson C. Parrett, a small farmer from

Virginia,
preempt

was

piece

a

route witli his family to
of land in Kansas. When

en

the train some distance west of St. Louis
he was met by Bouquet Billy. The farmer
was rather pleased with the appearance of
his new friend and was glad to learn that a

on

prominent physician

in his native town was
uncle to the stranger.
Billy said that his
father owned a ranch near where the fanner
intended to settle and that he was then returning from a trip east with some $3000
worth of goods. The engaging young man
made offers of assistance to the simple
farmer and was so exceedingly agreeable
that when Patsy Burns appeared in the
character of an express messeneer and told
Billy that an advance payment would be rean

quired on certain express packages, the Virginian readily agreed to advance the few
dollars necessary to make the payment,
Billy to his apparent mortification, declaring
that he was short of ready money, but having
a check to give as security.
Just as the
fanner was to make the payment the whistle
gave notice that the train was approaching
station and Bouquet Billy upon some pretence took the farmer to the end of the car.
As the man drew a roll of bills from his
a

pocket, Billy suddenly seized the whole pile
of $350, and before the astonished farmer
could collect his wits, Billy and the express
messenger had jumped to the station platform and the train was again in motion.
At this junction Johnny Beaucleigli appeared and was so sympathetic for the poor
farmer that that individual quite forgot to
notify the train hands or make any fuss
about the affair until the two rogues had had
time to escape any officers whomight receive
telegraphic notice to arrest them.
Some time afterwards, Patsy Burns, the

whilom express messenger, was arrested in
and turning State's evidence gave
information which led to the arrest of John
Beaucleigli in Buffalo, Ν. Y., and the requisition for Billy. John was tried and sentenced
to two years penal servitude. He is now
awaiting a second trial, a motion by his
counsel therefor having been granted by the
court.

Chicago

Portland

Cement

Pipe and Stone
Company.
The Portland Cement Pipe and Stone
Company, having found it necessary to enlarge their facilities, have bought the building formerly occupied by the Portland &
Ogdensburg Machine Shops, besides leasing
a large tract of land on West Commercial
street from the estate of J. B. Brown, for a
term of years, near the transfer station, and
moving their works to the new location.
They will have the advantage of three railroads for the speedy shipment of goods, the
Boston & Maine track running through
their yard and the Ogdensburg & Maine Cenare

tral on either side.
The award for the first degree of merit for
manufactured cement goods was awarded
this company at the New Orleans exposi-

tion.

The company's sales have been very
satisfactory and largely in advance of those
of last yean

Party at Forest City Rink.
Tomorrow evening a grand phantom party
(sheet and pillow case), will be given at this
favorite rink, and the weird and ghostly effects to be produced by Mr. Whitney with

LORD

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

lights,

will make it a
pleasing sight. About 200 skaters have already signified their intention of appearing
in costume, and it is expected that fully 300
will take part in the grand march, which occurs at 8.30 o'clock.
Chinese lanterns of various colors and shapes will be carried by
fV»n

—

march, Prof. Maltby, the king of the bicycle,
will give his wonderful exhibition of riding,
in which he has few equals and no snperiors.
Take Forest City steamers.
White

Hill

Cold

and

that it will score a success. Every one knows
what a popular actor Mr. Maguinnis is. and
those who love fun should be at the theatre
this evening. There has been a large advance sale of seats.
Grimmer will conduct
the orchestra and thus insure a smooth rendering of the musical numbers of the play,
as well as of the topical song written by Mr.
Swett and arranged by Grimmer, which will
be sung by Miss Remington. Mr. McCallum
will also be greeted by many friends tonight.
The piece was produced in Bangor very sucSOI.MKK.
Hoyt's "Tin Soldier" will be presented at
Portland Theatre Friday niglikby a fine company, and there was a good call for seats
yesterday. The Bangor Commercial says
that in Bangor the play was given with a vim
and snap which gained round after round of
well merited applause from the audience.
The singing was most excellent, the medley
in particular being rendered in fine style.

At a meeting of the White Hill Gold and
Silver Mining Company held at No. 30
Exchange street in this city yesterday. Robert Tarr of Gloucester, Mass., was chosen
President pro tem. The following officers
were elected :
President—Charles R. Tucker, Jr., East Medway, Mass.
Vice President—Frank W. Bryant, New Bedford. Mass.
Clerk and Treasurer—Edward A. Freeman,
Chelsea, Mass.
Directors—Charles R. Tucker, Jr.,F. W. Bryant,
Edward A. Freeman, Robert Tarr, Nathan L.
Bryant, Charles B. Klnfield, Fred L. Webb, James
C. Whltehlll and Daniel F. Sprague.
Creenwood

THH PAVILION.

Tiie Val Jean European combination give
fine entertainment. Every act is good,
especially the pigeons. O'Brien and Morris
offer a very clever sketch. Mr. Goodman's
Castanet
solo is new
and well played.
Messrs. Harrington and Johnson are first
class comedians. Bobby Goodman is a fine
vocalist and receives many encores. Messrs.
Wood, Beasiy and the Weston Brothers prea

sent a fine musical act.

PARTINGTON.
Tonight the Joseph H. Keane company
will appear in "Mrs. Partington" at the
Bijou rink. The company is well known
MRS.

JICIC,

ftlHl

«Till

shape.
everybody.

UlCOCUb H1U

|»iav

in

CAUCllCUk

always makes lots of fun for

Ike

by a large party, both afternoon and evening. The exhibition is given on the stage in
the afternoon at 3 o'clock, and in the evening
in the rink at !) o'clock. Thursday evening
the masquerade carnival and illuminaFriday there will be a grand ball and
benefit given to Manager Knowlton
occurs

tion.

Wright's Band·

by

Steamer Cadet will roil to

accommodate.
Letter Carriers'

Delivery.

The following is the letter carriers' delivery for the month of August :
Delivered. Collected.
139,181
121,715
Ordinary letters
Postal cards
34,295
2D,582
00,145
16,626
papers

LINEN

Sts.,

PORTLAND, ME.,

on

ENTERTAINMENTS

LU

Grand. Double Course

Ofl

submit the

Respectfully

το the

patrons

fall and winter.

this

answer

1—Wednesday Evening, Oct. 7,
Grand opening

Musical event of the season.
cert by

The sale of

seats will open next Saturday morning, and
will be conducted in the usual way. Mr.
Stockbridge has decided to place the rate at
and $5 for the course, according to the
location of seats. This is an average of 15,
20 and 25 cents for each entertainment.
There will be four orchestral concerts, two
operas, two lectures by John L. Stoddard,
and twelve miscellaneous entertainments.
Tiie course will begin Wednesday evening,
October 7th, with a concert by Theodore
Thomas's full orchestra, with Miss Emma
Juch as a vocalist. It is enough to say that
a liner course of entertainments will not be
offered in any city this winter.

!VO.

and his unrivalled orchestra of

^--Thursday Evening,

Oct. 22,

Illustrated Lecture, liy JOHN I*.

STODDARD

Company,

€3 S

Artists.

The strongest and most complete English Opera
Company In America. First appearance of the
charming Prima Donna Soprano Mile Zelle tie
Tu mean, the Prima Donna Contralto Misa Ac·
ne« Huntington. the eminent basso Ulr. W.H.
Clark, and tae following celebrated artists: MLaric Stone, Lizzie Burton, Tom Karl, He nation ΉογμγΙΙ, VI*. H. MaeDonald, George
Frothingham and Mr. IX. C Barn a bee.
Ideal Chorus, Special Scenery, New Costumes,
Ideal Orchestra of 14 Boston Musician», S.
L. Siudlry, Conductor.
Mr. Fred Williams,
stage managers.
EVENINO TICKETS 73 CTH and 9I.OO

IVO.

4~Thursday Evening,

of Scots."

EVENING! TICKETS, SO and 15

crate.

STODDARD.
Subjcct: Lifo

5—Wednesday Evening, Nov. 4.

HO.

Archil like

Oct. 29.

Illustrated Lecture by JOHN I-·

Joseph's Hungarian

of

ΝΑΙΌΙ,ΕΟΛ.

EVENING TICKETS 50 nnd 7.1 CENT·.
The only Stoddard Lectures tills season.

NOTES.

The

Kedmund-Barry company
and

"Midnight Marriage"

the

will present
"Bank

and

Fame" at Portland Theatre next week.
Annie Pixley will soon be here.
Max Strakosch will give a concert with
Thursby and De Kontski at Bangor, Friday.

Why

don't he

give one

in Portland ?

GYPSY BAND.
Gypsies in National Costume, from Hungary,
assisted by the celebrated Gvpsv Violinist, Fnrrnnz «ÏRi-ny.
VAIVOH I'ROJIAl', Director.
13

Lewis & Bristol's horses will be at the

Bijou

Woman's Christian

UfO.

The Woman's Christian Temperance Union of Maine will hold its tenth annual conventioil at State street churcli Sept. 30th and
Oct. 1st. There will also be exercises at Y.
M. C. A. hall Tuesday evening, Sept 29th.
The following will be the programme :
TUESDAY EVENING, SEPT. 29.
7.30—Social hour. Music. Address of welcome
by Mrs. Geo. 8. Hunt, Portland. Response by
Mrs. C. F. A. Johnson, Presque Isle,
roem by
Mrs. Maud Moore, Tliomaston. Music.
WEDNESDAY HORNING.

9.30—Devotional meeting, led by Mrs. H. N.
Jones.
10.30—Convention called ίο order by the president, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens.
Koll-call of officers
and members. Appointment of committee 011 credentials.
Seating of delegates. Minutes of recording secretary· Appointment of committees.
Address of State president. Reports from county
presidents. Miscellaneous business.

12.15—Adjournment.

AFTERNOON.

2.00—Devotional meeting, led by Mrs. Hussey.
Minutes of previous session. Report of committee on credentials. Report of corresponding secretary. Report of treasurer.
Reports of organizers.
Question box. Miscellaneous business.

Adjournment.

EVENING.

Scripture

7.30—Singing.

reading.

Prayer.

Short addresses by members and friends of the
convention. Collection. Singing. Benediction.
THURSDAY MORNING.

9.30—Devotional meeting, led by Miss I. C.
Hamilton.
10.30—Convention called to order.
Minutes of
previous session. Reports of superintendents of
departments. Temperance Literature. Mrs. L.W.
Weston ; Sunday School work. Mrs. W. H. Stickney; unfermented wine, Mrs. Ή. F. Crocker; juvenile work, Mrs. C.F.Ware; legislative work,
Mrs. I,. M. N. Stevens; evangelistic work, Mrs.
H. N. Jones; press work, Mrs. C. W. Porter; scientific temperance instruction. Mrs. W. C. Spaulding ; prison and jail work, Miss Abbie Leavitt.
Announcements. Adjournment.
AFTERNOON.

2.00—Devotional exercise».

Minutes of morn-

ing session. Reports of superintendents. Reformatory prison. Mrs. O. S. Hunt; Hygienic reform and hereditary, Dr. L. M. Wliitmore; flower
mission. Miss Kate M. Lord. Suppression of impure literature. Union Signal. Mrs. West on and
Mrs. Osgood.
Election of officers.
Report of
committee 011 resolutions.
4.30—Children's meeting. Address by Miss Anna (iordon.
Miscellaneous business.
Adjournment.

LOTUS GLEE CLUB.I
Geo. E. Deroll. Alto; Harry G. Nd»iv, Tenor; Chan. L. Lewiii. Baritone; Clifton F.
Davie, Basso. Assisted l>y

assisted by the famous Boston Choir,

Ruggles Street Church Quartette,

On.l^u.»

Τ»

»

ΛΟ.

9—Friday Evening,
Evening :

Germania Quartette.

Mr. E. M. Bagley, 1st cornet,
Mr. B. Bowron, 2d cornet,
Ucrr E. Stressor, clnrionetteand
saxophone
Mr. Geo. W. Stewart, baritone and
trombone.
Miss Emma XIaydu fiamew, Soprano,
Ulr. Leopold Lieliteuberg, violin
virtuoso,

Dee. 25.

The

Mr. Leon

Albert M.

McKenney.

Jurors Drawn.
At a special meeting of the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen held yesterday afternoon the following jurymen were drawn to
serve on the traverse and superior court juries: John V. Bradley, Thomas F. Lamb, Augustus H. Prince.
MARRIAGES.
In Watcrville, Aug. 22, Lewis
Chesley of Viena
Miss Abbie F. Crockett of Waterville.
In Bucksport, Aug. 4, Capt. Millard G. Dow of
Prospect and Jennie S. I'arker of Bucksport.
In Vinalliaven, Aug. 16, John L. Mullin and
Emma F. Douglas».

TILL FAMILY,

!¥©.

Hock Band Concert Company,

TABLEAUX D'ART.

From Crystal Palace, London. Eng. Vocalists and
Instrumentalists composing the

ROCK

HARMONICOIM,

which is capable of producing the finest music. It
consists of pieces of rock, tuned, and has a complete chromatic scale of five octaves. This gigantic. instrument is played by three performers,
with wood hammers. The programme is very attractive.
The Ocarina, Zither, Streich Zither,
Fairy Bells, Xylophone and other instruments are
introduced, while their part songs are of a high
order.
EVENINCS TICKETS,
SO CENTS.

MO.
WO.

ll~Wednesday Eve'g,Jan.

13.

Classical ltecital by Mr.

Grand Concert by the Boston

FRITZ GIESE,

SYMPHONY

"The King of Violoncellists."
Mr. Chan. F. Weber, Tenor, (in German songs)
and the Philomela

LADIES' QUARTETTE.

Orchestra,
MUSICIANS

60

Iu this city, Sept. 8, Willie L., son of Β. M. and
17 years 4 months.
funeral hereafter.]
η this city, Sept. 8, Mrs, Julia
Cody, aged CI

E. ltedlon, aged
Mary
Notice of

Mis» Louise N. Baldwin, 1st Soprano,
Mies Emma C. Wheeler, 2d Soprano.
Miss Sara M. Peakes, 1st Alto,
Mm. Annie E. Mitchell, 2d Alto,
and an Accompanist.
EVENING TICKETS 30 and 75 CENTS

60

MISS OI.GA VON RADECKE, and
miSS MARY E. O'BBION, PianixU,

NO.

Ιίί—Weduesdiiy Eve'g, Jan. 27.
Lecture

by

in Balfer Opera, the

ROSE OF

Mr. Gougli lectured about 100 times last season
did not cancel a single engagement througn
failure ou liis part, a remarkaDle record after
more than 40 years of continuous platform work
of unparalleled popularity.
50

I

of funeral hereafter.]
(Notice
Manchester, Maine, Sept. 8, A. M. McKenny

Miss Ε tin Hilfgki, Soprano,
Miss Gertrude EdiuaiulN, Alto.
Mr. J. C. Bartlett, Tenor.

Mr. IX. S. Cornell, Baritone,
Mr. Tj. F. Brine, Basso.
Mr. Myron Clark, Basso.

CENT*.

Select Chorus of 12 Voire*. Orchestra of 8
Boston Musician»·.

Special Scenery and Elegant Costumes.

Mr. Leon Κ each. Conductor.
EVENING TICKETS 50 and T3 CENTS·

15-Wednesday Eve'g, Feb. 10.

ΛΟ.

NO.

ORCHESTRA

Portland, aged 66 years 1 month 24 days.
In Paris, Aug. 13, Sarah K., wife of Austin
Partridge, aged 76 years 8 months.
In Pittston, Aug. 24, Amos P. Kollins, aged 62
years 6 months.
In Pittston, Aug. 30, Eli Flitner, aged 73 years
9
months.

In Gardiner, Aug. 30, Georgie K. Nickerson,
aged 8 months.
—

The funeral of the late Mrs. Mary
Boyce
will take place this morning at 8 o'clock, at
her
late residence, Deering. A mass requiem will
take place at the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception at 9 o'clock.

Pimples and Blotches
very liable to appear at this season, when the
blood is burdened with impurities. TJiey frequently cause intense itching, and rubbing or scratching only increases the annoyance. The only way
to cure pimples and blotches is to strike directly at the cause, by taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
to purify the blood.
"I had been troubled with hives and pimples
for some time, f took two bottles of Hood's Sarsaparilla and am entirely cured. I think Hood's
Sarsaparilla has no equal as a blood purifier."
Effie M. Petkie, Portsmouth, O.
I know Hood's Sarsaparilla to be good by its
success in removing eruptions from mv face.'' H.
G. Park, Champaign, 111.
Are

Disappear.

sometime troubled with boils, having
several of them at a time. After enduring about
all I could bear in suffering, I took Hood's Sarsaparilla. Four or five bottles entirely cured me,
and I have had no symptoms of the return of the
boils." Ε. N. Nightingale. Quincy, Mass.
"This winter I was troubled with a humor, pimples coming out all over me, and itching a great
deal. I took several kinds of medicine, but they
gave me no relief. At last 1 took Hood's Sarsaparilla and the humor has disappeared. I feel right
well now." Henky Schroeder, St. Mary's O.
"I recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla as a wonderful blood purifier—a sure and reliable remedv."
Mu s. S. F. Burgess, West Morris, Ct.
"I was for

Sarsaparilla.

Sold by all druggists. $1. six for SB. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,

Mass.

100 Doses One Dollar.

d&wiynrm

Ιβ—Wednesday Eve'g, Feb. 17.
Heading by

Mr. GEO. W.

—AND—

CABLE.

li

Jam

CASTIL·®,

with the following artists in the cast:

and
any

TICKET*,

GLEE CLUB

from liis own works. Author of "Dr.
Sevier," "Old Creole Days." and other celebrated
novels.
BTERIKG TICKET* SO CTS.

Reading

50 PERFORMERS.
This Orchestra is without doubt the finest amateur orchestra in Now England. The Glee Club
render glees, part songs, college songs, in the very
best style.
EVENING TICKETS IS CHS. nod 81 .OO

NO.

IS—Wednesday Eve'g, Mar. 10

Grand

NO. 17 "Wednesday

Eve'g, Feb. 24.

cook:

ORCHESTRA,

NEW LECTURE)
Mr. Cook's

name
our

of

Festival Concert by the Boston

SYMPHONY

Lecture by the REV. JOSEPH

prominent

continues to be among the most

eo

platform speakers.

EVENING TICKETS 50 CENTS.

Musicians,
AND THE

—

HAYDN

]*ï0.19=Wednesday Afternoon, Nov. 4 j
Jloiintp for the Children by the Hungarian

—

CHORUS,

1st.

Orchestral
Wι ι,ιι ει.m

TICKETS 25 CENTS.

îïO--Friday Afternoon, Dec. 25.1

Concert,

Gericke, Conductor.
Part

2d.

MESSE SOLENELLE

TILL FAMILY.

by Charles Gounod, with Chorus and Orchestra.
H. Kotzschmak, Conductor.
EVENINCS TICKET* 75c.

and

$1 OO.

The "Ideals give Operas Friday Evening, Oct. 9thand Saturday alternoon, Oct. 10th. Course tickets can be exchanged for either Opera.
To patrons of the course, 1 will sell tickets to both
performances of the "Ideals" for 75 eta. extra.
Books of all t lie Operas and Librettos at Stockbridg*
Ticliei»
;
Conme
including Reserved seats—$5.01
00, 33.00, according to location. Sold at
Stockbridge's Music Store. Saturday morning. Sept.
'l8th, at i> o'clock. Numbers given out at 7
o'clock. Only 6 tickets sold to one bersou at the op
ϊπίηκ sale.
Half fare on M. C. Κ. Κ., Γ & I >. It. It. and G. T. 1 Tiie Deering Horse Cars and Capo Ferry Boat
will make trips after the Entertainments. Discount
arranged ou oilier Kail lioaUs if desired.

s«4

gep9

nliottolo

RiNES

Idlw

BROTHERS.
dit

senO

CREPE LISSE RUCHING 10 CENTS.
TO-DAY (Wednesday) we sliall sell ΙΐΟΟ
fine Crepe Lisse
Kuching at ΙΟ
This lot includes live
cents per yard.
different styles of two and three rows
and both plain and silk edge.

yards

DON'T FAIL TO SEE THIS LOT.

in York and Cumberland

WANTKO—Agents
counties outside of Portland and vicinity
Saco and Biddeford to handle the best selling

and
.and most meritorious household article In the
world, parties with team can do best, agents in
Portland are making 830.00 per week. Don't
write but call and investigate at No. 5 Preble St.,
where stock can be seen, sales proved, and best
references given. Inquire for E. D. McCLEN!>-l
NEN.
SAI.K—Three tine pug puppies, two
one bitch, nine weeks old.
Inquire
WALLACE, Portland Theatre.

FOR
dogs and
of LORENZO

9-1

ANTE®—A capable girl for general housework. References required, Apply at 117
0-1
PINE STREET.

W

tract.

Provided, however, that after 8150.00
shall have been paid ; then in case of default of any paymeut the party of the second part shall have a grace of 00 days, in
which he may by payment of the sum then
overdue, and interest thereon, be restored
to the same rights which he would have
had if he had made the payments prompt-

day

and

You will

see by the above that we require
down
at time ot purchase, and on
quarter
this amount ten dollaas per month. On
smaller amounts we require less down and a
smaller payment per month, until we get down
to $25.00 worth et goods, when we require
$5.00 down and $5.00 per month. We call
your attention to the fact that we charge no
interest so long as the payments are
made as agreed upon.
You are not asked when you enter our store
whether you wish to buy for cash or credit
you get our cash prices; we have a hundred
a

4 III A M ill {Sum 41*Μ··μμμ*Ι
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FURNITURE,
STOVES AND RANGES,

PARLOR STOVES

DR. R. G. FLOWER'S
Scientific

TODAY
*

THE

—

INSTANTLY RELIEVES AM CUIÏS

Remedies.

CRAMPS, COLIC,
CHOLERA

MORBUS,

ALL FORMS OF

SUMMER

RIP VAN WINKLE.
Joseph Jefferson, the great

actor

(wli

COMPLAINT,

—

equa
In the character of Bip Van Winkle we sliallnever
see again), states that he visited Dr. Flower in a
very low state of health. He had given up the
stage on account of his health being utterly broken down.
Dr. Flower entirely curent him. and he
is to-day enjoying the very best of health, after
tilled
last season a heavy professional enhaving
gagement, The two great remedies used in this
celebrated cure were Dr. Flower's Liver and Stomach Sanative and Nerve PiJJs.
ose

AND

—

ALL Internal & External PAINS.
A bottle of this Medicine in the honee
may save a Doctor's fee.

Read these Recent Proofs of its Efficacy from mil
known People.
CHOLERA .HORBll CURB·.
occasion to use Baker's Great American

Had

Specific

A RAILROAD PRESIDENT'S TESTIMONY.
Col. Tlios. A. Scott, for years President of the
K. R., said just before his suitanswer to a question : "There is but
one Dr. Flower, and it will be a century before
there is another, and the one medicine for Liver
and Stomach troubles, and the general system, i=
his Liver and Stomach Sanative?'

Pennsylvania
§reatdeath,
in

lor a very severe attack of I'halm
.llorbii* and Mummer I'omplaiut. On· dose
relieved and a second cured me.
A. K. JENNESS, Fryeburg, Me.

en

A CASE

WITHOUT-A PARALLEL.

J. t STEBLING,
Kniprritr of (Ίιαιοιιμ, Portland, .He., mmjw—
Have used Baker's Specific for Ncinmr ComIt is tan Invaluable
plaint, and it cured me.
household remedy.

N. It. DALTON,
that horrible railroad disaster at Ashtabula,
Ohio, which every one remembers, Mrs. F. M. CoulPortland, ITle., maym—
ter was hurled through the bridge 70 feet into the
I have found immediate relief for Crampt, Colic
river of ice.
Her friend and Messrs. Moody Λ
and Summer Complaint in Baker's Great AmeriSankey's associate, the sweet singer P. P. Bliss, can Specific. It immediately allays the griping
was killed, and she so badly
Injured and her nerv- pains and distress.
ous system so shocked that chronic hysteria followed. She was sent to a private asylum, where,
COI.. E. C. FARRINOTOK,
after a long treatment, she was pronounced incurof GOT. Robie'd Staff, writeoi
able Four years ago a friend sent lier a bottle of.
Dr. Flower's Nerve Pills.
"Have used it with perfect satisfaction for two
The effect was like"
magic; 17 bottles were taken, and Mrs. Coulter years. Have known many others in this neighborhood who used It for cholera morbus. internal
was thoroughly cured.
pains, etc., and never knew a single case of disFOll SALK BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
E. C. FARRINGTON,
satisfaction."
Fryeburg, Me.

Price, $1.00
jelOdln

per

Bottle, 6 Bottles $5.00.
my29FM&Wlstor4ttiply

JSTE^VVT
FALL

DRESS GOODS

of different makes, patterns, and prices.
see the line, and all kinds of house
furnishings for cash or on our Special Contract
We record no documents at
Yours respectfully,

City

MB. GKO.

ΡΛΒΓΗΕΚ,
CunMin·, Sue·,Me., write·:
Consider Baker's Great American Specific one
of the best family medicines in use.
Whether
used rjctemaJly or internally, good results are
sure
to
follow.
It
Is
In
equally
very general use
in our vicinity, and all agree that it invariably
Collrrior of

çives satisfaction.

EDWIN L. PRAT, ESQ.,
33 Potter St..'.Providence, Β. I., *ay*i
Was taken with cramps In the stomach, very
similar to Cholera Tlorbii·. Took 40 drops
Baker's Specific In water and bathed outside of
stomach freely, and was entirely free from pain In
thirty minutes and as well as ever. Can cheerfully recommend your medicine an a alorl·
ins; article.
Ask

for

Extre

COR. PEARL AND MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND.

ATKINSON, Manager.

Washington St.,

and Cor. Shawmut Ave.
and Pleasant St.,

Bargains in Black

Satin

Rhadames, just received, at
$1.00. $1.25, $1.38,
$1.50, $1.75,
and $2.00.

Hall.

B. A. Atkinson & Co.,

Great
Americas
by Maurice Baker & Co.

"BAKER'S

Specific," prepared

Portland, Me.
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS,
SATISFACTION

Come and

sepO

FOR

SPECIFIC

Ask

Jjour

Special Bargains in

CABINETS
$4.50 Per Dozen.

PANELS!
$5.00 Per Dozen.

Black Silks.

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.

TURNER BROS.,
488 & 490
**

Congress St.

Flawjrin^ Extracts.

FINE

SATISFACTION

auglO

Price 50 eenti.
«CARANTEED.

grocer for Baker's Best

from 371-2c to $1.25.

always on hand to select from in our three stores at
the lowest living prices, and respectfully invite your
inspection of the same.
We are just inlreoeipt of 100

Open Every

0-1

Commercial St.

Thousands of persons in every trade,
profession, and calling, have
been cured by

BEDDING, λ Full Line of All
Wool Homespun

BOSTON,

points,
for
gentle, will trot a mile in three minutes, safe 176
lady to drive. Enquire of A. S. FULLER,

bay

PERILS OF TOMORROW

Carpets,

827

SAE.E—Λ

In

B. A. Atkinson Λ Co.

Him

horse $

gentleman's driving
FOR
years old, 15V» hands high, weighs 1000 lb».,
with black
very handsome, kind and

—

year

Isaac C. Atkinson.

MM J

M iss A. Wolhaupter,

Aided by an experienced assistant, will
open on Sept. 16th, a School for
Young Ladies and Children at
No. 148 Spring Street.
For terms, etc.. apply to Miss Wolhaupter. at
sepédlw
No. 148 Spring St.

PREPARE

ly-

the

SCHOOL.

PRIVATE

+λ

$239.95
This instrument is upon the condition
that said party of the second part shall
pay to said party of the first part the sum
of ten dollars and
cents until the
amount of two hundred and thirty-nine
dollars and ninety-five cents shall have
been paid.
It is agreed that said party of the second
part shall have possession of said goods
and chattels until breach of the above
written condition, but shall use them in a
reasonable manner and shall keep them
in such manner that said party of tne first
part may take possession of them upon
any breach of the said conditions, it being
agreed that time is the essence of this con-

ISAAC C.

TROISIEME

Matinee for the Children by the

ICKETTS 25 CENTS.

fAllnwintr rrAA<lc onH

100 Voices.
Part

work is warranted.

System.

PROGRAMME:

GIPSY BAND.
ΛΪΟ.

tlio

wit:
31 yds. Velvet Carpet.
$1.00j31!00
,v
25 "
Wool
65c 16 25
30 "
7.r> 23!30
Tapestry Brussels Carpets,
"
'■
Cotton and Wool
35
7 70
Walnut Chamber Set, Marble
40 00
top,
O. k. Pine Chamber Set,
20 00
1 Hair Cloth Parlor Suit.
137 50
1 Parlor Table, Marble Top.
7:00
1") yds. Oil Cloth,
25
3)75
1 New Byron Range ά Ware,
15 00
ι
Pipe and Zinc,
4,Kitchen Chairs,
50
2 00
(i 00
6[Dining Chairs,
1.00
llti ft. Walnut Dining Tabic,
(i 00
1.00
5 00
loi Window Shades, complete,
50
1 Bed Spring,
1:25
1 i Mattress, Curled Hair,
10 00
l! Hair Cloth Lounge,
0 00

E. F. Davee.

OPERA COMPANY,

J OUI* Β.

COUCH.
EVENING

narf

Feb. 3

14—Wednesday Eve'g,

Ladies who have been obliged to wait after giving
their orders previous years should call at once while
we are not driven. Better work can be assured and
really better attention paid to fine garments. All

Witnesseth:
In consideration of sixty dollars paid to
the party of the first part, by the party of
the second part, the receipt whereof is
hereby acknowledged, said party of the
first part hereby agrees, upon the complete
payment of the amounts hereinafter specified, and at the respective times herein
named, to sell to said party of the second

Witness.
The Boston English

IVO.

Mémorandum of an agreement made
and entered into this eighth day of Sept.,
A. D., 1885,
by and between B. A. Atkinson & Co. of Portland, in the county of
Cumberland, of the first part, and Isaac C.
Atkinson of Portland, in the county of
Cumberland, of the second part:

Made in duplicate
first above written.

who will on two Grand Pianos aecompaliy the Orchestra.
WILHELM, GERICKE, Conductor.
EVENING TICKETS, 75 cl», and SI.OO.

years.

Hood's

12—Wednesday Eve'g,Jan.20.

THE HARVARD COLLEGE

DEATHS.

»

lO—Wednesdav Evening, Jan. 6

Presenting perfect reproductions of the finest
Marbles of the world in living Statuary. also the
most effective and famous groups ill
Mythology,
and some of the most romantic and stirring pictures of HUtory. More than three hundred beautiful and original movements of grace and
pose in
Tableaux D'Art. The characters In these representations are assumed by 16 Young l.nilir» in
Creek Drapery.
The following artists will assist: Harvard College Quartette (male voices)
Α. P. Brjggs, E. Howard. Tenors, W. 13. Stewart
and J. H. li. Kaston, Bassos; (Mr. Stewart, also
yoedleand whistling soloist.) Elmore A. Pierce,
reciter.
EVENING! TICK ΕΤΗ .ΙΟ and 73 CENTS

introduce for the first time to American
Audiences, their most unique and remarkable instrument known as the
who will

and

of

Reach, pianist.

EVENING TICKET* 50 CENTS.

«1res»

The many friends of Mr. Albert M. McKenney, of Albert M. McKenney & Co., photographers, Market Square, will hear with
great regret of his defease, which occurred
yesterday, at Manchester, Maine, where he
had been staying the past fortnight.
His
death was caused by a complication of diseases, and he had been in feeble health a
long time. He was one of the oldest photographers in Portland, and was (i6 years of age
at the time of his death.
He was a member
of Ancient Brothers Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., and
leaves a widow. His remains will be taken
to Saco, Thursday, for burial.

Dee. 10.

The

73 cent·.

and

8—Thnrsday Evening,

Popular concert bv the following favorite artists :

The greatest noreltv of the age; for Christmas

.1

by Miss Frances E. Willard. Collection.
Singing. Benediction.

KO.

(MALE VOICES.)
HERBERT O. JOHNSON, 1st Tenor,
WILLIAM T. MEEK, 2d Tenor,
GEORGE H. REMELE, 1st Bass,
GEORGE E. CLARK, 2d Bass,
and an Accompanist.
50

keeper.

LELAND T.

COUTHOUI,

EVENING TICKETS

!

Read ojir contract carefully, and any questions you may desire to ask by letter will be
POWERS,
in Ills popular monologues and recitations. The
cheerfully answered.
Club will close the concert with Mullivan'. Operetta,
We have made the following a full and
COX and. BOX complete contract, making Isaac C. Atkinson
EVENING TK'KETN SO C'EUT*
the buyer.

7--Wcdnesday Evening Nov. 25,

Enlacement of the beautiful young lady reader
and impersonator, MISS JESSIE

EVENING.
ΊΛ

SO rent..

Temperance

Union.

Π

TICKETS,

EVENINU

next week.

ΛΪΟ. €»—Wednesday Evening, Nov. 18

man-

MAKING.

CLOAK
our

and satisfaction which this system has given
our customers lies in the fact that we have
never naa a lawsun, anercaiion or unpleasantness with any of them. On the other hand
we could refer by permission to hundreds of
persons whose houses are handsomely furnished and paid for in this way, and who would
tell you that had they been compelled tolpay
cash down would never have attained to such
home comforts. Hundreds of parlors have
been furnished, and hundreds of young people
have spent their evenings at home who otherwise would shun the cheerless home for sone
place of amusement, and gradually drift away
from those good home influences.
This system teaches economy, because for
every dollar expended there is something to
show.
It gives to the man who is doing business
on a small capital the use of his money, and
at the same time to hsl wife all the comforts
of a home.
It has given to hundreds of young married
people the chance to furnish a home and pay
for it out of the profits that otherwise would
have gone to the lodging and boarding-house

SUBJECT:

"Mary, Queen

DOLLARS

IDEAL OPERA

City,

WO.

MILLION

a

worth of Household goods on this and a similar plan throughout New England in the past
four years, and the proof of the entire fairness

MUSICIANS

from New York
in programme of novelties.
Part 1st. Classical; Part 2d, Popular.
Blitw
Emm» Jurh, Vocalist. Mr. Theedere Τ lio inη», Conductor.

tem.
We have distributed over

Oct, 10.

first-class

as

have decided to print the form in full,
showing just how we do business by this sys-

The far-famed BOSTON

con-

THEODORE THOMAS,
60

Saturday Evening,

MAKING

ner, and materials furnished. There need be no delay and customers may be sure of extra good work.
One or two good sewers who have had two years
experience or more are wanted.

we

IHCUliSt

1VO.

DRESS

System is,

our

Course Tickets are Transferable, and two person· can, if they wish, buy one
Course ticket together and each attend an excellent eourg© of ten varied entertain·

CRASH.

Is now carried on at our store in a

NEW ENGLAND.

OF

50
50

We shall sell To-Day at retail one half bale of all
Linen Crash, at 5 cents.
One-half bale of all Russia Crash at 7 cents.

following:

Orchestral Concerts, Operas, MM Lectures, Readings, Housekeepers
In
to hundreds of enquirers
to
Concerts, Lectures and Miscellaneous Entertainments.
what
SPECIAL CONTRACT

EVENII*« TIC KET», SI .00 nud 91.23.

THE STOCKBRIDGE COURSE.

Our readers this morning will peruse with
interest the extended announcement of Mr.
Ira Stockbridge, contained in our advertising
In this announcement will be
columns.
found the attractions of the great double
course of 20 entertainments
offered his

Boils

at the Garden Prof. Hermann's
performance on the slack wire was witnessed

Corner Pear! and Middle

yards

All Linen Crash 9 yards for
Sale all this week.

TIN

Garden.

Yesterday

Β. A. ATKINSON
& CO.,

1885-86.

OF

50 cents

----for
Half Linen Crash II yards for

II

AT

SEASOIS

ADVERTINEmENT*.

COTTON CRASH.

STOCKBRIDGE COURSE

cessfully^Monday night.

Silver Mining

Company.

NEW

TATTKB8.

The new play written for the favorite
actor, I)an Maguinnis, will receive its first
performance in Portland at the theatre this
evening. The title role will, of course, be
assumed by Mr. Maguinnis. The piece has
been most thoroughly rehearsed at the Park
Theatre, Boston, for the past two weeks, and
there will be no hitch in the performance.
Mr. Swett, the manager of the company, has
great confidence in the play and feels assured

Phantom

the aid of the electric

NEW A»VKKTI*KMKNTH.

GUARANTEED.

<lti

M ASS.

Evrniug.

dtf

PHOTOGRAPHER
oil
may29

Coiigress Street.
;

*

dtj

